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Intro duc tion

As one approaches the threshold of this, the 

largest of Eliot's poems and the most grandly 

designed, the eye is caught b,y two snatches of 

Greek lettering inscribed over the entry. Although 

they do not command attention in the manner of Mrs 

Sapsea' s admoni tory epitaph ( "Stranger pause and 

consider ... 11
), and although many pass on in with

out giving them a second thought, or even a first, 
yet it might be well for us to devote a few brief 

moments here to a consideration of their import. 
In fact the epigraphs :furnish a logical starting 

place for an ex.arnination of the Four Quartetsand

a convenient one for our purposes because they 

lead us right into a discussion of the nature of 

the poetry.

To occupy this eminent position, Eliot chose 

two fragments from Heraclitus which he said attract
ed him because of their poetic suggestiveness. 

However the two fragments are interesting in quite 

different ways. The qualit,y of "poetic suggest-

iveness" is most apparent in the second of the two, 

which we may translate: "the way up and the way 

dovvn arc one and the same". Much of Eliot's poetry 

in the Quartets relies on the use of' paradox and this 
fragment is such a natural vehicle for expressing 

paradox that it is felt to echo throughout the whole 

of the Quartet cycle It func tions as a kind of 

lei t-mo tiff to which the poem continually returns,

appearing explicitly at some occurrences and at 

others only by implication. However these appli
cations of the fragment are q v.i te orthodox and call 

for no further comrnent hE:c::ce. It .i. s the other· 

:fragment which is the most inten::,sti.ng of the two 

for present purposes, 

~.
1hi r; find; f'rngineu t we may -Cl'OJJsla te roughly 



as follows: 11al though the Logos ( the Word) is trufi 

for all men, most men act as if they had a wisdom 

all of their own". It is evident that in its 

application to the poem this Logos is to be under

stood in a specifically Christian sense - it is the 

word of God. This makes the fragment a simple 

enough thought in Christian terms and, one would 

have thought, not a particularly interesting one 

from a poetic point of view. However in this case 

it was not really the poetic suggestiveness of the 

fragment that Eliot was exploiting so much as its 

dramatic possibility. This will become clearer 

if we pause to consider for a moment the method of 

narration of the poem. 

We are now accustomed to consider the poem as 

proceeding from a disembodied, depersonalised voice 

which cloes not prompt our curiosi t,y to seek an,y 

personality behind it but which we accept as a mere 
' 

convention enabling the poet to make his deliver,y. 

Hugh Kenner remarks: "of this Voice we ma;y remark 

first of all its selflessness; it is Old 'I)ossrnn I s 

last disappearing trick. No 'persona, Pru.frock, 

Gero:otion, '.11 iresias or the Magus, is an,y longer 

needed .• The words appear to be writing the ms elves. 11 1. 

While this seems erninentl,y reasonable v.'hen a.pplied 

to the passage that Kenner quotes, yet there are 

other sections of the poern which do come from an 

assured personality, as for example when Eliot 

addresses the reader in what seems like his own 

voice: 
11 so here I am, in the middle way, having 

had twenty years -

Twenty years largely wasted, the years 

of l'entre deux guerros -

r:r.1ry in 0 to learn to mm words n .?. 

Thit=:; iD clyarl,y ).mt the frnrne voice as the one l'=enner 

wns speaking of. It seems then that we cannot 



assume an.v continui t,y between the narrative voices 

of different sections of the poem. In fact there 

seem to be different voices addressing us at diff

erent points in the poem - the whole thing becomes 
like a composite manuscript written by many hands. 

But this means that Kennerts model of a completely 

depersonalised Voice is no longer viable, because 

difference of voice implies difference of assump

tion and personality behind the voice. 

Let us turn once again to the first section of 

Burnt Norton ·- the section to which Kenner was 

referring in his remarks. It is significant that 

the moc1e of the verse is such that Kenner felt it 
a+ l~ct:.t 

necessar,y to postulate a voice, although he denied 
" an.Y further evidence of a persona. Yet in other 

sections of the Quartets, notabl.Y the more 11 poetic 11 

sections, such as the second section of ~;1,9 

"Garlic and sapphires in the mud 

Clot the bedded axle~--tree 11 ,3 
the question of a narrative voice simply does not 

arise, just as it does not arise in the poetry of 

Il'Iil ton, sa;y, or Tenrwson. We accept the poetry as 

poetr.Y and do not need a narrative medium. But 

here the fact is that verse of such a deliberate 

meditative p:r.osiness inevitably suggests quite strong

ly the presence of au ordering mind behind it. We 
seem to see the mind feeling its way toward. its 

conclusions. But it is the conclusions themselves 

which are arrived at that indicate most clearly 

that Eliot is indeed employing a dramatic persona 

here. Within five lines of the opening the speaker 

has al:cead,y concluded tlrn,t 

"All time ib unrecleornable 11 £:. 

enc1ors eel. Thus we rnus·t suppose a dra.mL-'l .. i:;io distance 

between the spea1rnr in the opening of B1n'P,'L}iorto~n 

ancl the autbo :c of the Pour Qua:cte.ts. 'l1hose who 



see only a voice here, as Kenner does, are missing 
the full irony of the position and the full subtlety 

of the poet. The voice is actually a parody of the 

true voice of wisdom. Here then we have an appli

cation of the first Heraclitean epigraph - this is 

the wisdom of one man onl,y whose conclusions can 

be sustained only by a wilful ignorance of the Logos, 

which is the will of God, aud. the ponderous deliber

ative style mocks the emptiness of the conclusions. 

Eliot wishes us to realise that this opening position 

is a false one because the rest of the movement, 

indeed the rest of the poem, proceeds to correct it. 
Thus there is very definitely a persona operating 

in the opening - to be sure the tone is impersonal 

but this does not mean that there is no personality 

behind the voice. In fact this vers impersonali t,y 

turns out to be part of the characterisation of the 

voice - it is after all seen to be merely a pose 

just as the serenity and wisdom of the "quiet-voiced 

elders" of East Coker was a deliberate hebetude. 

The method we have used here to expose the 

speaker, to reveal him in his true colours 1 ma.v -

indeed n1Ut~t ~- "be applied to tho whole Of the .QW3)~jJ2.:t~.· 

There are many speakers in tho poem who offer us 

false wa,ys just as this first speaker c1oes, and we 

rimst be very careful in deciding where Eliott s pOf3i·

tives lie. The game becomes one of flushing the 

'possum out of the tree in whicll he if.:; hiding, and 

in the process we shall discover all sorts of other 

lWlilrnJ.,y animals hiding in there with him. As we 

are addressed by each speaker we are challenced to 

identif.Y him and to check the a::':,fJ,.JJll})tions :from 

which he proceeds. If he is one who accepts the 

truth of the Logos, we can trust his conclusions 

and hE.H,1d hiD 1:-:1,dvice; but if he is one who :cegard_s 

his own wisdom tlwr.i Vie rna,y be loll into fa1frn con--

cll:i.s:i.ons by following him. 'l'huu it is that the 



poem is a dra~atic rendering of the first Heraclitean 
epigraph: rather than merely expressing this idea 

in poetic terms, Eliot is fully dramatising it in 

his deployment of narrative voices. In fact it 
is the single most important idea in the Quartets~ 

for not only does it present the Christiai".l message 

but it also has this important structural r6le in 

the poem which may betray UB into false conclusions 

if we fail to understand it. 

In this way the poem becomes much more complex 

than it has hitherto been considered. Rather than 

tho set piece which critics have been accustomed to 

consider it, it is ver,y much a 1.i ving work animated 

b,y a tension between narrator and reader; it is a 

life and death game of forfeit in which the reader 

stands literally to lose his soul. We rnust remember 

that Eliot, at this stage of his career, was ver.Y 

much in a pros ely tis ing frame of mind ( wi tnes::.: the 

C~o1::._~:-_:s~oi:1~-.:~oc~"), atid the poem reflects 
this. It is Eliot's purpose to bring the reader 

eventually to au acceptance of the Logos but he 

re.c:tlises this is not to be achieved b,y preaching. 

The reader must find his way to the correct con-

clusions on his own resources. The poem then 

becomes a progress tJ:n°ough the woo cl of error - ( the 

figure, bor:cowed fr·om Dante, is an appropriate one -

E]l·o~· 1..1s~ 0 1·~ l11'n1seJD) , . t, . eh' . L, _ . • •• J. • Along the way there a.re 

man,y traps laid for the unwary reader~ the poem is 

thus a sort of test of the reader's faith, desigtrnd 

to sort the sheep from the goats. Yet there is a 

correct wo.y aud the reader is ushered along the pa th 

:for th\:1 most 1mrt by the poet I but there are many 

vd~ces which rspeak to him from the dark1::ir3s:J. The 

reader must learn to distinguish the true from the 

fnJ.se voice so that he can eventuall,y arrive at 

tlw shI'i.JJc; at LLVcle Gidding in the correct state of 

mind: 
s 



11 You are not here to verif,y, 
Instruct ,yourself, or inform. curiosi t,y 

Or carr.v report. You are here to kneel 
Where pra,Yer has been valid." s 

However although it is essential first to est

ablish the dramatic nature of Eliot's method in the 

Quartets., yet this is only an introduction to the 

complexity of the work. The discussion so far has 

merel,y been by wa,y of entry to the poem and we must 

now pass on to what is the real concern of this 

paper - the personal element in the Quartets. We 
. . -

have alread.v noted that at some places the voice 

seems to be Eliot's own addressing the reader direct

ly. In fact for much of the poem Eliot is using 

his own person as the narrative medium. Yet this 

should not be allowed to obscure our view of the 

essentially dramatic nature of the verse. For at 

man,y points we canriot be sure if the poet is speaking 

from a position of true faith. Often his tone is 
<, 

disillusioned ( 11 twent,y years largel.Y wasted"); more 

frequentl,y it is querulous and complaining ( "the 

intolerable wrestle with words and meanings") 
7
, 

The poet during the course of the poem is seen to 

be trndergoing changes of mooc1 and to be making his 

own wa,y through the wood of error -· at some places 

we are dealing with RD .unregenerate Eliot where at 

others he is sc1cure in his faith. The poem is thus 

not merely a spiritual exercise testing the reader's 

faith - it is rather the personal document of a ma.:n 

who has made his own way through this ver,y same woocl. 

The personal element however not only informs 

the poetr.v a:t a textual level -·.it also provides the 

framework within vvhich the whole poem VJ.9.fJ erected. 

Eliot constructed the poem so that it effectually 

mapped out the coordinates of the whole of his exist-

once. Each of the quartets is D8Jfwd after u spec!ifi.c 

place which had sonrn personal :::lie.::nificancG in Eliot's 
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life and each of these places comes to assume symbolic 
pro portions in a grand pattern which bestrides the 

whole of the ~~ c.vcle. The whole poem gravi-

tates between these four poles which serve to delimit 

the universe of Eliot's experience. As we proceed 

through the poem, we realise that we are in a sense 

unclergoing a reconstruction of the poet's life. 

Thus we accompany him as he revisits the scenes of 

his childhood and we re-enact his jour:ne,y of expa tri

a tion across the Atlantic to England. But the poem 

incl ucles more than Eliot's personal history - it 

aJ.so takes in the who'le of the ancestral past of the 

Eliot family. Thus we also visit ~~..2£, the 

traditional ancestral seat of the Eliot family. 

What the Po~ets reall.v represents then, is 

an attempt to make sense out of the unique position 

in the world of T.S. Eliot, poet. Thus it takes all 

the deter•miuing factors of Eliot's existence and 

examines them in an effort to see them in the correct 

perspective aud to arrive at some estimation of the 

meaning of life. Yet al thot1.gh the poE1rn is dealing 

almost exclusively with material from Eliotvs own 
personal life experience, it is not reall,y biograph-~ 

icul in an,y sense. Rather it represcmts a deploy-

ment of biographical material in a way that transforms 

the material into a new form of artistic utterance. 

The personal material has all been assimilated arnl 

used. in tbe poem to make a statement about the :1.1eecl 

for acceptance of tlrn Christian way of' life. 11he 

personal element therefore is subordinate to the 

proselytisiDg motive behind the poetry. What Eliot 

has doDe is to take the elemeots of his ovrn life 

and imbue each with a certain rne.0.ning so that the 

whole maps out a pattern which expresses the need 

for ChrifJtian accnptance o:f the will of CJ.oc1. 'ilhil 8 

the poem if:i a fo.i thful record of 11 DJ.1 we have been 11 , 

its more important nie:-,r::m.ge is of all that we miPht ~. ,_:, -

bi'.:), ·_ aucl i nd.c::1ed a.11 that vie fl1UfJ t stri. ve to be. 
7 



E:ioi' 
Thus when we follo\~ ... through the poem, we are 

following him not only through .his life I s histor,y, 

but also on a journey of spiritual progress towards 

the ultimate goal of the chapel at Little Gidding. 

The poem is a marvellous example of the use of the 

personal dimension in the creation of a poetr,y of 

universal effect. Although Eliot's message is one 

which is no longer tenable for many of his readers, 

yet one can nevertheless admire the achievement 

just as much from outside his framework of assump-

tions as one can from within. The poem remains 

an enduring mo:oume:nt to the man, the poet and the 

Christian·- although we tend to admire it for its 

poetic qualities where Eliot would have prized it 
more for the Christian values it embodies. 

There is one major difficult,y a:-cising in this 

thesis however. The problem is that in taking 

this view of the poem, we are committing ourselves 

to a restricted i.nterpretation of the words which 

is alwa,ys a highl,y dangerous procedure in Eliot. 

The poem is infini tel.Y rich in its implications and. 

Eliot I s ver,y technique with language geri era tes 

endless possibilities for interpreting the lines. 

Ooce we decide to concentrate on the biographical 

material in the quartets, and once we decide that 

the poet i\3 advoca:ting a Christian message and we 

endeavour to pin him down to a specific meaning, 

we are automatically sealing ourselves off :from 

hearing much of the more subtly scored music of 

the Quartets, and risking an interpretation that is 

at best unbalanced 1 and at worst com,)letel.v false. 

9~r.ying to pin tho poet down to on0 specific i1Jter·-· 

pretation of the lines is a task similar to that 

set Odysseus wheu he had to wrestle with Proteus. 

As we get a hold on the lines, we feel the poem 

changing sllape within our grasp and eveutua11,y slip·~ 

ping 8}.'frl,,Y to elude oxpl i.cation in our t£n·1n:::, For 

this rc1ason, thi:::; account will go w:cong i:o pluces 1 



necessarily, because it is committed to too narrow 
an interp:r·etation. And ,yet despite its inadequacies, 

it does in the end justify itself because of the 

harvest of reS1ilts that it ,yields. For example, 

there is a richness of personality in the poem 

hitherto unsuspected in the criticism which this 
method reveals. A theory is to be judged b.Y its 

fruits:- this paper has at least yielded sufficient 
nourishment to enabJ.e the writer to cornplete his 

investigation and. to sit back afterwards with a 

certain well-fed satisfaction. Nhether or not 

.it is of any further interest to anyone else is 

euti~ely another question. 



BURNT NORTON 

Movemen t 1 
quartets

The. first of the was not actually written as 

one of four quartets at all, but was intended. to 

stand alone as a hermetically complete work of art . 
in its own right. Thus Eliot originally published 

it as the final poem in his 1936 volume Collected 

Poems 1909-1935. However the poem could not be 

left to stand alone Eliot found. There were certain 

residual considerations left unresolved in Burnt 

Norton out of which East Coker grew, and out of Norton , East Coker
East Coker grew thegrew the idea of a cycle of four. The 

other three quartets were thus all at least implicit 

in Burnt Norton, and indeed most of the themes of 

the later poerns were already present in embryonic 

form in the first. Thus BUrnt Norton becomes a 

microcosm of the whole quartet cycle. What had 

happened was that the idea that Eliot was working 

with in Burnt J,!E~, like Topsy, had 11 growed 11
, so 

that it was now too big for its first suit of clotheo. 

Thus Eliot outfitted it anew in East Coker as he 

was to do twice more over the next few years before 

he was satisfied that it was fully presentable 

before the reading public. This rather frivolous 

analog,y nevertheless does have its point, for, 

despite the growth and development of the ideast 

the four poems are reaJ.ly one and the same-:: poem 

merely dressed in different clothes: from quartet 

to quartet it is rea11y only the externals vvhi.ch are 

chRne~ing, the 1mdorlyi:t.1g themes remaining constant 

throughout tho vvhole cycle. Thus the Four Quartets 
has thC:1 struc tixce of four quatornionfJ, as has been 

i 
fully {loclvnen-liecl b,y C, K. S teac1, the four being com·-

p1erne.u tar,y presE:n tat i ori ;:l of the same basic themes. 

Units in the poern is achiffvecl. through unit.v of theme, 

coinplcnwntci.ri t,y through the use of such commonp1r.-we 

groups of fotn.' 8,f:, t1 } ' · "1e e .. omen "Gr, 8Xtd · the seasons of 

10 



the year which allow for the change of dress in 
each of the quartets. 

Hovrnver the 8tructure of the po em is more com-
plex than this. As well as this formal quadrangu-

lar pattern which derives from the older literary 
idea o:f elegant variation, there is another pattern 

which informs the poetr.v. This is the pattern of 

the titles whi.ch we have referred to in the opening 

remarks. Each of the places of the four quartets 

comes to assume some sort of symbolic significance 

which will gradually emerge as we look at each of 

the quartets in turn, and the four s,ymbols interre
late to fulfil a meaningful patte~n. As the cycle 

advancc~s and the symbolic meaning of the places 

becomes apparent, the position with regard to this 
pattern advances too,· so that there is also a pattern 

of growth within the cycle. It is not until Little 

Gidd1::e that the poem attains its full maturit,y of 

growth and is finally seen to be corcec tly appointed 

in a suit of perfect fit: 
II And every phrase 

And sentence that is right (where ever,y 

word is at home, 

~L1aking its place to support the others, 
1.rhe word neither diffident nor ostentatious, 
An eas,y comrnerc e of the old and the new 1 

The comm.on 'NO rd exl'W t wi thou_t vulgarity 1 

1rhe formal word precise but not pedantic, 
The complete consort dancing together) 0 •

2 

Of course Dur·ntNo__y~; was written before any 
idea of a cycle of fou.r~ so that exiy symbolic meaning 

it has in the context of the whole cycle may not be 

immedi2tely apparent. The first quartet had origins 

dif:feront in kiJJd from the other three, so that we 

cannot begin irnmecUately with thhJ poem by to,lking 

abcrnt any ,grand 

Pour· Clnarte tf;. 

plqn info0ning the ~hole of the 

The poc,111 appenrs to havE~ been 

oce.:u0:ionc:ei. b,y a vi.sit EJiot pa.id in the surnmer of 
II 



1934 to a deserted manor house near Chipping Carnpden 

in Gloucestershire, where he had an experience which 

Kennor sa,ys "catalysed certain· fragments which 

Murder., in the Cathedral did not finally incorporate 11 •
3 

The mansion stood on the site of an earlier countr,y 

house that had been burned down some two hundred 

years before. Russell Kirk notes that r1 the formal 

gard.en and shadowy house of the poem are composites, 

doubtless" •
4 

Eliot not only uses the particular 

house called Burnt Norton but draws on the whole of 

the district around Chipping Campden and Chipping 

Norton. 

"In Chipping Campden, the -shell of a ruined 

manor ·11ouse of the sixteenth centur,y stands near 

the church; Hidcote Manor, three miles awa.Y, has 

a famous garden, open to the public; at Great Tew, 

five miles from Chipping Norton, there had lived 

Lord Falkland, gathering about him in that house 

the scholars ancl poets whose company Eliot might 

have relished more than he enjoyed the comrnunication 

of twentieth centur.Y inte1lec tuals. All these 

scenes and memories lie back of Burnt Norton." s -----~· -·=· -

The whole of the area was obviously ·steeped in 

a sense of the past, but apart from this the place 

was not known to have any personal misoo:Lations for 

Eliot. Yet in the poetr,y it becomes charge cl with 

s igni fic;=J;tJCe 1 the rose-·garclen. so fraught with sugg

estion that it prompts a mystical experience in 

which the poet feels hirnr:ielf in communication with 

m;ysterious p:cesences who seem to rep:cesent the v,ho1e 

range of unrealised pmrnibilit,y in life. We wonder 
wh,y it vw,[i that this place prom;)ted m.wh an ex1)0ri.encc 

if it l1acl no pe:csonal sigL1ificaJ1ce for Eliot. This 

ii:i the question we shall attempt to El,nE:wcn· but .vet 

we Cc-J,nnot tlo so before taking accoLuJt of what the 

poet:c,y itself is fJG.,ying. The significance of the 

place will emc~rg<.:, from a study of the })Oi:;rn but we 

12. 



must let it do so naturall,y and we must now move 

closer to the text. 

The poem opens with a dr,Y pros.v voice pondering 

on the nature of time. The seemingly disembodied 

voice offers for our consideration a possible view 

of time which goes beyond our usual idea of a linear 
chronological sequence. We are offered the concep

tion of a past that contains both present and future, 

and a future in which all past is irnmcmently present. 

'.l'hus the present moment is a "loadedn one in which 

all past and all future are iraplici t. This means 

that at any given moment all time is 11 eternall.y 

present" in that moment. This concept of time is 

ver,y mu.ch a predestinarian sort of philosophy which 

implies that :nothing in the past could possibl,y have 

happened except what actua.11,y did. happeni and that 

ever,ything that is to happen in the future necess

arily must happen and that nothing else is possible. 

Such a philosophy depends on the idea that at the 

beginning of the world all the seeds of future time 

were planted, and histor.v is merely the coming to 

fruition of those seeds. This condemns ever,y thing 

that might have been, the whole range of .u.rJ.realisecl 

possibility in life, to a world of speculation only. 

To subscr.i be to the view of time offered in these 

opening lines is t1rn.s to espouse a rather unattract

ive form of fatalism which eventually requires us 

to believe that all time is un:cedeernable since all 

t.irne is ete:cnall,y present. Since the past always 

remains with us, there is nothing we can do to 

expunge past errors~ ancl ai'.l,yvvay .it would be futile 

to try since we can d.o nothing that will chang,'.. the 

course of the future. This if3 all implicit :i \) the 

word "unredeemable 11
• 

However thiD word brings us to a halt i11 our 

predestinnrian tracks, bocause in view of Eliot's 



... 

other poetr,y, particularly Arjh Wednes~~'l and the 
C}~S>__l"U:C~£_~_fr~~-Rock, it is a patent falsi t,y. 

It is not a view to which the poet subscribes 

because in Eliot's view time is redeemable by virtue 

of one moment in time through which time, and with 

it all such time-bowJd philosophies, was defeated. 

That moment was the Incarnation of Christ and it is 

recorded in the Choruses from "The Rock": 

ttThen came, at a predetermined moment, a 
moment in time and o:f time, 

A moment not out of time, but in time, in 

what we call histor,y: transecting, 

bisecting the world of time, a moment 

in time but not like a moment of time, 

A moment in time but time was made through 

that moment: for without the meaning 

there is no time, and that moment of 

time gave the meaning."~ 

Here is the moment of time which makes it possible 

for all time to be redeemed; here is the moment of 

time through which 11 time is conquered". Yet at 

this point the narrative voice does not recogDise 

this. The moment of the Incarnation is a mani-

festation of the Logos wh:i.ch is true for all men, 

but which the voice ignores for the sake ·of its 

own wisdom. This is the first application of the 

epigraph and we note that it :i.s being applied dram·

aticall,y ·- the speaker here has reEtehed an untenable 

position b.Y ignoring the truth of the Logos and 

fol1owirig his own wisdom. 

However the speaker moves on from this position 

of fatalism to speculate on whai; might have been. 

Wo begin to suspect that the weariness of tone of 

the opening lines was a diseuise for wha·t now seems 

to be o, sense of loss of all the 1.,1.r)rc~alizi:.~t potent, .. 

ialit,y that is implied in 11 what might hav€ t\(;811 11 , 

As indicated above, to endorse the opening remarks 

is to banish alJ.. the riclmes ~; of poDf:l l bi 1 i that 



remains tmrealizecl in life to a realm 11of specu

lation onl,y 11
• The poet seems rather haunted by 

this seni:1e of loss and begins to regret all the lost 

opportuxi.i ties of his own personal past. Th Ls leads 

into a moment of reverL e in which the 1mreali zed 

possibilities of the past are recreated poetically. 

npootfalls echo in the memory 

Down the passage which we did not take 

Towards the door we never opened 

Into the rose garden." 

The poet is obviou~il,y more attracted by the rich 

possi bili t,y of what might have been than b,y the 

rigid fatalism of the opening lines. But in view 

of the "vdsdom" of the opening· remades t to indulge 

in such fantasies as this is futile self-deception 

since it is fleeing from and not facing up to the 

"reali t,y r, which was explored in the opening. 'l'hus 

the poet half-·hesi tates before indulging his specu

lative imagination: 
II shall we follow 

The deception of the thrush?" 

He does follow and experiences a mystic revelation 

which points towards a fuller sense of reali t.v than 

he had at the beginning. The thrush at the end is 

no longer deceiving, but one who knows more about 

reali t,y than we can ever do. He gives us the reve·

lation which we cannot yet fully comprehend m:id then 

banishes us back to our tirne-bound world with 
II human kind 

Cmrnot bear ver.Y much reality. 11 

It is we then who were deceiving ourselves when 

we mistrusted the 11 deception 11 of tho thrush. By 

following the thrush we have had a vision of reality 

which goes far be.vond our limi tecl notiorrn of cletern1i-· 

nism at the beginning. The change in attitude 

between the beginning a:ncl the e.nc1 of the 1110vement 

is poiotod up :in the repetition at the en& of two 

1i:nci:1 which hacl been offered earlier but v1hich havo 
15 



now taken on a new and fuller meaning. 

"What tnight have been and what has been 

Point to one end, which is always present." 

In the :first utterance these lines had meant some-

thing like 111.10 matter what did or did not happen in 

the past, it all led up to the present which is the 

dimension we are alwa,Ys condemned to inhabit". 

Now b,y virtue of the experience in the garden the 

lines have taken on new meaning. The revelation 

of what might have been and its relation to what 

has been points be,yond both to that "end" which is 

eternall.Y present in the world. This 11 end" is 

the divine purpose of God. In this experience we 

have hacl a vision of the completeness of God's purpose 
for the world. What we become aware of is 

II both a new world 

And the old made explicit, understood 

In the completion of its partial ecstasy, 

The resolution of its partial horror". 
Thus what the experiencE-} in the rose-e;arden really 

represents is a manifeotatio1.1 of the godhead who 

ordains all histor,Y anc.l conversely vvho redeems all 
time. The revelation has not been a specific one; 

we are merely 11 pointed 11 towards the will of God. 

~:he experience is by and. large hints and guesses 

which are picked up later in the poem. The "heart 

o:f light" is a Don-·exp1ici t :indication of a tran

scendant reality which, at this point 1 vrn can only 

guess at the nature of. It is made clear in the 

second movement what th.is heart of light reo,lly 

:co prerc: c-m ts. Horo we clo not full.Y comprehend the 

exporienco; our kJJowJ..ecJ.ge is onl.v partial because 

"humsn kind cannot boar veI'.Y rnuoh realit.y 0 , This 

re;_:-1,li t,y is tlle will of God which iE1 also the :Logos 

of the ep .. i.graph., It is now clear that the specu-

lat'i.ons opening tb.e poero wer·e the wisdom of one man 

only - in the idiom of' .~·~,~E~~~-.Q2JS<~:l: the wisdom of e,yes 

peering into the darknest'l. 

10 



':Phus in the first movement of Burnt Norton we 

move from a position of limited knowledge and self

deception in the opening towards a fuller sense of 

reali t,y at the close by virtue of au experience 

which contains au implicit revelation of the will 

of God. We are led to throw away our "wisdom" in 

acceptance of a trm1scendant reali t,y larger than 

any one man can know. The message that the Quartets . ... ~ . ......._ 

as a whole is inculcating is acceptance of the will 

of God - here is the message mapped out in miniature. 

In this way we can view -~urn~. N~ as a microcosm 

of tho whole cycle - as we claimed earlier all the 

themes present in the whole cycle are at least 

implicit in ~n·t~nB.opton. In. the three following 

quartets Eliot was really only elaborating and making 

more explicit what he had already incorporated in 

the first poem. Thus the first step towards accept-

ance of God's will is a movement towards hurnility. 

We must throw away our own wisdom and move toward.s 

humility because, as in East Coker 

"The only wisdom we cru1 hope to acquire 

Is the wisdom of humili t,y: humili ts is 
.., 

endless 11 • 

~Chis at an,y rate is Eliot's intended pattern 

in the first movement. But when we come to examine 

the rose-garden experience more closely, we begin to 

see that there is more to it than this - the poetr,y 

seem;::; to have developed purposive intentions of its 

own here which are not recognised by and at ocl.ds 

with the purposeful intentions of the poet. 1'here 

arr~ irnpLi.cationf:.l in the l)Oetry at this point which 

pe:chnps even .2~1 iot hirnsGJ.:f did not recognise at the 

time of writing, and which onl,y emerge when l]u~~P t 
[~~~01~ is seen in context with the other- quarto ts. 

At all events we must examine more closely the 

OX!)eriNice in the rose~-gardcn as it is rendered in 

the: poetr,y to see if it c:nn carr,y the weir.2;l1t Eliot 

wir:drnr:3 :it to do. 
' 

. f' . t or 1:: 1 ·; 
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in other directions, as I have implied. 

It is now commonplace to talk about the exper

ience in the rose-garden as an experience of what 

might have been. This phrase itself can be under-

stood in two distinct senses both of which are 

import::wt here. Firstly we recall Russell Kirk's 

note on the deep sense of the past on which Eliot 

was drawing in the poem. With all its historical 

associations, the place must have summoned up ghosts 

from the past :for Eliot as he wandered about the 

district. As he lingered in the garden of the 

burned house, he seems to have been imaging forth 

a past in which these ghosts naturally took their 

place. The m,ysterious presences in the garden then 

are all the people who might have lived there at 
some time as they are present to Eliot's imagination. 

Kirk mentions the learned men of Lord Falkland's 

gatherings. It would be some satisfaction to Eliot 

to imagine himself in easy commerce with the t~osts 

of such men, "accepted and accepting", a heal thy 

mutual respect on both sides. 

This then is the past as it might have been, as 

it presents itself to the mind of the poet, and it 

is undoubtec1.ly part of the experience; yet it is by 

ao means sufficient to explain the experience. To 

begin with Eliot speaks of the visit to the garden 

as if it never really happened: 

"Down the·passage which we did not take 

Towards the door we never opened 

Into tlw rose-garden 11
• 

This entr.v into the rose-garden is a marvellow] 

example of controlled poetry. There is something 

half suggestive about these lines, something which 

Wf:.'l soem to r'eeognise 'trnmecHatel.v and yet cannot 

precisely identify. Perhaps it depends on thG non-· 

explicit tecolleotion of all the passages and doors 

:Ln fl.Li Cf.J"in -~ .'/ondeyland 1 a work that would surely 
,s 



form part of the mental furniture of ever;/ native 
English-spe0Jdr1g reader, and ,yet somethiDg which 

few could recall in its verbal details. This 

causes us to locate the e;perience somewhere back 

in childhood, so long ago that it is almost, but 

not quite, forgotten. There is also an irnplici t 
connection between the rose-garden a.nd Eden, "our 

first world", so that the whole becomes a sort of 

condensed arche'l;,ypal image that speaks to something 

buried deep in our personal memories but also some

thing that is larger than an,y personal memor,y. As 

well as this the poetr,y sets up reververations in 

our minds of all that might have been in our own 

liver:3 1 but was never realised. '.l1hus the power of 

the poetry: our childhood memories chime in, but 

we also experience a sense of something lost which 

depends on both an allusion to the lost innocence 

of Eden, and a recollection of all the lost opport-

unities of one's paGt life. We sense the po0t 

digging back into our own personal past, but he is 

also going be,Yona. this and digging back into that 

racial consciousness which is older than an,y of us 

and which breathes the vague sense of loss that is 

part of the human condition. With all these ideas 

reverberating in our minds it is almost ci cheeky 

self ass-u,rance in the poet to tell us barefacedly 

that 
II TH,y words echo 

.'.l'hus 9 in ,Your mincL " 

They do indeed. We can see now that the experience 

in the rose-garden goes far beyond a mere imagined 

reconstruction of the past. In fact, it touches 

intimate personal emotions in our own lives. We 

become aware of all the things which might have been 

but were not. The presences in the garden now 

become represeDtativo of nll the possibilitios 

never realised in one's own life: the children 

hidden in 'the; f.:;lirubbcr,y are children of the u1ight 

hn,re bceri in u. very roal Geuse ·- the.Y n.:ce possibl.Y 
1'1 



the children Eliot never fathered. 

In this wa,y the Burnt Norton manor came to be 

some sort of ideal s,ymbol of' all that might have 

been in life. The question that a~ises is why this 

place, if it had no personal associations, came to 

have such significance for Eliot. Incleed .the exper-

ience in the rose-garden is so central to the whole 

of' the ~:r.,t<::.!. cycle that we arc obliged to consider 

just why it was that this particular place triggered 

it off. What was it about the Burnt Norton manor 

that so strongl.Y suggested all the reveries of what 

might have.been? 

Looking back at .f3u~t.,££ from an overview 

of tlie whole .9...ua:rtet c,ycle, we can see that Eliot 

was to become particularl.v concerned with making 

sense out of his position in the worlcl, and in part-· 

icular, out of his past - both his ancestral past 

and his own personal past. We can see too by his 

expatriation from America to England and his total 

embrace of the English way of life 1 that the United 

States, as a couutr,y, was congenial neither to his 

personali t,y nor his poetry. Ho needed the orthod-

oxy and stabilit,y that England with its s.onse of 

tracU ti.on and its sense of history was able to give 

hi!Jl. Thus Eliot had personally to undo the step 

taken by his ancestor Andrew Elyot when he decided 

to emigrate to America in 1667. It is clear that 

Eliot felt himf:ielf in the English tra(li tion of 

letters and thHt he eventually considerGd himself 

not as an American but as an Englishman. We ma,y 

conjecture that Eliot felt that it was some sort 

of historical 11 mistake 11 that had led to his haviDg 

been born in 1\merioa. Although he never forgot 

the scenes of 

ued. to inforrn 

ted the :fact 

in Engl an a .• 

his 

his 

that 

American childhood, which contin·

poetr.v, ,yet perhaps Eliot regret··

he h[-1,d not been born arid ra:Lsec1 

We have spoken of the Burnt Norton 
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manor as some sort of ideal s,ymbol o:f what might 

have been for Eliot. We must remember that what 

might have been included for him the possibility 

that his ancestor never emigrated at all.. Perhaps 

Eliot was conjecturing that the Gloucestershire 
manor was exactl,y the sort of place that the Eliot 

famil,y might have ended up with if the.v had rerrmined 

in England. We can now see Eliot viewing himself 

as a dispossessed ghost wandering about the garden 

he might have lived in, but for a mistake of histor,y. 

The fact that the manor had been burned down in the 

eighteenth century probably struclc a chord of 

response in Eliot's breast. The burning dovrn of 

the house had effectively blotted out the rest of 

its histor,y and dispossessed all its potential -future 

inhabitants of their home: in a similar wa,y, b;y 

severing the connection with England, Eliot's 

ancestor had blotted out the rest of tho famil~r 9 s 

histor,y in England, and dispossessed all his descen-

dents of their English heritage. Thus Eliot feels 

a kinship with the dispossessed ghostr~ of the manor -· 

he himself is also a g110st of the might have been. 

~P.he bu~rned manor is thus a s,yinbol of the desolation 

of all that might have been in the past that was 

unroalised because o:f the actual course that hi::::tor,y 

took. 

Eliot of course never articulated explicitly 

what the Burnt Norton manor meant fo:r him. It is 

clear that to have made such an interpretation 

explicit in the poet:c.v vwuld have deotro.yed rnuch of 

the poetic impact o:f the pasi=:age. rp1rn poetr.Y 

depends on the charged suggestion that the lines 

carr,y, the feeling that we do not completel,y u.nder··, 

stand the experience. Of course this particular 

interpretation of the experience is still only part 

of the stor,y bu.t it doc~:· suggeut hor·1 the place~ came 

to p:compt the experi. eoc e, J offer· the iclea o:nly 

as a motive:i.tiug fee1i..ng behi11cL the pootr,y - we 
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cannot consider it as a theor,y in any rational way. 
For Eliot of course had more than one ancestor and 

it is obvious that if Andrew Elyot had not emigrated, 
then there would have been no T.S. Eliot at all. 

It would after all take a considerable strain of 

circumstances to imagine the transference of the 

whole of one's ancestral line frorn one country to 

another. Thus any iaxplici t presentation of this 

in the poetry would become nonsense rather quickly. 

Yet this is not to den.v that the idea may be present. 

We may allow Eliot to conjecture on the possibili t,y 

of h:Ls having been born in England without obliging 

h:i.m to arrange all the details. 

This brings us however, tci a further set of 

implications which have as yet remained uxmoticec1 

in the poetr,y. For the.re are dangers in all such 

speculation on what might have been. To admit the 

might have been as a real possibiJ.it,y is to deny 

that what has been was in a11y sense necessary o 

This is effectively to deny the necessity for one's 

own existence. Nhen we consider the chance meetings 

in our ancestral line, all the hazards of conception 

and birth~ all the near accidents that man,y have cut 

off the line at any pointr we realiso th~t our pos

ition in the world is tho end result of a long chain 

of coincidence and chance. Aldous Huxle,y had. a 

sense o:f this vvhich he expressed in an amusing way: 

"A million mi 11ion s permv.tazoa, 

All of them oJ.ive: 

Out of tho ir catacl,Ysm but one poor I-loah 

Dare hope to survive • 

.And among that billion minus one 

I11ight have c}rn.11cecl. to be 

Shakespeare? anotJ:wr Hewton, a new DonDe -

Du.t the Or:\ o was r.:e. 11 2 

To speculate on v,·hc1t might have been rm:i,kes us aware 

of our rn,ther rireco.-ciou::1 po~:d tion in the world ·

:from t11i:3 point of view ecwh of u~: 1.s unbelievably 

luc;};,y to have evi::n.1 been bor'n at all. 
11. 
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puts oneself on an equal footing with all the ghosts· 

of the might have been, as Eliot does here, one is 

admitting that an,y of these ~1osts could have 

usurped one's own place in the world. For implicit 
in all speculation on what might have been is the 

poss:i b:Llit,y that oneself might never have beeD born 

at al.l. All this means that the moment when the 

cloud passes ancl the pool is emptied is a charged 

moment indeed. From this point of view the moment 

could easily represent the anni.hilation of one's 

own personality. This makes the poetr.v resound 

with much larger implications than are apparent on 

the surface. The moment is a frightening one but 

it calls us back to the reality of our situation 

and Yve realise that the pool was not emptie<1 of our,

seJ.f but of the people of the might have been. Yet 

the moment has threatened our assurance of our own 

identity. If this is reality it is indeed hard to 

bear. The poet learns that toying around with 

. what might have been can lead to doubts of a very 

real kind. If one's own existence is a matter of 

pure chance only, then one wonders where the mean
ing lies in lifeci. It is this sort of lma.erJ.ying 

meaning which the poet probably never intended at 

the time, but which makes itself felt despite the 

poet. This is what I have referred to as the pur·-

posivo intentions of the poetry which seem to be 

straying from the purposeful intentions of the poet. 

Of oourse Eliot would have had an answEn-' to all 

this. For him, to speculate in this manner is 

futile and vain because a,gain it is igDo:ring the 

Logos which is true for all men. It is through 

speculating on what might have been without :caking 
account of the v1ill of C}od th1:d we have opened our,,. -----------=1',~ ~>,s=.=,~~~---=·,...•- ""r • .._..,,...,..._~...,..., ...... -""'.... • • 

seJ.ves to a cJ,:=-J..ngerom; scepticisrn which deprives life 

If we are led~ as we may be, 

b,y tlw t1u'v.!':,h to such a do.Tk scepticism then we are 

orri r1g bece,urJ e vie c:tre regarc1i n.g onJ;y our own 1ai. sdom. 



The answer is implicit in the "heart of ligh t 11 which 
the pool show eel us. This is picked_ up in the next 

movement when we ar0 given assurance as to its mean-

ing. However we cannot regard this heart of light 

for long: such moments of supercharged reality are 

hard to bear precisely because our flesh tends to 

lead us to doubt as we have done where we should 

rather render ourselves up ~ntirely to the will of 

Goa_. 

Thus while the thrush does show us reality in 

that he frees us from the trap of fatalism, yet he 

also offers deception in that we ma,y fall into the 

alternative pit of scepticism. The ironies involved 
i11 the terms nreali t,y" and lfdec eption" are by now 

quite profouXJ.d. In the fina,l anal,ysis to navigate 

the straits between the Sc.vlla of fatalism and the 

Charybdis of scepticism we have only one reliable 

guide which is implicit faith in the Logos, the will 

of God. 



Movement ~~ 

In the second movement Eliot is attempting to 
create a poetic representation of the idea of the 

godhead which for him was the whole purpose of life, 

the ver,Y centre of existence, in his own metaphor 

nthe s ti 11 point of the turning world 11 • The second 

movement of each of the quartets is generally divided 

into two sections, the first of which is a "poetic" 

treatment ( "one way of putting it") of something 

which is then approached in a more prosaic manner 

in the second section. The first section here is 

a ver,y special type of poetr,y: it is a passage of 

charged language saturated with sense impressions 

and condensed images. The motivating i <lea behind. 

the poetr.v seems to be an attempt to reconcile the 

two cone epts o:f motion and stillness b,y means of 

examples which are familiar to our senses. Eliot's 

favourite example of a reconciliation between motion 

ar.Jd stillness is of course the hub of the wheel 

which he uses in the second section of this move-

ment. Although the wheel may be spinriing very 

fast, there is one point at the ver,y centre which 

is absolutely still. This becomes for Eliot a 

metaphor for Goel who remains still and unchanging 

in the flux of the world. It is God who is the 

point of all existence -
II Except for the point, the still 

point, 

There would. be no clanee, and the:ce is 

o:n 1,y the clanc e". 

This idea of the still point of the turning world 

lies behind all the poetr.v of this second movement. 

In the first section we are made to experience 
the conflict be tween the two ideas of stillness and 

motion th:cot1.gh poc!tr,y which is heavi1.Y sense---saturated. 

01.n' orm. bo<1.i C'1fJ prcn.d de exampleD: althour;h we feel 

no notion v1i.thiu u::_.\ there it; 
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"The dance along the arter.v 
The circulation of' the lymph 11 • 

Our pulr:ioo race beneath our skins though the surface 

shows no trace of rnoti.on. The notion of the pulse 

is fused into another image which also reconciles 

stillness ru1d motion - that of a vibratir).g wire 

which is moving very rapidly although it appears 
to be still: 

"The trilling wire in the blood 11 • 

We now look above us to the stars which appear fixed 

in the sky although we lmow that the,y are really 

involved. in gigantic motion. We are then laia_ down 

on our backs beneath a tree with clouds moving above 

the tree so that eventually we do not know whether 

it is vve who are moving or the tree or the sk,y. 

Indeed we lose all sense of up and down and we think 

perhaps that 
11we move above the moving tree 11 • 

All the time we hoar beJJeath us through the unmoving 

gromJo., the rh.vthrn and the movements of life: 

"Below, the boa.rhound arid the boar 

Pursue their pa:ttern as befo:ce". 

At the same time we are bombB,rdecl with sense imprest>« 

ions thc,,t make ui:i keenl.Y aware of the very life in 

our ovm bodies. We taste, we see, we feel the 

"Garlic and sapphires in the mucl. 11 

while we also sense the stilled force, the frozen 

impulse that the clogged axle-tree represents. 

The whole effect of the passage is to evoke a 

sense of vibrancy in :::,tillness. Althou{';J.1 we ma,Y 

feel thn.t tbe worlu_ n.round us is static, .Yet in 

reali. t;y ever.v thing io apu1r.:Je w:i. th the vibrancy of 

life. We ere r,v:tde to feoJ. this pulse wtthin us 

anc1 all arow.1cl trn. This is the dance of life of 

which we a:ce al1 part and which is ora"ered around. 

the st:i.11 point wh:Lch is God. ~1hu:J thc:i :Li r·st 

sec ti. on has pcc~pared Uf3 :fo:c un exru11:Lnati.on of thi:;; 

sti1l point, Havinc·: been made awnre of the clyna-



mism an.a. flux of the turning world, we rnust now 

turn to the central point of the flux which is what 

gives it its meaning. 

" Except for the point, the still 
point, 

There would be no dance, and there is 

only the dance. 11 

The second section of the movement is more 

explicit in its reference. Where the first section 

was communicating by means of poetic images to 

create a sense of the vibrancy of life, the second 

section is concerned with a different method of 

communication, which is not so directl,y aimed at 

the senses. The poetry is aimed more at the ration-

al or intellectual faculties al though its communi·-

· cation is intended oventuallyto go beyond rational 

apprehension. We begin with the now f~miliar 

image of "the still point of the turning world" as 

a symbol of the godhead. Eliot now becomes con-

cen1ed with creatine a poetic representation of 

the idea of Goc1. 'rl1is is a difficult assignment 

:for a poet: to attempt to incorporate in his verse 

a sense of that unknowable transcenclent reality 

which is the Christiaxi God.. Traditionally poets 

faced \'Ii th this problem have pleaded humi1i t_y and 

written devout al.)d. humble hymns of pr21,isc~. But 

Eliot is not play i.n,g the simple-·rninded believer; 

his aims are somewhat less humble. He trents the 

wholo probJ.e1;1 as a matter of technique and vvri tE:1s 

a typo of poetry that is intended to be in some 

sense a mimetic representation of the idea of God. 

'.Phus lie Uf3es ch~vices such as paradox. He piles 

one pani,6,ox on top of anotr1er i:o ari attempt to 

roprcD erd; tlrn :Juprt-}me 11i.::ir·adox which is Go cl. Eliot 

koowr.:1 that he i::_l de8,linc with sori1ething .that i e 

ultinw,tel.v uu1;iJOWs.b1e Ew tbc~,t he ur::lc~s poet'L'.Y Lliat 

cc-innot be 1i.tcrn11,y unc1(,·t·f;tood, 

the conHilLLrJ1catLoo nrn:::;i; t:~1.ke p12,('.8 on 8 1cve1 other· 



nique of Eliot's: whenever he tries to represent 
Goel in his poetr,y, the words become charged beyond 

a rational level of apprehension so that the whole 
becomes almos.t incantator,y. We recall his play-

ing about with the word "time" in the Choruses from 

"The Rock" in an attempt to arrive at something 
which is beyond time, yet which includes all time. 

We also recall the punning word pla,y in Ash Wednes

da:r_: 

"If the lost word is lost, if the spent 

word is spent 

If the WJheard, w:rnpoken 

Wora_ is unspoken, unheard; 

Still is the unspoken word, the Word unheard, 
The Word without a word, the Word within 

The world and for the world; 

And the light shone in darkness and 

Against the 'Nora. the unstilJ.ed world still 
whirled 

About the centre of the silent Word." 1 

This again is almost incantation. We no longer 

tr,y to "understand" the poetr,y but rather experience 

it on a level which is beyond the rational. The 

poetry is communicating be,yoncl the litera,l meani.ng8 

of the words. In the present passage in Bu~ 

Norton the effects are similar. We can never 

really know anything about God, but if we can con
ceive of something which is neither flesh nor flesh-

less, neither ascent nor decline, neither from nor 

towa~cdfJ, neither arrcs t nor movement 1 ( 11 and do not 

call 1 t fixi t,y "), in other wo:rd.s, if we can move 

out o:f the realm of rational undE:rstancUng, then 

we can begin to approach the 11waning of Goel, '.J:hus 

Eliot is actually appealing to the int8llect to 

show that what he is saying cannot after· all be 

apr1reheD,1ed b,y the i11tellect. 

In these techniques, Eliot is qui·to similar 

to John thlton. Con::.-iider J<:i.lton 1 s invoc,J.ti.on to 



Light in ~~.dise Lost: 

"Hail, llo1y Light, offspring of' Heav'n 

f i :C'S t-born, 

Or of th' Eternal coeterna1 beam 
lYiay I express thee unblamed? since God is 

light, 

And never but in unapproached light 

Dwelt from eternity, dwelt then in thee, 

Bright effluence of bright essence increate. 
Or hear 1 st thou rather pure ethereal stream, 

Whose fountain who shall tell?"a 

Milton is addressing himself' to Light, but he makes 
110 diotinction between.the light which is God and 

the light which is present to our senses. He is 

not i:eall,y concerned with speaking to the rational 

apprehension, but with evoking a sense of the unlrnow

able "unapproachable" nature of God, by mGans of a 

poetry which becomes almost pure incantation. 

Certainly this passage of Milton's is much more 

successful than where he portrays God as a huge 
corporeal figure seated on a e;igantic throne in 

the heavens. The passage is to the point here 

because Milton's Light which is God corresponds to 

the "heart of light 11 which Eliot referreq. to in the 

first movement. In fact the whole of the second 

movement is cone ernod with el uc i dating the rneaning 

of that "heart of light 11 which we glimpsed in the 

first movement but d.id not really unclerstand. 

Eliot is now assuring us that the heart of light 

was a manifestation of Goel. Our· mornentar,y glimpse 

was all. that we are &ble to apprehend of what is 

really 
11 a whito light still and moving". 

The second movement thus supplies the absolute 

assurE:n1cc->. in .'.1nsw<:ir to aJ.J. the doubts, hints ancl 

guer::ses of the first lilOVement. The passage goes 

on to 8,13:CJvxe us that to trust in the will of God 

is to lea,..re bohind. a11 tho doubts and fears that 

:fler.:1h is heir to. Iu a moment of vioiou wo hre 



given assurance that we live in a world which is 

ordained for the best by God. ~1he might have been 

has its special place in the fullness of God's 

pattern in the world. We become aware of 

" both a new world 

And the old made explicit, understood. 

In the completion of its partial ecstasy, 

The resolution of its partial horror~. 

The passage also explains why we are not able to 

live in a state of full knowledge of God's purposes 

all the time. This is because flesh is too weak. 

Knowledge is knowledge of heaven and damnation 

which human kind cannot bear ver.Y much of. So 

we are protected in our time-bound cocoon of a 

world. which knows little of eternity: 

"· tho enchainment of past and future 

Woven in the weakness of the changing 

bod,y ~ 

Protects mankind from heavEm anc1 dam

nation 

Which flosh cannot endu.re 11
• 

Yet in our time-bo1,1,nd. world we can recall the mom

ents of :cevelation ::ma. realize their true mean11Jg. 
II only :in time can the moment in tl1e rose

garclen, 

The moment in th,"' arbour where the rain 

beat, 

The moment in tho draughty church at smoke·

fall 

De remembered; involved with past and 

future~ 

Cn1,y through tirne ti rne is conquered .. 11 



The third movement opens on a scene of "dis-

affection 11. This word establishes the mood which 

is quite wonderfully sustained throughout the whole 

passage. The metaphor which Eliot uses to convey 

the mood is that of the underground. railway or 

"tube ri. 
II Only a flicker 

Over the strained time-ridden faces 

Distracted from distraction by distraction 

Filled with fancies and. empt,y of meaning 

Tum.ic1 apathy with no concentration 

m:cn and bi ts of paper 1 whirled by the 

coJ.d. wi.nd 

That blows before and after time, 

Wind iD and out of unwholesome lw.1.gs 

Time before and time aft(~r. 

Eructation of tmhealthy oouls 

Into the faded air, the torpid 

Driven on the wind that sweeps the gloonw 

hills of London 9 

Harnpsteacl aocl Clerkenwell, Campclen and 
J?utne,y, 

Highgate, Primrose aod LuclgB.te. Not here 

Not here the da~cness, in this twittering 

world. 11 

The tone is perfect. The clisaffectation is felt 

in ever,y line. Ho:ce is not the 11eoricentration 

without elimination 111of the second movement but 

onl,y 11 tun1id a.pathy with no ooncentrati.on 11 • Here 
is not 11 the darknef__;s wl:Jich shall be tlle darkrl8f::iS 

?, 

of God. 11 but only the f1ickering half·-1:Lght o:f the 

underground railwri,,y station. Here if::: not the 

magnificent violence of :Jl1akespeare 9 s lineD 
11

~_
10 be imprirwriec1 in thc-i vio\vless wine.ls 

And v:hirlocl vrith re:::d;Jcrns violouct:1 round 

about 

Tho ponc1en t world II il 
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but rather 

"Men and bits of paper, whirled by the 

cold wind 

That blows be:fore and after time". 

This is not even hell, except in Pound's sense, a 
1 d 11 • th t a · · t 1 • t,, t t ... " 11 "~ c I' st d wor_ . w1 , ou .1gn1 y 7 wi llOU 1 ageo_,y . • 1._. ea 

has called this particular passage 0 a piece of 'fine 

writing'" but 11 a false report 7 for it sells the 

world short in order that the world ma,y be unlovable 11 •
6 

Thie world is certainly unlovable but Stead is 

iurely missing the point here. Eliot is not pre-

senting his vision of the world, but only of the 

world of the 11 time-rid('len 11 , that is the world of 

those people whose lives are ruled by the clock and 

the cale1Jda:c 1 who fl.re so preoccupied with the "time 11 

that they have no sense of the eternal. It is 

clear elsewhere in Eliot that there is much in the 

world that is lovable, that we can love the world 

because it leads us beyoud to a love of God. 

"Whisper of running streams, and winter 

lightning. 

~P.he wild th.vme unseen 1:md the wild straw

berry, 

The laughter in the gardm.1 1 echoed .ecstasy. 11 ,, 

The images are all dravm from our sensual experience 

of the physical world, but the.v all point beyond 

thernselvc~s to the reality of o, transcendeint God. 

It is clear from this poetr,y that there is ecstasy 

in life; it is part of our apprehension of God. 

It is only when we cut ourselves off from God that 

we are condemned to live in the 11 twi ttc-'!ring 11 dark-

JJef3S of the u:nclerg:cou.nd. world. For God is certain-

1.Y 11not here •... in this -t;,,vitte:r.in;<?; wor1d 11
; but ;yet 

thts twittering world_ is not the whole of the world .. 

There are mfln;y men who a:cE:1 co11clerm:ied to 1ive in 

such a world because by immersing themselves complete-

1,y in time and the tlJ.in,~(s of this world the.Y have 

cut themsolvas off from God. But if we can appro-

hc~nd the eternity of noel which ir3 be,Yoncl time, then 
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we can escape this time=·ridclen world and share in 

the ecstas,y. Eliot is not after all saying we 

cannot love the world, but we cannot love the worJ.d 

if we do not love God, which is a completely diff

erent thing. 

The world of 11disaffectationn has an important 

place in Eliot's schema for the poem. Hugh Kenner 

has pointed out a structural pattern that recurs 

throughout the li'ou~'_.Quartets which is working here? 

The pattern begins with a pair of polar opposites 

which Eliot makes various attempts to reconcile in 

the poetr,y. The first attempt is generally a false 

or· pseudo reconciliation which is shown to be inade-· 

quate; this is then transcended in a true reco:nc.il·

iatiou o~ synthesis which points beyond both elements 

towards God. who is the ultimate reconciliation of all 

contradictions. Let us see how this pattern works 

in the passage. Firstl.Y 1 the poetr.Y is informed 

by the polar opposition of light and dar~oess; the 

underground world represents for Eliot a false 

reconciliation between the two. The light and 

darkness are fused in the flickering half-J.ight of 

the unclerground railway, but there is a diseased 

qualit.v about this fusion which partakes .of, and 

contributes to 1 the prevailing mood of disaffection. 

Tho haJ. f--1.i. ght of the unc1e.rgrouxid is well caught in 

the lines 
II Only a flicker 

Over the strained time-ridden faces" 

and again in the "twittering worldu. This WJ.der

&;rounc1 hnlf·-light then represents a reconciJ..iation 

of light E1.nc1 darkness which is entireJ.,y WJ.fJatisfact-

011 and which does not possess the purity of either 

dark or light. But the underground world also 

represents a faJ.se reconciliation between the two 

noti our:, of time ancl eterni t,y which have informed 

rnuch of the poetr,y of the first two movements. 

This world is a wor~d completely concerned with 



time, and ,yet it partakes of the eternal, because 

it is a world without end. We can imagine such 
a world going on forever; after each train there 

will always be S)Jother one due in next. 'l'he idea 

is rat.her similar to the passage in Tb.e Dry SalY.:: 

~.:?.. which speaks of the fishermen "forever bailing". 

Here too is a world of time unending: 

"There is no end, but addition"/ 

We can visualise no conclusion t.o such an existence, 

there will be no final train; but the words mean 

morEJ than this. For there is no pu.rpose ("no end") 

to such an existence> because it is a world bereft 

of God. The passage then represents a false recon-

ciliation of time and eternity, because although it 

partakes of eterni t,y in the sense the.t it is a 

world unending, yet it has not managed to escape 

the limitations of time. An ind·efi:o i te extension 

of the world o:f time is not a true ete:cni t,y; we 

caJJ only escape the time-ridden world through the 

eternity which is Goel. 

We should note here that such a concept of 
time is not even as interesting as the fatalist's 

Dotion of a "loadedn and hence unredeemable ti111e. 

Here time is merely a chronological succession, 
11 time before and time after''. Thus the train 

lines become a metaphorical rendering of this 
11 linear 11 vic~w of time: 

It while the world moves 

In appetenc,y P on its metalled ways 

Of ti me past a11d time future". 

Probably in this passage Eliot was thinking of 

the CireJ.e line of the London uncl.ergrot1nd which 

would alE\O represent a false reconciliation be.twee:n 

motion a .. nd stillness: rrhe trains are continu.ally 

in motion bu.t they are goiDg nowhere, only moving 

aro1..111d in an endlesr.3 cLr·c1e, There is certainly 

no sti.11 ·110Lnt 'in this turning world, 

~
1he whole p:-:,Jrnagc:; thc:m quite: lJL·i.lliantl:; pr(>· 
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sents a complex of pseudo reconciliations of all 
these polarities which have their true reconcili-

atior:rn elsewhere. We have already seen the true 

reconciliation of motion an.d stillness in· the 

second movement; this is found in God, the prime 

moverf who yet still remains still and unmoving 

in the flux of the world. Eliot has also .indic

ated the true reconciliation between time and eter

nit.v in the moment of revelation which was a 

moment of time yet partook of eternity in that it 

contained a revelation of God. Both tirne and 

eternit,y are necessary elements in the synthesis 

because we must live in tirne and only in time can 

we apprehend the significance.of the revelati.on: 

"Only through time time is conquered. 11 q 

Yet to live entirely in time is to cut oneself off 

from the ecstas,y that is God. Such a life is the 

life of 11 c1isaffection 11 p:rese:oted in the unde:cground. 

pew sage. '11hus the p8)3sage is not :ceally a ircon

temptuus rnundi II piece i.ntended to make us clespise 

the world, as Stead thought: rather J-Uiot is 

po in ting out a fa1se way of living. There are 

Y8,rious wa.vs of li vi11g but for .Eliot this is the 

way of the lost. He must all live in the world 

because we are flesh. But we must not forget 

that the phyr:-iical tirne~bound v:orld i~3 not the whole 

of life. 

In the second part of the movement we are 

shown the true reconciliation betv!f:en the light 

and the da:ckness. ThiD reconciliation depends 

on a doctrine o:f St J'ohn. of' the Cross. It is 

the doctrine of asceticir3::i: vie must c1et.c::,cr1 our·-

f3 elves cornple te1y from the things 

achieve salvatiouf for 

as nothinG compured ·to the li:fc to 

mo.;y diu tr:c1c t u.s from our salvcttion 

al\·u::i,ys bo our p:rinH:) con::_.d<leration. 

of this life 

o·"' J. this l.ife 

come. '.L'he,Y 
. 1 ' 1 

\'/111 C J1 r:: 110 u.1 cl 

to 

are 

ir3 1novin,..~ clo~Jer towri.H1.f3 a conte1,1pt·u.vs c;ruc.16 i. which 



tells us not to love tlle world for our aspirations 
are all beyond the world, but Eliot makes it clear 

this wa,y is not for everyone. This is salvation 

a la Decketj it is 11 the one Wl::1,Y", the wa.v- of the 

saint, but there. is another way for the rest of us 

as we shall see. The wa,y of the saint is the wa,y 

of 
II perpetual solitude, 

Internal darkness, deprivation 

And des ti tu ti.on of all propert.v s 

Desiccation of the world of sense, 

Evacuation of the world of fanc,y, 

Inoperanc,y of the world of spirit;" 

B,y empt,ying himself completely in this way the 

saint enters the true da:cla1-ess in which he finds 

the true liGht which is God. Thus the light and 

the darkness are truly reconciled for the saint 

and they bring salvation where for others who 

dwell in the time-riddeo world they are falsely 

reconcilea_ in the ui1clerground metaphor ancl the,y 

represent perd_i tion. The world o:f "perpetual 

solitude" of the saint is ul timatel.Y not as 

vacaut as the world of the time-traveller contain

ing a "mass of uxJhealthy souls" because the one 

worlcl contains God where the other does not_.. 

The way of the saint is a positive striving 

for purification of the soul that can be achieved 

by few men only : it is thus a way of movernen t. 

~P.he other vva.v for the :cest of us is a passive 

receptivity to moments of revolation o:f the mean

ing of life such as we experienced in the rose
-garden: it :Ls a wa.v of abstention from movementG 

Dut both ways Jead to E-u1. acceptance of the will of 

God. which sr1nll be our salvation. It is on1,y the 

time-travellers, those who ignore God who are lost. 

Vie are now able to roceive the fullness of meaning 

of the conclusion of ·the passage: 



11 '.L1his is the one way, and the other 

Is the same, not in movement 

But abstention from movement; while the 

world moves 
In 8,ppetenc,y, on its metalled wa,ys 

Of time past and time future!'. 

Eliot's achievement in this tmdergrow.-:id pass

age is all the more laudable for the faithfulness 

with which he represents the physical reality of 

the London underground. The details of the poetry 

are all very much part of the physical reality of 

the tube railwa,y, al though they are used b,y Eliot 

to say much more. As we have already noted the 

half-light of the tube is well caught in the words 

ttfli cker" and "twittering". The "cold wind that 

blows before a.nd after time If is the rush of wind 

that proceeds and follows the train as it hurtles 

out of' the darkness into the undergrou:o.d. station. 

Here "time" is debased to mean merely the time the 

train is due. This wind then is ver,y much part 

of the physical reali t,y ~ but of course Eliot makes 

it speak on other levels as well. "Before m1d 

after time" has much larger .implications than the 

time-traveller knows of. The seven hills of 

London are listed off just like the names on the 

destination boards of the underground station. 

The world for the time-traveller is reduced to a 

list of destinations each to be reached at appoint--

ed times. The "metalled wa,ys 11 of the railway, 

ag8,in ver.v much part of the ph,y ELical reali t,y, are 

used to comment on tho limitations of thii_., world. 

The,y represent the narr-owJ.s blinkerecl 11 appetency 11 

of a world confined in time. The crowds of comn~ 

uters too are well caught: 

''S1'"1v~c ·tc1. ti o.n o :f t1nltec1l tlJ..Y soulrJ 

In to the :facJ.E,d ai r 11 • 

Here we are reminded of some of Eliot's earlier 

poetry} part i c:.u1ar1y the Dost.on poems which wore 
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S prouti.ng de.sponclen tl.Y at area gates 11 •
10 

The same tone of disaffection pervades both pieces 

but the difference is that Eliot in the utJderground 

passage is using the mood to a further artistic end. 

The earlier piece was merel,y m1 expression of the 

mood of disaffection. Here, by virtue of its 

place in the pattern, the passage is offered to us 

as a false wa,y of living. We realise that this 

disaffection is the condition of lost souls; this 

... is Eliot's visiou of a hell "without clig1'.1it,y, 

without tragedy ri. The implications o:f the poetr,y 

are much larger than in the earlier piece. Unless 

one sees this, there is the cla:oger of putting a 

lower value on the poetr.v than it de(:rnrves as Stead 

does. 

Kenner has shown us that if we are ver,y observ

ant we ma,y catch a glimpse of the poet himself 
sauntering through a corner o:f his. scene B, la 

Hitchcock, for Eliot used the tube to reach his 

office at Faber's on the Piccad.illy line~ This 

is quite in keepLog vvi th the Old 'Possum sense of 

humour that we have come to know. It also sugg·-

ests that Eliot's control of his verse is now 

much more assured. The early Boston poems such 

as f,1orning_at thv~OW and Aunt~ depend on 

a heav,y satire such as the poet can achieve 0111,y 

by distancing himself completely from his subject. 

Satire after all depends on the satirist's elevation 

above the follies of his target. But here Eliot 

can quite happily place himself in his own picture; 

after all we must all 1i ve in the world of time and 

the worl<l of a bank clel'lc must be a tirne-ri a.a.en 
world indeed. We can only applaud the control of 

such poetry when::! the poet in. his disaffection 

c1oes not place h:i.msr:11:f on a superior moral level 
indnlgi:ng in a cheap joke at the exper.rnc of t.he 

rest of the world. But of course although Eliot 

recog-r)ise<l that he too had to liVl'J in this timcM 



ridden world he saw beyond it. Eliot was much 

more than a bank clerk, arid sirnilarl.Y the world 

is more than the twittering darkness of the lU1der

ground, although this is all some souls see of it. 
This is precisely the point we must take or else 

we shall fall into the trap that Stead fell into. 



It has been noted that the fourth movement of 

each of the Quartets is a short lyric revealing one .... ~ .. ---,...._ ..... _ 
of the aspects of God. Thus God the Father appears 

in Burnt Norton, the Son in }?a~l~, the Holy 

Spirit in Little Gic1d2:22£, while the fourth plp,oe, 

in .~1: Salva~, is occupied by the Virgin Mary 

who is our intercessor to Sod. It is probable that 

only in conceiving of the 9ua_rtets as a cycle of 

four did Eliot decide to divide God according to 

his trinal aspects in these lyrics. The Son 1n 

_g:~ol~ arid the Holy Spirit in ~· G~~ 

are inwwcliateJ.y recognisable as presences while the 

lyric in The ~JalVJ-1.E:eS is· a devout pra,yer adcLress
ed directly to Mary for her intercession on our 

behalf. But the ~.:LJ:!.2Y·~o1l lyric is less obvious 

as a revelation of God the Father. Probably· had 

Eliot conceived of the whole cycle before writing 

B~~.!.Ji~J·t22-2; 1 Goc1 the Fa·ther would have been more 

manifestly present .in this lyric. As it stands 

however Eliot had no need to locate God the Father 

explicit1,y here 1 Do that the poe'Lr,y remains poetr,y 
and not merely the wo:dd.ng out o:f a schemf1, as is 

the danger in the later lyrics. 

The lyric bogins b,y tur:oing from this present 

1 i.f e to en qui re r1,bout the life to come. The poet 

won<lerf:l what conies atter, death; when our cla,y is 

end ea. 
11 'YVill the m)JJflower turn to us, will the 

clematir:1 

Stray down, bena. to us; tendr.i 1 and spray 

Clutch and. eling? 11 

It is m:a,de clear thHt trw poetts questionings are 

answere:)d expli ci ·l;l,y in tho followioc; lines ·-, Eliot 

ac tua11,y us es the word iranswer 11 • '.l:lrn respori[,c .i.s 

gi vc,n in torm:3 of light which had earlier bee:1n 
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II After the kingfisher's wing 
Has answered light to light, and is silent, 

the light is still 

At the still point of the turniµg world." 
There is sufficient indication here to answer the 

query of the poet. The still point of the turning 

world we recognise immedie,tely as a symbol of God. 

The kingfisher is a traditional symbol of God -

and it recalls the fisher king of .Tl?:£.~te_.]:_?xi.d 

who was also the hanged god. Thus we are reminded 

of the sacrifice of the Son of God for our sins. 

'rhe lyric then assures u..s both of the continuing 

presence of God the Creator in his creation (t1the 

still point of the tu.ming world") and of the 

rea.ernption of our sins through the crucifixion of 

Ch:c·ist. Thus vvhen we think of the end o:f our 

lives, when the black cloud of death shall ca.rr-y 

the sun away, we also tbink of the black cloud that 

was present at the crucifixion - a black cloud also 

ca:rri ed the Son awa,y. Pinall,y the lyric ties 

together more firml,y the two ideas of the heart of 

light and the still point of the turning world, 

from the first and second movements respectively, 

which we had already gu.essecl were somehow .related. 
We are now assured of the meaning of the heart of 

light of the first moveme11 t - it was indeed. a rnani·

festation of God. 

The whole of this e.rJsuranc e is given in non-

explicit terms. The answer to the questions is 

not supplied in a dogmatic W8,,'/ lmt is given through 

f8,i th and. belief in the morne:ots o:f revelation we 

experience in this life. The poetr,y does not cJ.og0
-

mo.ticall,y assert but gives mornentclr,y gl impse:3 and. 

insights into the meaning of life. 

alwa,ys remains poetr,y. We aro tlw.D kf'uJ.. that Bl i o t 
had. no noec1 to work out his Dcherna in this l,y1·.Lc 

for it wou1cl. Durely llc-1.vo re:-.:rnltec1 in inferior poetr,y. 

To overschematise is to risk 6.runage to thG poetr.v 
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and this is the danger in the later quartets. In 
~~ at least it seems that the poetr.v did 

suffer. Here Eliot was concerned with explicitl,y 

locating the Son of God in the fourth movement and 

the results are not 8,t all satisfactor.v. There is 

no quarrel with the fourth movements of either The 

Dr,y Sa\Y .. ~Ll,"::£ which is a beautifull,y devout pra.ver 

to the Virgi:r1 I!lar.v, or I1i ttle G-idding which is an 
-~-~--~-_..,'11'.:b 

inspired poem charged with the dominant fire sym

bolism to represent the Holy Ghost. But it seems 

that God in his incarnate aspect alwa;>rs presented 

Eliot with peculiar problems. Generally he attacks 

the problem b,y evoking. the paradoY...ical nature of the 

incarnation b,y building paradoxes into his language. 

Sometimes this works well as in the second movement: 

!~At the still _point of the turning world~ 

Neither flesh nor fleshless; 

Neither from nor towards; at the still 

point, there the dance is, 

But neither arrest nor movement. 

not call it fixity, 

Where past and future are gathered. 

And do 

Neither movement from nor towards, 

Neither ascent nor decline. Except for 

the point, the still point, 

There would be no dance, and there is , 
only tlrn dance . 11 

But too often this can clegenerate into a dreaa_ful 

purming wordplay th::d; becomes a traventy of good 

poetr,y ur:3 we saw in _l1;3~[e.s_};g es_~y_: 

"AgainEi t tho Word the; u11sti11ed worlcl still 

whi r1edY. 1• 

In East Coker he has 

conceit which has been 

descrvc~d1y mauled l>,y tho cri t.ics. The who1o of 

the clanking macbi.1:ie.r«Y th:c1t Eliot employed cHstracts 

OJ]e and 

vccsencc~ c)f the f:Jori of GocL in the pocr:n. Eliot 
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as he was striving to transcend mere e.es the tic 

effects and reach what C.K. Stead called a fusion 

of the moral and the aesthetic! Yet aesthetic 

effeo ts can only be t.ransc ended if the,y are first 

mastered and perfectEid. We can allow Eliot to 

say 11 the poetry does not matter" onl,y if the poetr.y 

is in the first place faultless. Where it is not 

the poetr,y does matter because it becomes an obsta

cle to our passing be,y-on.d it to reach that fusion 

of the moral and the aesthetic towards which he 

was striving. In the ~st Coker lyric the poetry· 

matters precisely because it is so bad. Here in 

the B'tJ.:.~~i21:!2E:. lyric the poetr,y does not matter 

because it has clone its job quietl,y and efficiently 

without bothering us with unnecessary and overfla.m·

buoyau t elaborations of form. 
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Movement 5 

Throughout the poem Eliot has been insisting 

that there is no rnE:8.JJ.ing to be derived from a con

ception of time as a linear chronological flow -

the lost of the third movement are precisely those 

who live vvi th this idea of time, who immerse them-

. selves completely in the flow without ever looking 

beyond it. But such a life is one 

"Filled with fancies and empt,y of meaning" 1 

and Eliot rejected it in the conclusion of the third 

movernen t as the "metalled ways" of appetancy. The 

meaning of life, for Eliot, is not to be found in 

the time-ridden world, but is somehow associated 

with the given moments of revelation that we some

times experience in life, such as the moment in the 

rose-garden. Such moments give life its meaning 

because they reveal momentaril,y the pattern which 

lies beneath the continual changei3 of the flux of 

this life. 

In this fifth movement Eliot uses the analof'~ 

of art to throw some light on his meaning. When 

we experience an art that 11moves 11 in time, such as 

music or poetr,Y reacUng, we experience it not by 

virtue of its movement, but rather its stillness. 

That is to say the piece is meaninglesf3 to us as a 

flux - it is only through knowing the overall patt
erxi that informs the work that vve can appreciate it. 

The individual notes or words are meaningless in 

themselves - it is only inasmuch as they reflect 

the 1rnc1e~cl,Ying pattern that they s1JGak to us. Thus 

a word. 1 a note or a phrase can come to 11ave sig·nif·

ioance b,y virtue of its context. When we ref,pond 

to a piece, it is not the persistence of the words 
or notes in our ear after we have heard them, 

11Hot the stillness of the violir.1 1 while 

tlw notE~ l 0l~·ts 11 
·- .~ ·- • . L :.) J ~ }' 

but ou:c _poDBescion o:f tho whole patte:c:o vvhile vie 

l:L s ten ·-
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,, 
Or say that the end 
And the end and the 

there 

the co-existence, 
precedes the beginning, 
beginning were always 

B i • th b • • d "t ' } d II e.ore e eginning an aI er ~1e en , 

which gives it its meaning. It is the presence 

of the whole pattern ringing through individual 

words or notes: 

"And all is alwa,ys now". 
ri.1 a similar wa.v there is a pattern underlying life 

which can be felt to resound through certain indivi~ 

1dual moments. These moments give meaning to life 

because in them we have access to the fullness of 

God's pattern for the world, 'Ne see a vision of 

" both a new world 

And the old made explicit, UJJderstood 

In the completion of its partial ecstasy, 

The resolution o:f its partial horror". 2 

In such moments indeed the whole meaning of life 

becomes available to us: 

"And all is always now 11 • 

Th.is line represents a total transformation of the 

earlier fatalistic view that all time is eternally-

present m1d hence tmredeemable. 'l'he outer shell 

of sense of the line has been retained but now its 

meaning has beon wholl,y troxi.sf:Lgurea_. Eliot bears 

how.e the corpse of the earlier somewhat dismal 

theme :LD a triumphant procEission that is more ren1-i"-

niscent of Beethoven than an,Y other poet. The 

t.rc.rnsfo:cme.tio.n of this themo which surrouncls the 

conclus:io11 in tr.iurnph reminc'if.;; one of nothing f30 much 

as the concltu3i on of the fifth symphony. 

1I1he pasr-:;age now ocmtinues the art mw.logy with 

a cons.i(lcration of the .i.nc1ivic1ual words of the poErn1o 

Each wortl of a poem, being a word of current us~ge 

in the lnJJgu~:e;e, iD therefore COlJfJtantl,y being 
ernr:l1oyecJ. \n a thouuancJ. di ff c :cc~n t con texts, 

uso of r\ p,'.l.rti cu1.:::tc word a:ffcc ts o.n.c1 change:::i that 



worc1 to some degree so that in effect our whole 

language is constantl,y changing. 

finds the words are liable to 

Thus the poet 

II slip, slide, perish 

Decay with imprecision, will not stay in 

place, 

Will not sta.v still". 

The individual words themselves are quite unstable -

it is onl.v the pattern of the poem which can give the 

stabilit,y to the work which the individual words do 

not possess. In the pattern is the stillness, 

where the words are in a continual state of flux. 

Eliot now begins to make clear the point of the 

artii:itic a.nalog.Y. He moves from a consideration 

o:f words to a consideration of the Word - alwa,y s a 

probable transition in Eliot. It is the Word, the 

Incarnation of God in the flesh, which gives meaning 

to our lives which of therns elves lack s tabili t,y and 

m0aning, immersed as we all are in the flux. The 

occurence of the Word here brings us back once again 

to the crucia1 lines in the Chorust~s from "The Rock": 

"Then came, at a predetermined. moment, a 

moment in time aod of timei 

A moment in time but time was made through 

that moment: for without the meaning 

there is no tirne, and that moment of 

time gave the=! meaning". 3 

We retnr:o quite 1:'.laturall,y to these lines as the,y 

represent the stiJ.l point of Eliotvs verse: all 

his later poetr,y revolvos around these lines. For 

here Eliot was evoldng the Incan.1,:dion of Goc1 in 

the fleshy atJd juDt as that moment gave meaning to 

the whole flux of time and. hurnan histor,Y, so this 

moment o:f poetr.Y gives mean.ing to the whole of 

Eliot vs late:r' po ctr,Y. 

Chris·t, the 0ord, then appears here as that 

which givea mcaniug to life. 



of the work of art gives significance to the indi vi.
dual words, so Christ is the pattern who gives sig

nificance to our lives. He appears here as the 
Word in the desert assailed by voices of temptation. 
The artistic anaJ.og.v is continued this far b.Y Eliot 

just as the words of the poet are constantl,y under 

attack by virtue of the life they have in their 

usage by men, so the Word is under attack from the 

voices of temptation by virtue of the life He has 

in th.e flesh. The attack is primarily from two 

quarters which are given in two lines which have 
occasioned much critical bewilderment: 

"The cr;ying shadow in the funeral dance, 

The loud lament of the disconsolate 

chimera 11
• 

It is clear enough that the first is a figure 

of grief. Grief for departed loved ones is one of 

the major, but more subtle, temptations thEJ,t man is 

subject to in thii life - it is a frequent obstacle 

to belief and trust in God. We tend to put our 

love and need for those close to us on a hie;her 
plane than our love for God, which creates an obsta-

cle to faith. For Eliot this is a result of plac-

ing too high a value on the life of this .world at 

the expense of the next - a mistake to which our 

flesh is too prone. Christ, as he too was flesh, 

must have experienced this particular temptation. 

He must have been affected by the grief of his fellow 

men, 11nearly experiencedr1 ~ although he haa. the 

strength to resist temptation that no rnan had. 

The second figure is the really puzzling one. 

The fact that the chimera is 11 0.i sconsol::i;t;e" ma.v per

haps suggest that it has just realized its own chi-

meric:-=.tl nature. Harry Blamires suggests that it 

is thus a fieure of man a3 he realises his own sin-
n·- · 5' •1 • • n _ • , n:tlness "'' 1 ·i.; 1.s a figure o:i: despG.1 r ~ a.1:io. he quotes 

fJir tTohn Davies as a po;:=,rd ble ::rnurce for the lines: 



"As in the fable of that Lad,y fair 
Which for her lust was turned into a cow; 

When thirsty to a stream she did repair, 

And saw herself transformed (she wist not 

how;) 

At first she startles! then, she stands 

amazedl 

At last, with terror, she from thence 

doth fly, 

And loathes the wa t' r,y glass wherein she 

gazed, 

And she shuns it still, though she for 

thirst do die, 

Even so, Man's Soul, which did God's Image 

bear, 

And was, at first, fair, good, and spot~~ 

less pure; 

Since with her sins, her beauties blotted 

were, 

Doth, of all s1ghts, her own sight least 

endure. 

FQr even, at first reflootion 1 she espies 

Such strange chimeras m:1d such monsters 
there! 

Such. to;ys? such antics! 1:u1d such vani-· 

ties! 

And she retires, and shr.iDks for shame 

and fear. 11 e, 

The disconsolate sinnar then, in his despair at his 

sins, also suffers from a lack of sufficient faith. 

He "shrinks for shame a,1Jcl fear 11 frorn trust in God, 

because he fears his sios are too great to be for-

given. This would be a neat interpretation of this 

otherwise quite puzzling line. We have theD tho 

Jord in the desert most tempted by the voice of 

grie:f ancl tl:ie voi.cc of thu disconsoJ.ate td.nner, 

which is the voice of deupair. ~Pher:Je gre both 

voices of the :f'le::-;h 11hi ch woul(i. have be en temptati o.n:::; 



to Christ - perhaps they are the most subtle temp-
tations of all. However they are voices that must 

be resisted. They are the result of a want of 
faith and consec1uentl,y the,y reflect an imbalance in 
our attachment to this world at the expense of the 

next. Yet this is not simply an attachment to the 
things of this life, as for example the time-trav

ellers of the third movement are attached to the 

things of this life. Rather it is a more subtle 
mistrust in God's grace and its power to redeem us. 
Eliot supplies the answer to these problems in the 

figure of Christ. It is through Christ that the 

reclemption of our sins is por:isi ble and we must have 

more faith in Him. But He is also the pattern for 
our lives, on the analogy with the pattern of the 

work of a:r.t. Thus we must try to be more like 

Him - if we place our faith in Him we CRJJ. find the 

strength to resist the temptation to grief and the 
temptation to despair as He did. 

We rriay remark that here, perhaps, Eliot is 

coming much closer to the "contemptuus mundi 11 that 
Stead accused him of in the third movement. In 
shrugging off in two lines the great human dilern111a 

between h1,unan love in this world c1:.acl ar:;pirat:Lons 

going be.vond. this world, cmd the ever con tinuLog 
struggle between faith and despair, Eliot is per .. ~ 

haps treading daneerousl,y cloDe to an inhuman axi.d 

un.necessaril,y harsh asceticism. The problem iEl 

not as easil,y solved as the poetr,y v,rouJ.cl have UD 

believe. And yet Eliot realises this too. For 

though he goes on in the next section to speak of 

the vm,y of the saint - using the fi/J;u.re he employed 

in Ash 'rlednepd~Y. of the staircase to s,ymbolif::~e the 

process of purification of -the soul =· yet it is 

clear that this is an iclenJ. of hw!la.n behaviour riot 

to be realised in this world. 

liEU' hurnan cU J.ernma to be 
For it is the pecu~ 

"Caught in the fo:cm of limi tat:i.on 
Between un~-bei.ug arH1 bei:og 11 ; 



this life is only a half way house between the con

dition of un-being before birth and. the true being 

that we enter on only after death. But although 

we may not be able to realise the wa,y of the saint 

in our own lives, yet it is available to us as part 

of the pattern. If we can keep our eye on this 

ideal, we will remain in contact with the pattern 

and we will share in the knowledge of the will of 

God. As if to affirm that we indeed are on the 

right path, sudc1enl,y there is a flashback to the 

experience of the first movement: 

"Sudden iD a shaft of sunlight 

Ev·en while the dust moves 

There rises the hidden. laughter 

Of children in the foliage 

Quick xiow, here~ now, always 11 • 

It is such movements that make 
11 Ric.licu1ous the waste sacl time 

Stretching before anc1 after 11 

and make even more ridiculous the time-travellers 
who know of nothing other than this waste sad time. 

Thus it has taken the whole of the last four 

movements of the :poem to draw out full,y the mean-

ingof the moment in the rose-garden. The moment 

is part of the pattern which ei ves 1Tteoni.ng to life. 

It is ultirnatel.Y linked with the one moment that 

gives meaning to all time - the moment of the Incal'··· 

nation. Ultimately then all meaniDg: in life is 

dependent on faith in God. This is the position 

we ought to have reached at the encl of Bu.rnt l\~orto.x1., 

And. yet havi:og 1°eached the end of the po ern >' we feel 

that the last four movements have st.ill not said 

all there :Ls to be said rtbout the exper.i euce in 

thE! rose···ga:cden, In reacling the poem, it is evi.~· 

dent that all. the real J.i.fe of the poetry resided 
in that pas:::Jnge, aDd that the rernainde:c of the poem 

was roa11,y on1.v un uttompt to explain and i J.lu111inatc 

the e:x:perieDce. But ,yet the experience soemed to 

opeo up inore sp(!CUlation than the exploxw.tioris of 
so 



the next four movements have satisfactoril,y resolved. 

The experience prompts all sorts of questions which 
are rather inadequately answered b.Y a dogma,ti c call 

for faith in God. If the rose-garden experience 

was an experi.ence of what might have been which 

gave us a revelation of the meaning of life, what 

implications does this have in terms of the .actual 

past? Does it mean that what ac tuall,y has happen

ed in the past is not sufficient to reveal the mean

ing of life? If we need to speculate about things 

that never happened to realise the meaning of life, 

does this mean that the past and indeed the present 

have no real meaning of themselves? There were 

also doubts about the significance of events which 

actuall,y did happen in the past. If history is 

really only a chapter of- coincidences and chances, 

if the might have been is as real as what actuall.Y 

has been, does this mean we are only accidental 

resiclents of this world? All these questions 

seemed to reverberate in the rose-garden experience 

and none has been answered at all by the four move~· 

ments that followed it. Although Eliot was per

haps no closer to an answer at the end of Little 
. dd' } 1-1 t' ['t r-~ p-1 _ Lng - per iaps °I, 10 qu.es ions were a:· -E:r" unm1swer-

able - yet at least he did come to realise that 

there was mor·e implicit in the poetry than he ha11 

seen at first and thus three more quartets were 

spawned by the need to make sense of it all. 

We have noted that B~t)To_r~ orir;inall,y had 

been intend.eel to stand alone as a single poem Emd 

after completing it Eliot thought he had written a 

satisfactorily complete work of art. Thus he left 

it to stclJJ.d as the final poem .in the 1936 volume 

and proc eecJed to work for the :next .Year or co on 

his drarna. In 1953 Eliot remarked "Burnt liorton 

mi.ght 118:ve rernai.nec1 by itself if it hadu't been fo:c 

tlrn war 1 beccw.se I ho,cl become ver,y much absorbecl. b,y 

the proble111s of wdtine; for the stage and rnieht have 



gone straig,ht on from :~he Farntly HevJ:iion to another 

play. The war destroyed that interest for a time: 

,you remember how the conditions of our lives changecl., 

how much we were thrown in on ourselves in the earl,y 

days? East Coker was the result and it was onl.Y 

in vfr'i ting East Coker that I began to see the Quart-. , 
ets as a set of four. 11 The importa11.t phrase here 

is "how much we were thrown in on ourselves 11 • For 

Eliot, ;p,urnt Norton had been, in one sense, a per

sonal meai tation in which he had been tr.y ing to 

make sense of his owa position in the world, which 

he attempted via a consideration of what might have 

been. Dut he was given more cause for personal 

meditation b,y those peculiar conditions of war which, 

as he sa.vs, threw him in on himself making for more 

searching self eximination. The war had made the 

world even more confused and confusing and it had 

become more essential for Eliot to make sense of 

his position in the world. The new attempt was 

a.no ther perconal med i tati OD, ]£:f3 t Cok~, in which 

he attempts to see himself in relation to his 

ancestral pa[-3t. Having been led right up to tho 

brink of nihiliEirn b,y his speculations upon what 

might have been f Eliot found it necessar,Y. to re

assure him:::;elf of his own identity b,y examining 

what actually had been. It was in writing this 

poem, Eas~t_Coker, that Eliot began to see the 

g~~,:_tf3 as a set of four~ He had come to realise 

that perhaps not all the questions raised in I3yrnt 
[1o~'j_2_!2 had beeu satisfactorily resolved there; i:o 

the experience in the ros e-2:arden there were c er

tain implicit considerations which had oot been 

recognised b.Y the resolution of that poem. There 

had to be more said after Burnt Norton because 

after all the poem had not nuwaged to make adequate 

sense of its own dilemmn. l'erhaps it was inevi t~ 
able that.a poem which raised queDtions by way of 

what mlght have boen 1 must hav(-: b(38D answered b.v a 

s c:t'i es o:f exam in cl t Lons of what had been, what wast 
5'.l. 



and what was to be. These examinations were to be 
conducted in the three quartets to follow. 



EAST COKER 

Movement 1 

In East Coker Eliot recalls his mind from its 

absorption in what might have been and turns his 

attention to the realit,y of the historical past, 

which i11cludes the histor,y of his own ancestral 

line. After the doubts and questionings of Burnt 

Nort~ which had led him ultimately right up to 

the brink of nihilism, it became necessary for him 

to reassure himself of the reality and significance 

of his own identity. Thus he is now concerned 

with verifying the roots of the family tree from 

which he had sprung. 1.rhis "back to the roots" 

movement - standard procedure for one assailed by 

doubts - is proclaimed in the opening line of the 
poem: 

"In m,y beginning is my encl 11 
o 

Accordingly we are taken in the course of the 

poem on a visit to East Coker, a village near Yeovil 

in Somersetshire where the Eliot family had had its 

seat centuries previously. It was from East Coker 

that .Andrew Elyot emigrated to America. in 1667 9 but 

the family had been established there foi some cen-

turies before that date. The earliest recorded 

reference to the Eliots would appear to be one cited 

b~r Croft in his note on the life of Sir Thomas Elyot 
t 

to one J;Jichell El,yot of Coker, who was the great 

grandfather of Sir Thomo.s, which would date Uichell 

himself about the beginning of the :fifteenth centur.v. 

The family seat was here right up to the time of 

Andrew Elyot's emigration in 1667. Thus East Coker, 

as the earliest recorded residence of the Eliot 

family, indeed represents the begirn1ing Eliot was 

in search of. For here is the recorded begiruJinc 

of his own ancost1~l line. 

But East Coker also represents auother sort of 

beginnini of which Eliot is to become aware in the 



course of the poem. 

brave 

Andrew El,Yot who left it to 

II the dark cold and the empty desolation, 

The wave cry, the wind cr,y s the vast waters 

Of the petrel and the porpoise" 'l. 

taught Eliot that the important beginnings in life 

are not those of the historical records, buried 

deep in history ancl prehistory, but rather the be

ginnings one makes in one's own life. From his 

ancestor Andrew, Eliot learned that life is not a 

cosy and static domestic round, but a continuing 

and d,ynamic challenge: we must meet the challenge 

by constantly making new beginnings. Eliot learned 

in effect that 
110ld men ought to be explorers 11 

•
3 

Thus although .Andrew Elyot's emigration to America 
proved. wrong for the poet and a step which he hacl 

personally ·to undo, ,yet it was right for Andrew 

Elyot. In his search for his beginning which was 

really a search for solace in his personal predica

ment, Eliot learned that the whole of life is a new 

beginning, and that the only solace to be fotmd is 

in onevs own repeated attempts to make sense of 

one's world: 
I! and every attempt 

Is a wholly new start 11 .'1-
This is the tc-3xt which East Coker offers. 

Eliot hirnself visited the pls.ce in 1937 a.nd. 

eventually came to love it so much that his ashes 

now lie there i.n th,3 thirteen.th ceutur,y chur·ch of 

Saint Michael beneath the inscription: 
0 In my beginnin,:?; i.s m,y end. 

Of your kindness pray for the soul 

of ~Phomas Stearns Eliot 7 poet. 

In my end is my beginninr;."s 

:Phi:::: Lusc:l'ipt'Lon r.1ith its reversal o:f the sense of 

the 1i.ne 1 ·is t:Jkcn cJ.i.rEictl,y from E1.rnt Coker ancl. is, 

in a oeDoef a model for the poem. 



line recurs several times in the course of the poem 

and occurs in its reversed. form as the final line. 

ThiE• reversed form as it closes the poem is actually 

the motto of J\Tar,y Stuart. }~liot, i.n reversing 

Mar.v's motto to open the poerp., was working with a 

certain amount of ironic purpose. Beginning with 

the motto inside outr the whole aim of the poem 

becomes the restoration of its original form which 

is fina.lly achieved at the close. There is a para-

llel here to the pattero we observed in l?.~lrnt Norton. 

We rect..:i,11 the :ca ther limited position of the fatal

ist in the opening lines: 

"If all time is eternall,y present 

_AJ.1 time is ui:n'ec1eemable"" 

which had given wa,y to a fuller vision o:f reali t,y 

b,y the etJ a.: 
"And all is always now"., 

Eliot is working in tho same wa,y here. The poem 

opeDB on a simi la.rl,y fatalistic sounding note: 

"In my beginning is m;y end" 

which has become a more positive forvmrd-looldng 

view at the close: 
111n my end is my beginning". 

The whole of the poem can then be considered as 

Bocle1son remarks, ua rendering of the though.ts that 

lea. him to this conclusion 11 .i Thus Eas·L_Colrnr, 

like Burnt No:r:·_tonF is a poem of self discover,y. 

This has been missed too often in the criticism, 

where the poems have generally been regarded as 

"set pieces": the,y are XJot in frtet set pieces in 

an,y sense: rather the thought in them develops 

quite o:cganica1l;y. In East C:?Jcer during the course 

of the poem Eliot has to learn that the importa.r.it 

thing in J.ife io not to ic1entif.Y one's ancestral 

beginning - it rna,y be "here 1 or there, or elsewhere II 

·- but rather to see that each i.ndi vi dual life must 

bo a whol~.Y now f3 tart: 

t1we mun t be s ti 11 and s ti 11 moving 

Into a :further intensi t,y 

'5 <:i 



f tl • d ' II •, For a -ur ·1er wnon, a eeper communion • 

However this mood of forward-looking optimism 

is not present in the opening lines - it is some

thing which is only learned in the courE1e of the 

poem and indeed takes some time to emerge. The 

predominant note of the opening is quite the reverse; 

it is one of stoical resigned acceptance of the 

toilsome round that is implied in the cyclical pa·b

tern of life. \Ve have already noted a similarity 
between the openings of Burnt Norton and East Coker 

but we should also note some important differences. 

Both poems contain elements of fatalism in their 

openings but now the meditative tones of air.Y spec

ulation of ~~ Nort2!2. have been replaced by a 
world wear,y tone of resignation that reminds us spe

cifically of Ecclesiastes: 
110ne generation l)asseth awa,y and another 

generation cometh: but the earth abideth 
10 

forever". 
The theoretical speculations about what might have 
been are replaced by a realisation of the actual 
rh,yt11m of life which reaches right back through the 

generations. 'l'hus the time ocheme he:ce is not on 
the grand scale of Burnt Nor~ton ( "time present and 

time past ... and ti.me future 11 ) but rather is 

Sweeney's oycle of "birth, copulation and death 11 ." 

In f1ll£EJ t NO£~,Sm the prosy rnedi tative VO ice qui ckl,y 
melted avmy in to a charged passage of superbly sugg-

estive poetry. The lightness of touch so remarkable 

in the I3ur:nt~_lI£!.ton passage has here given way to a 

more earth,y a:od insistentl.v :ch,ythmica1 verse. This 

is Eliot consciousl,y working out hts pattern: where 

the predomir.ia.nt element of Dnni~ Horton was air, we 

[--i.re now in the earth quartut anc1 the verse becomes 

progressi\rcl,y more earthy tmtil it positively clog[: 

the ver.v :feut of the l:i.nef3 ~ 

"Li ft:i.ng heav~1 feet in clurns,y Eihoes, 

Earth fo(d; 5 J.cw.rn ft;:E::t 1 lifted in countrs mirth 



The quality of suggestiveness of the 1?,u12,11?., N~~ 
verse, the half-caught echo that leaves us unsure of 

what it reminds us, has also been replaced by a 

more direct method of borrowing from, or allusion to, 
works with a definite historical flavour, such as 

the Old Testament and Sir 1~homas El,yot' s The _Bo}.f.~ 

Named the Gou~rnoar. All these changes in tech-

nique correspond to the different weight of meoning 

which East Coker is to carr.v in Eliot's scheme of 

things. 

Where Burnt Norton became an idealised symbol 

of what might have been, East Coker represents, in 

a real sense, what has been. It is a symbol of 

the reality of the historical past. Nhe:r.e Eliot 

had been attracted to the Durpt Norton manor for 

the ghoDts anc1 shadows of unrealised possibilities 

that it evoked, East Coker is significant to hiin 

because of the real role it ha8 plased in his past. 

Part of the charm of ·1.;he plaoe for hirn is that 

still toa.a,y it remains m:itouohecl b.Y inoclern progress, 

ux1like the neighbouI'ing market town of Yeovi 1. 

Russ011 Kirk notes that 11Zast Coker has remained 

much as it appeared in the day of Ancirew El,yot s~nd 

1 , II/.'!. ear 1.er. Thus we have in the two opening poems 

of the quartet cycle two opposed symbols represent

ing respect'Lvely what might have been and what has 

been. It seems clear that a consideration of the 

reali t;y of the past was cl much lNrn attractive 

poetic prospect for Eliot than speculating on what 

might have beeJJ. Eliot seorns subc1uea. and resigned 

in th:Ls poetry where he we.s enormour.11,y stinn.llatf.-:d 

b,y the riclrn.e::.rn of poetic possi bili-t.y in the lt~~n ~ 
What has been seemed to Eliot 

quite lirni ted :in co1r1parison vvi th vvhat might have 

been ri . .ncl tlnw the poetry is drawn in muted colours -

these arc the :~io1nbre f3h::i.c1es of stoicism ancl. res.ig-

nat:i..ODo '.l'hiE; iu of coun-,e not to f.;c\Y that the 



Norton, me.rely that it is poetry of a different 

kind, of a different inspiration. At all events 
the two ideas central to these two poems, what 

might have been and what has been, would seer.a to 

be ready-made raw material to fulfil Kenner's dia

lectic pattern. We should perhaps prepare to 

expect in The Dr.~. S~lvag;~~. a poem which represents 
a false reconciliation of the two ideas and in Little 

Giddin_g the eventual true reconciliation. 

However this is to anticipate. For the pre-
sent we must examine the poetr,y to see how it 

discloses the significance which Eliot intended 

East Coker to bear. The poem opens with a passage 

dealing with the cyclical pattern of life 1 and the 

cyclical movements of history. The whole of this 

passage is really a poetic expansion of texts from 

the.book of Ecclesiastes. We have already quoted 

Ecclesiastes Chapter 1, v~rse 4: 
"One generation passeth awa,y, and another 

generation cometh: but the earth abideth 

i'orever 11 • 

Compare the opening lines of ~1__0.?lcer: 
II In succesoion 

Houses rise and fall, crumble, are exten

dea., 

Are removed, destroyed, restored, or in 

their place 

Is an open field 1 or a fac tor.v 1 or a by·-

paSB~ 

Old r::1tone to new bu1ld.i.ng, old. timber to 
new fires, 

01cl fire to ashN,, and ashes to the earth 

'.Vhich is al:ceac.1,y :C.cDh 1 fur arnl faeces, 

:Bone of man and buast~ cornstalk and leaf 11 • 

Compnre also Ecclestiastcs Chapter 13, verses 19-20: 
11 Fcn· that which befal1e th the sons of nrnn 

befalleth beasts; oven one thing befall

eth them: as tho one dicth 9 so dieth 

the other; .Y C:FJ, the,Y have a11 OLH.! breath i 

f.lO that a men hath no precmi:nenc:e above 
S<7 



a. beast: for all is vanity. 

All go unto one place; all are of the 

dust, and a11 turn to dust again". 

The passage now modulates into an explicit imitation 

of the manner of Ecclestiastes: 
11 there is a time for building 

And a time for living and for generation 

And a time for the wind to break the 

loosened pane 

And to shake the wainscot1where the 

field-mouse trots 

And to shake the tattered arras woven 
with a silent motto". 

We note how the passage ends on a note of decay 

and destruction. The whole mood evoked by the 

pasoage is eventually one of frustration and. resig

nation. We begin to live only to begin to die~ 

Although there is a time for building, soon the 

building shall crumble, and similarly we too must 

all decaJ cu1d die and return unto dust. This is 

all implied in the openine line: 

"In my beginning is my end''. 

Behind the poetry we hear the sombre tones that are 

the keynotes of Ecclestiastes: 

"What profit hath a wan of' all his labour 

which he taketh lU1der the sun? 11 rs 

"I have seen aJ.l the works clone under the 

sun; s.ncl., behold.i all is vrwity and vex

ation o:f spir.i t. 11 111
• 

Thus the heav,y relirtnce on EQclesiastes in this 

passage carrieB over into the poetry the mood. of 

\Vorlcl--wenr111esr:i and resignation that is the pre·

c1orninant note in the-: Jicclcsia::ites verse ( nvani t,y 

~ ' !. ' J 1 ' " ' 11 )IS' or van1·1,1esi a. 1s va:o:i.·r;,y • 

'P.he noxt pass;:-;ge in the moventl-'lDt moves away 

fro1it tlle infJ.uenco of Ecclud.ctr:d;eD but the mood 

remains ::.:r1.bd.lwc1.. 2.uG. resi.goec-;_. The passage opens 



but now with a more specific application. This 

passage presents Eliot's personal pilgrimage back 

to East Coker, the sea;!; of his ancestors: 

"In m,y beginning is my end 11 • 

The poet must pass down a passage as he did in 

purnt Norton, but this passage is not alive with 

possibilit,y as was the Burnt Norton one. There, 

we recall, the qual.ity of the verse was its sugg
estiveness, its all-inclusiveness; every unrealised 

possibility in life was implicit in the verse. 

Here the whole range of poss i bili t,y is lirni ted to 

one particuJ.ar direction which the poetr.v insists 

upon: 
II -the deep lane 

Shutterecl with branches, dark in the after

noon, 

Where ,you lean again.st a bank v.1hi1e 1:1, van 

passes, 

And the deep lane insists on the direction 

Into the village''· 

Here the air is not vibrant as in the rose-gal'clen 

but numbed, deadened -
II in the electric heat 

H,y pn.o tis eel". 
1I'here is no magi.cal laughter of childreu in the 

shrubber,y but only a drows.v somnolence: 

"The dah1ias sleep in the empty t1ilenc en. 

There are no m,ystical light e:ffects, .no vision of 

the heart of light, no unseen eyebeams crossing. 

Instead 
II In a warm haze the s1..11 tr;y light 

Is absorbed, not refracted) b.Y grey stone 11
• 

The whole tone of the passage is muted and subdued. 

And yet 1 as if there were after all some possibil

i t,y in this sleep;y atmosphc>re 1 we are warned to 

remain awake and 
11 :lai -t; for the earl;y owl". 

Now the poe·t doos have his vision. It docs not 

occur :=:; pontmrnou:::,l.Y at th('! hcd ght of the c1a.v as i.n 



.:§..~r.E_!_fl~ but we must wait for nightfall. It 

is not a mystical transcenc1ent experience :involving 

disembodied ethereal presences, but rather a vision 

of a group of earthy peasants performing a dance in 

celebration of a marriage, a form of fertili t,y r.i te. 

These are not ghosts of the might have been, the,y 

are real historical ghosts. They are the medieval 

ancestors of the twentieth centur,y. They a1"e 

explici tl,y the stock from which the poet himself 

, sprang. 1l10 make the point that these are in fact 

his own ancestors, Eliot alludes to a work of one 

of his ancestors, Sir Thomas Elyot who was writing 

in the sixteenth centur,y. Eliot includes a passage 

here which borrows directly from The Boke Named the 

Gou~!:'5"?ur, retaining the medieval spelling to make 

sur~ we do not miss the point: 
11 The association of man and woman 

In c.launs inge, signifying ma trimoni e -

A di[;nified and commodious sacrament. 

Holding ache other by the hand or the arm 

Wb.iche betokeneth concorde." 

Sir Thomas Elyot had written: 

"It is diligently to be noted that the assoc

iatinge of man and woman in daunsing, the,y bothe 

obseruinge one nombre and tyme in their meuynges, 

was nat begonne without a speciall consideration, 

as well for the necessar,ye co11iunction of those 

two persones, as for the in tirnation of sonclr,y VET= 

tu.es, whiche be b,y them represented. And :for as 

moche ac by the association of a. rna:n and c:i.. wo1rwxJ. 

in dawJsinr!,e ma.v be signi.LLed matrimonie 1 I cou1de 

in declar,ynge the di.gn i tie and commodi tie of that 

sacrament make intiere volumes, if it were nat so 

commun e1y lrnowen to all men, that al mos te euer,y 

frere lymitour curieth it writeo in his bosome. 11 ~ 

These medieval ance:Jtors of the poet are the 

real counter parts to tho inigll.t have been ghosts of 

the Burnt Norton But thei.r earthy 



reality seems to disturb Eliot. Ile cannot help 

regretting the limitations of. the actual past; it 

seems so clums,y and restricted in contrast with the 

rich and limitless possibilities of what might have 

been. What might have been to Eliot is "unheard 
11 

music hidderi in the shrubber,y" and dig:nifiea. invis-

ible presences "moving without pressure over the 
llf 

dead leaves". In contrast the peasants whom Eliot 

chooses to represent what has been are not even 

, allowed to stand in their own right but are heavily 

overdrawn by Eliot so as to become self-caricatures. 

They are in fe.ct the medieval equivalent of that 

familiar stereot,y pe, the yokel or cow:1try bumpkin. 

"Rusticall,y solemn or in rustic laughter 

Lifting lleav,y feet in clumsy shoes 1 

Earth feet, loam feet, lifted in cou:ntr,y 

mirth 

Mirth of those long since under earth 

Nourishing the corn". 

Between "unheard. mu.sic II and 11 countr.Y mirth 11 there 

is no contest; "heav,y feet in clumsy shoes II cannot 

possibl,y foot it with presences which move "without 

pressure over the dead leaves 11
• The fun that Eliot 

pokes at these medieval rustics barely masks a 

deeply felt dissatisfaction with the reality of the 

past, spri:n.ging out of a, regret for- all those things 

which might have been but were never realised which 

is carried over from Burnt Norton. All this must 

be purged away before the poetry can reach the a,ffir~

mation that is :i.mp1iecl in the restoration of rnar,y's 

motto. The passage now modulates once again into 

the manner of Ecclesirwtcs culmir.in:l;ing :in a Sweene,y·

liko conclusion: 

"The time of the f3en.r,;ons o,nc3. the con::d;ellations 

The tine of m1llnng Et:Od the time of ha:cvest 

~.'he time o:f the coupli:nr; of cnan anc1 woman 

And that of bo.:::uJ.t::,. Fec:t risLog Etnc1 falling. 

Eating ancJ. clcinki.ng.. :uu.ng anc.1 death. 11 



The first movement is now rounded off with a 

further four lines. In considering these lines 
we can begin to draw together the various strands 

from the separate passages which make up the move

ment so that we can arrive at the overall meaning. 

Dawn arrives after the vision of the night and with 

it a repetition of the in sis tent light a:nc't heat of 

the ear~er passage. 

"Dawn points, and another da,y 

Prepares for heat and silence. 11 

Here the dawn is pointing out to sea. Eliot is 

thinking of the journey that his ancestor is to 

make over the sea in his transference to· America. 

In terms of the time scheme of the poem, Eliot ha~ 

been transported back into the pa.st so that he~ is 

contemporimeous with his medieval ancestors. He 

if_; 11 in his beginning 11 • Thus he is before his 

sJ.1cestor 1 s emigration, but he has a God's eye view 

o:f histor,y - he knows that histor,Y has marked out 

this course which inevitably must follow. Thus 

the course of history seems to Eliot insistent: 

like the deep lane insisting on the clirectio11 into 

the village, history insists on the course which 

has been laid down for the Eliot famiJ.,y and which 

each member of the ancestral line must act out, 

leading right up to the birth of the poet himself. 

Of cou.rse since :Eliot is not born ,yet he cannot 

place himself in this scheme. He is 

II here 

Or theres or elsewhere. In my begir.m ing". 

What the whole movement expreef.rns overall is 

a :feel i.ng of dissatisfaction, frustration and re

striction in life by the ve:C'y conditions of exist-

enc e. ~
1his is articu.lated firstly b,y co1.mterpointed 

contrasts with the corresponding movement of BU£Dt. 

l'Torton. Por the poet the actual pa:c::it has no poetic 

quality s~ch as the imagined realm of pure possi

biJ.it,y lwB. Ou tho cootrar.v it can seem trivial 



and senseless like a clu.ms,y peasant's a_ance. But 

the feeling is also articulated b,y means of inbuilt 

indications internal to the poem. The whole feel

ing of Ecclestiastes contributes to the mood. 

When we think of those medieval peasmrts who were 

our ancestors and who are now dead we think of the 

words of the Preacher: 

"":Vhat pro:fi t ha th a man of all his labour 

which he taketh uncler the sun?" 

"For there is no more remernbra:nce of the 

wise more than of the fool for ever; seeing 

that which rww is in the da;ys to come shall 

all be forgotten. .An.d how dieth the wise 

man? As the fool. 

"Therefore I hated li.fe; because the work 

that is under the sun is grievous to me: 

for all is vanit.Y and vexation of spirit. 1119 

But there is a:nother means b.Y which Eliot articulates 

his :feeling in this movement - this is the character

isation of the heat and light as 11 insistentn anci 
11pointi.ng 11 • This is all-important to our under

standing of the poem. It is contrasted Vii th the 

all-ii:Jelusi veness of the Dur.o t Norton verse. It 

is f:UJ if from all the possible directions iD ~urnt 

Norton one had to be chosen in Bo.Ed; Coker. And 

this .i. s exac tl,y wb.;3, t the po e tr,y is saying. 

1f3 o:nl.v one possible course for histor,y. 

Thero 

In the 

realr;1 of the mi gllt have beeD we can entertain o;i1 

infini·te number of possibilities but in the realm 

of the real there can be only one particular event-

uali t,y. Of all po ss.i.. l)lE~ col:{TS es which history 

cou.lu take 1 it 1mi.;:it t<:-:du.=; :~t partict11ar one, and once 

th i u course has been ·b.kcm it i ;::; i rTevocable. 

When we J.ook back at the course of histor.v this is 

1 t . . t 1" w ia·; ir11preus efJ .l. ··s e_ r upon u:::: -· vve see ineluct~ 

glJle chain of events whi.ch nothini:, now cs.u posBib1y 

JIL:c:tor;/ indecc} insists UL10J! i·L.s direction. 



himself placod in a false position by the course 

of llistor.v which has wronged him b,y removing him 

from his rightful context and l)lauting him in 

America. This is wh,y the dawn points out to sea 
at the end of the movement 1 because history has 

decreed that Anclrew El,yot shall cross the Atlantic 

:Ln his emigration to America. And thus too Eliot 

feels dissatisfied at the end of the movement in 

specific contrast to the feeling of plenitude and 

fulfilment at the end of the rose-garden experience. 

This also explains his rage against his ancestors 

which leads him to mock them as a group of earthy 

peasants - it was all the decisions of his fore

bears which determined the conditions of his exist

ence with which he feels particularly dissatisfied. 

Tniot then is still a long 'Nay from the affir

mation that is implicit in the eventual restoration 

of' r:Jar,y's motto. He is still dwelling OD the sense 

of loss, the sense of opportunities missed and. now 

gone forever, which overcame him in BurnJ~ N~E.· 

He is still regretting the course of events which 

lead to his havi11g been born in America and not in 

England. He must learn to transcend these pre-· 

occupations ru1d begiD to concentrate on the possibil-

ities inherent in his own life. He must realise 

that his life is in no sense restricted by what has 

happened in the past but that it is his own state of 

mind -- his committal to a philosophy of fata.lisrn ·

which is the real limitation of possibility. Once 

he can throw off the bonds of fatalism he can begin 

to exper:i enc o some of the real possi bi.l i ty of life. 



rvrovemen t 2 

The second movement begins, as in Durnt .. Norton, 
with a 11poetic 11 treatment of a theme that is then 

reexamined from a different point of view in the 

second section. The·poetic treatment is conducted 

in terms of a dii:lturbance in nature. 1'he season 

of late Autumn .is disturbed by a sudden access of 

the vi tali t,y of Spring. 

"What is the late November doing 

With the dis turba.nc e of the spring 

And creatures of the summer heat, 

And snowdrops writhing under feet 

And hollyhocks that aim too high 

Red into gre,y and tumble dovm 

Late roses filled with early snovv? 11 

This disturbance in the seasonal cycle is mirrored 

by a grand celestial war among the stars that cli

maxes in an apocalyptic vision of the enc1 of the 

world. 

"Scorpion fights agai:os t the Sw1-

Until the Sun a:nc1 l1,1oon go down 

Comets weep and Leonids fl,y 

Hm1t the heavonr.:J and the plains 

Whirled in a vortex that shall bring 

The world to that destructive fire 

Which burns before the ice-cap reigns." 

All this is 1oxrilained 11 in proi::rn.,ic terms in the next 

section: Eliot realis.es that such poetr,y} though 

richl,y evocative can miss its mark b.Y not stating 

its own rnet""'ning clearly eDough. The drn1ger is in 

a periphre..Bis that loseti the sonr3e of what it is 

_paraphrasing -through overconcern with its own elab-

oratiori. 
II 

It is 

a way of putting it ·- not ver,y sntis

fac tor,y: 

A pex .. iphr;::u .. '>t:i.c wtud,y in a vwrn-out poetical 

f Hr.:.:h i. on tr, 

Eliot realises that mere aesthotic effects are not 



so important as articulating clearl,y the message of 

the poetry - "the poetry does not matter". Thus 

he begins again. The metaphors had been intended 

to communicate Eliot's feelings at having passed 

middle age and ,yet still not experiencing whEd; he 

had alwa,ys expected to feel with the onset of years 

-· the maturity, wisdom and serenity of old age. 

Advancing years do riot bring these qualities at all, 

he finds. 
11It was not (to start again) what one had 

expected .. 

What was to be the value of the long 

looked forward to, 

Long hoped fo:c calm, the autumnal serenity 

Aud the wisdom of age? 11 

Age does not bring us into a season of mellowing 

autumn which facles slowly into ~ peaceful winter; 

rather we still experience the mixed emotions of 

the spring of life. The inclecis:ions? a:ox:Let.ies, 

uncertainties of ;youth persist into and after the 

middle years of life. The feeling is reminiscent 

of Yeats and indeed the whole section points for
ward to the passage in Little Gid.ding where the .. ~ -=~-----
dead master (who sow:1ds a lot like Yeats) discloses 
11 tho gifts reserved for age 11 : 

II First the cold friction of expirh1g sense 

Without enchantment, offering no promise 

nut bitter tastelessness of shadow fruit 

As body and souJ. begin to fall asunder 

Second, the conscious impotence of rage 

At human folly, and the laceration 

Of laughter at what ceases to am.use. 

AnC:l. last, the r-en.di.ng pain of :ce--enactment 

Of all that you have done, and boen; the 

Dhamo 

Of motives laterevealed, and the awareness 

Of 'l;]1ingr::3 i 11 dono and done to O thcrs I harm 

Jhich onco you took for exercise of virtue. 

'.l'hen fools' approval st1ncs 1 and honour 

stainrc;Q 



From wrong to wrong the exasperated spirit 

Proceeds, m1less restored by that refining 
fire 

Where you must move in measure, like a 
1 dancer 11. 

It is significant that the Little Gidding passage - -------
should encl with the fire of purgator,y which, is 11 the 

one dischar•ge :from sin and error".:2- For already in 

East Coke.£ we have had a glimpse of the fire which 

awaits the sinner: 
II that destructive fire 

which bur.n s before the ic e·-cap reigns 11 • 

This of cov-rse is not the "refining :f.iren. of purg-

ator,y but the destructive fire of hell. The whole 

of Jii ttl~~-Gi cld_ing turns on the difference be tween 

the different types of fire; in fact 

"1'he onJ.,y hope, or else despair 

Lies in the choice of pyre or p,yre -
1ro be recleemed from fire by fire". 

The present passage anticipates the later one with 

these forward pointing hints. 

Eliot goes on in the passage to express anger 

at the facade of wisdom which old men erect and 

which had led him to expect it for himself as he 

grew older. 

" Had they deceived us, 

Or deceived themselves, the quiet-voiced 

elders, 

Bequeathing us merely a receipt for deceit? 

The. serenity only a deliberate hebetude, 

The wisdom only the knowledee of dead 

secrets 

·· Useless in the ds.rkness into which they 

peered 

Or from which the,y turned their eyes. 11 

Tho use of 11 qu.iet--vo.i.cecl 11 in this passage is inter,,. 

esti.ug; ii} is carefully place cl here and exempl i.fies 

the archness of OlJ 'Possum. The word seems at 
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first a genuine Homeric-type epithet of respect, 
but there is at least a. glance here at the lines 

from The Hollow Men: -----
110ur dried voices, when 

We whisper together 

Are quiet and meaningless 

As wind in dr,y grass 

Or rats' feet over broken glass 

In our dr,y cellar"? 

The quiet-voiced elders are not the voices of wis

dom at all. Wisdom is not to be derived from 

experience of the i.vorld, and any knowledge that we 

can derive from ea.rthly experience is :not to be 

confused with wisdom. For wi~dom is ultimate}~ 

from God. And knowledge of earthly things, ulti

mately, is useless because of the fact that the 

world is constantl,y changing, and with it our posi

tion in the world. This is made clear as the 

passage now modulates into au estimation of what 

we can call "the use of the past". 
II There is, it seems to us, 

At best, only a limited value 

In the knowledge derived from experience. 

The lmovvledge imposes a. pattern, and 

falsifies 1 

li'or the pa tteru is new i11 ever,y moment 

And ever,y mornen t is a new and f_ihocking 

Valuation of all we have been. 11 

It is futile to tr,y to impose a pattern on the flux 

from 4 position which itself is changiog. The 

only _possible pattern that can be c1.Lscerned irJ. the 

flux .U3 the still poi:ot Yl'hich is God.. We have 

nrri ved b.c;,ck 8.f:)J,in at otn' Jieracli tc:iErn epigraph ~

those who 1:>elievo in the kuov.1lec1ge c~eri verJ. frorn 

experience, who 11 u::rn the pa;e:.:tn l:H:l a guicl.e for their 

fo.ct ignor.i.i1g the Logor:-; a.ncl regaTd--

anc1 igr.icrance. 

to the ovo:cu.11 
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the epigraph, but also to its specific context in 

East Coker. For this discussion of the use of the 

past continues the preoccupation with the past 

which we noted in the first movement. V/here we 

were led into a kJJowleclge of the godhead by a con

sideration of what might have been in the correspon

cling movement of BurnJ.Ji~, here we are warned 

against the clangers of becoming too cone ernea. with 

what ·has been. For this can lead us into the 

heresy of regarding our wisdom above that of the 

Logos~ 

The phrase 11 all we have been 11 , con-t_inuing the 

idea of' what has been, also points forward_to the 

Little Gidcling passage whers the reenactment of all ....,,.-...-""""'~-- -
we have been becomes some sort of excruciating tor-
ture. Here Eliot provides the perfect punishment 

for the heresy of having too much regard for the 

lessons of the past. 0De is condemued to live in 

what Te:nr.J.YSO.n. called "the eternal landscape of the 

past 11 :1- Perhapr:l this is what Purgatory is all 

about: to relive continually all the moments of 

sin E1!.1d selfislmess, of neglect and deliberate hurt, 
$ "of things ill-done ancl done to others harff11t, is a 

cruel rever~'3al of the beauty of ToDn,yson Is lines 

Yvhere 

" silent trri,c .i. ngs of the past 
{, 

Be all the colour of the flower". 

We should aiso note the prosaic nature of Eliot's 

verse at this point. The tone is baldl,y coDver·-

sational, but it is also quite boring1y so. We 

suppress a yawn as he begins 
II There is, it seems to us 

At best, only a limited value 

In tho k1.1owledGe derived from experience 11 • 

Tho prosiness hE:,.r.·e is an index to the 1.inii ted nature 
of a view of life that considers life somethine 

vvhi.ch can ,he 1en:cnec1 b,y o:::peri ence,like a ball game, 

whero we pick up the :cu1es af; we go a1onc;, 1.rhe 

lanr:tTc.1.ge here h, a :-c:ichool teacl1erl,y sort of Eng:LirJh 

aDc1 :it Dorts well wi. "Lh the uohool teaoher1,y Ei.tti tuc1e 
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it is satirising - that life can be learned. by- roto 

like a textbook exercise. It is the school teacher 
who equates knowledge with wisdom. But of course 
life is not like this at all but rather a :frighten
ing experience 

II new in ever,y moment 
And ever,y moment is a new and shocking 

Valuation of all we have been". 
These lines indeed come as a shock to us after the 
chalk dust complacency of' the preceding sentence. 

Life is not a boy scout map-reading exercise where 
we ta1rn . bearings on our position in the world and 

map out our course. Because we are not in a world 
which is mapped and signposted but rather 

II in a dark wood, in a bramble, 
On the edge of a grimpen, where is no 

secure footholdf 
And menaced by monst(;!rs, fanc,y lights, 

Risking enchantment". 
The passage here is reminiscent both of Dante and 

of Spen.se.r. The allusion is a specific 011e; Eliot 
is making a point here at the expense of our post 

Enlightenment world. It is only since the Enligh:t,-

enment that men have come to hold this view of the 

world as something which is governod by physical 

· laws and able to be investigated b,y science, some·

thing which is quantifiable, classifiable and able 

to be analysed down to the last subatomic particle. 

To people of DEu.::ite's time, an(l,even Spenser's, the 

world had beEm ao unfathomable myster.Y which it 

was blasphemous to try to pen.etrate. Inaswuch a:-::3 

there ca-11 ever be an "age of faith 11
,. the medieval 

age was such a world. '.i:he rnyster.v of the world 
was a secret of God and no-one aspired to question 

wh,y. 

nw:n' r~ thirst for know1ocl,ge, but even at tho heigttt 

of the J.ena:Lsoanc e tllE' r·e rtas n rrnnse thEJ:L thoro vms 

a proper 1imi t to the extent of man's 2,r:;;p:i.rat:i.onf; 

aft or kno\'lle!dgo. Lnn must not :c;c"ek k,rnr:1c:c1ge with 



a h,ydroptic thirst - there are certain questions 

which it is not lavvful to aslc. The whole tragedy 

of Faustus is thnt he placed his regard for know

ledge on a higher level than his regard for God. 

In pre-Renaissance times however we are in a com
pletely different universe. This was no "age of 

reason": the irrational, the supernatural had a 

power over the human n1ind that can hardly be appre-

ciated today. Thus Eliot speaks of "monsters, 

fanc,y lights .. (and) •• enchantment n - things which 

are pooh-poohed by the scientific twentieth centur,y 

imagins,tion but were very real to medieval times • 

. Eliot uses these here as a figure f'o~c tld.ngs that 

the tiny minds of men will never be able to accomo

da te -- there are indeed more things in heaven 2.nd 

earth than can ever be comprehended b,y man. Thus 

the belief in the supernatural which was m1.i..versal 

in the medieval vvorld represents a much more heal th,y 

respect for the m,ysteric.=,s of God than the attitudes 

of the twentieth centur,y. Eliot is in fact deplor

ing the modern tendency to replace God b,y scientific 

formulae and technical explanation. In reality 

all this is folly: aJ.1 we can learn on the school-· 

room model of the world is 
II knowleclge 

Knowled.ge of 

Knowlec1ge of' 
"/ 

Word"" 

of motion, but not of stillness; 

speech 1 but not of silence; 

words, and ignorance of the 

Eliot' f.:! lament in the Chm:use,s __ from __ 111.I1i\e_I?.ock 11 

echoes through this whole section of the poem: 
11 Nhere is the wisdom we have lost in 

knowledge? 

Nlrnre is the lrnov(L,::;dge we have J.ost in 

in:formation? 111 

Wha.t the passaic:;e is rea11,y about is a form of hubris 

which iD the besetting sin of the twentieth contur,y. 

We hri,vo re-

placG(l Him with sci.en.tif·ic exp1niJ.o.tions. }e have 

set llp ou:c own ~,.Y s tcm of VH,lLWD V}hi c}1 le:::ives God 



entireJ.;y out of consideration. However the warn

ing implicit in the 11 destr·uctive fire" in the first 

section of the movement remain.s there to be heeded. 

lror this is another way of the lost - the school
teacher too is.of the kingdoms of this world. 

The poetr,y now begins to pick up hints from 

the first movement. We are reminded of the lessons 

of Ecclestiastos which told us that all is vanity, 

for knowlede;e too is vani t,y. Thus Eliot says he 

does not want to hear 

"Of the wisdom of olc1 men, but rather of 

foll,y, 

Their fear of fear and frenzy, their 

fear of possession~ 
Of belonging to another, or to others, 

or to God". 
Old men do not have a monopoly on wisdom, because 

in fact wisdom is not something which comes from 

experience of the world. Wisdom. is ul timateJ.y 

from God and knowledge, ultimate1y, is vanitye 
Thus we must not aspire to knowledge. We must 

rather, like Socratesr admit that the only thing 
we know is that we do not know anything. 

"The onl,y wisd.om we can hope to acquire 

Is the wisdom of huniili ty: humili t,y is 

endless." 
Humility is en<lloss whe:ce our aspirations to know-

ledge had an end in ourselves. 13,y aspiring to 

wisdom we had been aspiring to raise ourselves 

above God which is a great sin. We have only one 

real need which is to acquire humility~ 

Pinally we are explici tl;y linked with the first 

movenwnt. Wo are aware of the Preacher of Ecole-

si1.\ntos speaking beh.i.nd these final li.nefJ. The 

peasants who had been so earthly alive in the first 

movement are now all dead. All their coi.lC e:crrn 1 

their hopE.~Sr :f:'ear·sv 8JJ.xi.eties v1orc ultimately all 

vcci,nit,y. All crune to notb.i.ng. 
1Pl1he .hour:::1:1:3 [:,J;·e all gone unclor the sea. 
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The dancers are all gone under the hill." 
As the,y are all dead, so must we too all die. 

This links us not only with the first movement, but 
also with the moment at the end of the first pass
age of the second movement - the vision of the end 
of the world which is also the moment of death. 

It was the moment 
II that shall bring 

The world to that destructive fire 

Which burns before the ice-cap reigns". 
This also puts us in mind of the close of Eccles-
iastes: 

Hfor God. shall bring ever,y work into 

judgrnent, with ever,y secret thing, 
whether it be good or whether it be 

evil 11
•
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Following the hints at the end of the second 

movement pointing towards the end of the worlcl and 

the coming of the day of judgment, the third move

ment accordingl,y opens b,y dropping the curtain on 

this life and ushering out of this world the many 

me11 who live in it. Just as the dancers of the 

first movement have all "gone uncler the hill 11, so 

too all the denizens of the twentieth century must 

pass on out of this life. Thus 

" They all go in to the dark, 

The vacant interstellar spaces, the vacant 

into the vacant, 

1'he captains, merchant bankers, eminer1t 

men of letters. 

The generous patrons. of art, the states

men and the rulers, 

Distinguished civil servants, chairmen 

of many cornmi ttees, 

Industrial lords aod petty contractors, 

all go into the dark, 

And dark the Sun and. r.;oon, and the 

Alman ach de Go tha 

And the ~5 tock Exchange G·azette, the Dir·-

ec tor,y of Directo:cs, n 

- a veritable WhoYD Who of the tvventieth centur,y. 

These are the pri1.1ces of the kir.1gdoms of this world 1 

the souE:ht-after in the soc: i al :c·ou_11cl. But their 

sooial qualifications are all 1istecl here ironically. 

For in the idiom of Ecclesiastes 1 this is all 

VFtJJ i t,y. 11hose men 1 industrial lor<ls and _pett.v con-

tractors 1::d1.ke 1 are all bound for the 11vacant inter-

:3 tella:c s p:,1,c cs 11 • What \11oulcl seem to be a gl'G.ncl 

p:cocess100 of uotabilitief;; is in fact a parad.o of 

nobodies. What would be big news in the social 

colunrns 1 i'Jt;i,,y be fui_H:!l'ctl of the .Y eax·, ifJ after cdl 

"Nobu(\y I s fun cral, for tli.e:n·e i r:3 no one 

to bur,;' 11
, 
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1J.1his whole catalogue of contemporary colossi amounts 

after all to 11no one to bury 11
• The passace is of 

the smae inspiration as that i.n the corresponding 

movement in ~urn} Norton -· these men are the equ:i v

alents in the upper social echelons of the time

travellers of the first quartet. Yet these too 

are numbered among the lost. They may be the 

leaders of this world but wora.l,y qualifications 

count for nothing after this life m.1d they are 

merely nobodies in the next. Where the time
travollers were those people who have lost any 
sense of the eternal in their preoccupation with 

time, these men are too much involved in the rewards 

of th.is life to know of any other system of values. 

'l'o seek reward in this life in termfJ of social 

status is to relegate one's spiritual affairs to 

second. place. But salvatiot) of one's soul cannot 

take second place, so these social lions of the 

hou1.' are all consign eel to the darkness. 

However Eliot is being much more than simple-

minded about this. He does not place himself out-

side the S,Ystem. If these men are socially lion~-

ised it is we who lionise them. Thus we too are 

implicated in the grand funeral and 
11 .·· · ·' we all go with them, into the silent 

fu._u eral 11 • 

This then is the moment of death which we all must 

face sooner or later. We noted in Burnt Norton 

two distinct types of darkness. There war::; the 

false or 11 twi ttering" darknc-iss of the undergrouJJd 

which was a parody of the true darkness of God. 

There is a similar distinction here. \'lhen the 

procNrnion of the dead marches into tho dark~ it 

is an utter darknesc1 because it is devoicl of God. 
1l1hos e lost souls do not merel.v di o 9 the.v ,:i,re com-

plete1,y annihilated. ~r.hus it i E-l 

111,:obotl.Y'tl fwJeral 1 for thoro is no one 

to bur,y ". 



But there is another darlmess which does contain 

God. This other darkness offers us salvation from 

the fate of the lost and damned souls. 
11 1 said to my soul, be still, aud let the 

clark come upon you 

Which shall be the darkness of God. 11 

We note here that now there seems to be no third 

wa,y for those of us who are neither saints nor of 

the lost. Eliot's doctrine seems to have become 

harsher than it was in the corresponding section of 

Burnt Norton. The doctrine is now one of pure 

ascetism; either we must abjure the things of this 

world and submit to the darkness of God, or we too 

shall be annihilated in the de8,c1 march. There. are 

only two choices here -- the darkness of absolute 

nihilism or the darkness of the ascetic. 

"I said to m,y soul, be still, and wait 

without hope 

For hope would bee! hope for the wrone 

thing; wait without love 

For love would be love of the wrong 

thing; · 

Wait without thought, for .vou are J'.lot 

read,y :for thought: 

So the darkness shall be the light 1 and 

the stillness the dancing. 11 

It seems that Eliot's dissatisfaction which we 

noticed in the first movemeo·t has now permeated so 

far into hi:::: poetry as to cancel out the possibi1 i t.v 
of the other way offered in ~urnt Norton. There 

the posD i bi li ty waf:J that .ilJ momentr:1 of rEiveri o ~ 

pa:ctie:ularl.Y in dvn.:,lling OD thi:ogs that might have 

been, we may be given a rov0lation of the godhead 

which could lead to sctlvation. }-fore however Eliot 

is no lonfer in tha universe of what might have been 1 

but ir; preoccupiccl wi,tn \,'1'1.ct hns been. rerli.::i,p::s 

lD.iot thouc:ht there l'W_f,; prc"ciom1 l.i tt1o in the 



realm of what has l>e0n which could prompt a reve

lation of God. At all events he is still in the 
state of despondenc,y and resignation in which the 

opening of the _poem found him. Perhaps this point 
is the nadir of his fit of depression where he can 

see no alternative for salvation but an absolute 
ascetism. This would be a dark night of the soul 

indeed. We must remember too that this is the 
earth quartet and the doctrinEB of the poem are that 
much harsher than those offered in the air quartet. 

This earthbound world. committed to a literalistic 

interpretation of history which is the universe of 

this poem offers much less to Eliot than the rich 
world of poetic possibility of -Burnt Norton. In 

East. C.9lrnr there is nothing in this world for the 

poet to enthuse over - there is little indeed for 
the poet to enthuse over in his own lifetime: 

11So here I am, in the middle way, having 

had twenty years -

Twenty years largely wasted 1 the years 

of l'entre deux guerres -

Tr,yi.ng to learn to use words, and every 

attempt 

Is a wholly new start, ancl a different 

kind of failure 11 .1 
The poetr,y of Eas_t _Co)rer thus remains 1,:nenthusecl and 

is therefore that much more ready to consign the 

whole of this wo:r-1d to the u.ark. In Burrit Norto:o 

the poet still felt a love for the world that would 

not let him come clowr.J on tho ascetic I s i:Jide of the 

fence, but here thore is no love left for the world 

at all and it is consequently swept out of consider-

ation .in the mc1,1Jn er of Dickens I s Podsoap, It i B 

only indeed i.n the prospect of mi escape from th.is 

world i:oto .fJ.JJ D.,b::iolute asceticism that the poet can 

arrive at enthu::._,i,as1n for the :first time in thG poern. 

11 So the darJ;:nf,us shall be the li,J;hti and 

the sti11ncLH .. ~ the donc.ing. 
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Whisper of running streams, and winter 
lightning. 

The wild thyme unseen and the wild 

strawberr,y, 

The laughter in the garden, echoed 

ecstasy 

Not lost, but requiring, pointing to 
the agony 

Of death and birtho 11 

The movement now closes with a repetition of 

the catechism of the way of the saint: 
II In order to arrive there, 

To arrive whore you are, to get from 

where ,you a.re not,-

You must go by a way wherein there is 

no ecstasy. 

In order to arrive at what you do not know 

You must go by a way which is the way of 

ignorance. 

In order to possess what you do not 

possess 

You must go by the way of dispossession. 

In order to arrive at what you are not 

You must go through the way in which 

you are not. 

And what you do not know is the on1y 

thing .You know 

And what ,you own is what you do not own 

And where you are is whe:ce you are not 11
• 

Thus must all the dwellers of this world become 

noboa_i es before they cwJ become anybod,y. The Dir

ec tor,y of :Oiroctors cUJ.d the Almanach de Gotha nre 

catalogues of what men have been in th:Ls world. 

Such men as those lir:itecl at the bec:inning of the 

rnovenwnt arc mindful o:f all they have bee.n 1 but 

m)Other verse from the catE!Chi.E::111 of the saint might 

well read 11 and what ,you have been is what you must 

no longer be". If it is difficult f'or a rich man 



to enter the kingdom of heaven, it is dif:ficul t too 

for a merchant banker or a distinguished civil ser

vant to enter the Eliotean way of the saint. 

But such social accomplishments are the things 

which it is easy for Eliot to cast off. If the 

world is limited to the sort of world inhabited by 

the citizens listed at the beginning of the move-

. ment then the way of asceticism is an easy one. 

But of course the world is much more than this. 

Eliot is still writing from the depths of despond

ency and here indeed it is true that he is writing 

clO\·vn the value of the world so that we shall despise 

the world where it was not true in Burnt Norton. 

Where he leaves no way between that of the ascetic 

and that of the damned he is indeed giving a false 

report. But we must realise that Eliot is not a 

reliable witness here. He is in fact wandering in 

the wood of error which is made clear at the open-

ing of the fifth movenent. The first lines of 

thr-d; movement are a d_eliberate echo of the opening 

of Dante's Infer.no where the author confesses him-

self nin the middle way of this our mortal life, 

in a gloorn,y wood" which wood is the woocl of error 

representing spiritual alienation from God. Thus 

we cam10t take these doctrines as the true word of 

God - they proceed from a man bitter at heart a-11d 

alienated froin his God. Here the poet is er-ring 

because he is paying too much regard to his own 

wisdom. Yet the poetts words clo represent a half-

t:r.uth. \Vhile the,y do not point out the trii.e wa,y, 

yet the;y do wn:cn us of an.other false wa;/ which is 

that of the mRn whose aspirations are all wordly 

social ones. This like the way of the time-

travcller is a wa,y of the loot. If we can avoid 

tlwse two tro.ps indic:=1:l;e(l :fo:c us and rernain with 
our poet-guide 1 v1e wa.v not yet bE? out of the wood 

of errDr, but we are in tho way of beine saved. 
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The fourth movement introduces into the poem 

God wearing his filial hat. We have already 

glanced at the weakness of the poetry of this sec

tion which has been sufficiently discussed by the 

critics to need much discussion here. 

Denis Donoghue puts it best: 

Perhaps 

"The analogies of heal th and disease, surgeon.s, 

patients, and hospitals are marginally appropriate 1 

and are far too clependent on our reading 'the wound

ed surgeon' as Christ, 'the dying nurse' as the 

church, the hospital as the earth, 'the ruined mill

ionaire' as God the Fc:1ther 1 the briars as the thor-1.1s 

of Christ. When we have eff ec.tecl these transla-

tions little remains but the satisfaction of having 

done so. " 1 

There is little more to be said about the poe-

tr,y • The pi t,y .is that the who 1 e thing seems so 

unneo essar,y. When we compare the vulgarities of 

this "much elaborated skull-and~~crossbones eonc ei t" '

with, for example, the devout simplicity of the 

lyrical prayer to the Virgin I.Tar,y in Jh~ _ _)):r~ 

.?.:.C:8,S 1 we can only regret that Eliot f'o1 t a need to 

consciously nwork up 11 a form capable of carrying 

the weight of the Son of Go<L Surely it would 

have been better in the presence of the Son of God 

to have heeded his own precept of hurnili t,y ( which 

he advocates in this very same poem) than to fiddle 

with these analogies io a mEu11.1.er that s eerns almost 

JJleasec.1 with its own cleverness. 

Befo:ce leavin[': this section however we should 

make onEi or two obr:rnrvations about the presence of 

the Sot.J of God. in the poem at this point. Clearly 

it was demnucJ.ed by the pattern of the poe:itr,y that 

Chri f, t shC>uld make a personal a!Jpeu ranc e here. '.'le 

hn,vc~ observed the patter·n whereby the as pee ts of 

Goe>. are di f3 tri butcid an1ong the f3horc lyric ;,1 of each 
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of the quartets. We have also referred to East 

.Q.olser as the poem dealing w.i th "what has been 11 -

the reali t.v of the past which encompasses all hwnan 

histor,y. At the intersection of these two patterns 

stands the figure of Christ. He represents the 

point of meeting of the godhead with the course of 

human history. But apart from fulf .illi11g the 

expected pa;t;ter.n of the poetr.v, there is a more 

particular reason why Christ appears in the poem 

at this point. li'or here is the antidote (to con-

tinue the medicinal metaphor) to the tendency we 

have observed in the poet.to dwell overmuch on the 

past: here indeed is the one point of the past on 

which it will prove profitable.to dwell. It is 

the one moment rtwhich shall fructify in the lives 
3 of others". Christ then supplies the turning 

point in the poem of the poet's fit of despondency, 

al though he may not recognise it as such just yet. 

The poet, before the end of the poem, is to arrive 

at a posi tio:n vvhere he can recognise the possibility, 

indeed the :oecessity, for making new beginnings in 

life. In Christ we have the precise reason why new 

beginnings are possible in life. Through the 

Cruc.ifi;;don and the Redemption it haa become poss

ible for man to begin aD ew in. a life that has become 

stultified in sin and despair. Without Christ there 

would be no alte:cnative for man but to continue in 

his old wa,ys through the valley of the shadow of 

death. The ::d.gnificance of Ghrist in this move·-

rnent is that through him life becomes alive with 

the continuing possi bi.li t;y o:f making a, fresh start 

no matter what has been in the past. Christ then 

furnishes this world with some of the riclmess of 

possibility the lack of which Eliot has been regretM 

tin;! eVEH' ::.:'Lnce l3urntJ\lo:cton. ~:his is why the 

J.y ri c c en tl'er.:-; around the Crucifixion because this 

hao made poss i. blo the J:'8tlomption of cdl 1t1en, rj~hus 

tlw way ifJ now open. for the reclomption of tJw poet 

hin1:'H<Lf from his IJlOOd of c1esponclonc,y, which l'edernp," 



tion shall be effected in the fifth movement. 

Thus the Son of God stands in the relation of 

a surgeon to the spiri tuall,y sick among mankind. 

The surgeon-sickness metaphor then is appropriate 
after all in the poem, but yet it remains only mar

ginally so. What the poem should show is Christ 

ministering to one such of the ailing - the poet 

himself. But in fact the poet reaches his final 

affirmation in the next movement without ru.1,y help 

from Christ. Thus tbe lyric is really just an in

set piece which does not fulfil an,y ·function in 

the poem. We do feel compelled to recognise the 

necessity :for Christ to make a perso:oal appearance 

at this point, but we rather wish he did something 

more useful than his impression of Marcus Welby • 

.And we wish that he ha.cl not felt it necessary to 

bring his whole travelling show with h.im complete 

with waxwork a_u..mmy patients and hospital surp1us 

stage props. 



Movement 5 - - . ~-
The fifth movement opens with an echo of Dante 

which tells us sornethi:o.g about Eliot I s spiri tu.al 

condition: 

"So here I am, in the middle way ••• 11 

Eliot began. Da.,nte had opened the Inferno with 

these lines: 
1~el mezzo del cammin di nostra vita 

Mi ri trovai per WJD, s el va oscura". 

(I11 the middle of the way of our life 

I foun.d m,yself in a dark wood). 

11he implication of this echo is that Eliot himself 

is still involved in the gloom,y "wooc1 of erro:c 11 

which in D;:-u.1.te rep resents spiritual alienation 

from God. Instead of spelling it out specifically 

Eliot continues the sentence with a review of his 

poetic career to date 
II having hac1 twen t,y years 

Twenty years largely wasted, the years of 

l'entre deux guerres -

Tr,ying to learn to use words 1 ancl ever.y 

attempt 

Is a wholly new start 1 and fl d.i:ffe:cent 

kind of failure 

J3ecsJJ.se one has only lournt to get the · 

better of won.ls 

For the thing one no longer has to sa.,y, 

or tlrn wa,y io wlli ch 

One is no longer disposecl to sa,y it". 
Thif3 eas,y trmrnition from a guarded reference to 

his spiritual condition, iuto a discussion of purely 

artisti.c concen1s wi.11 become important sllort:l.y. 

Eliot's tone th:roughout this pas:3age iu still 

1·esi{~::t)ed a . .rJc1 cles1)011.cle.u,t, but \Ve sJ1ol1J.c1 J).C>te so.rue 

pOfJit.Lvo signs here. 

attcGttd; seems to him now a "d:i:ffer-mYL; L:.Lnd. of faiJ ... 
be..-11 



wholly new start". El:i.ot recognises that he has 
lived his poetic life, at an,y rate, as a response 

to a challenge: 
II And so each venture 

Is a new beginning, a raid on the inart-
icuJ.ate11. 

This marks the begim:.i.ing of the turn-around in the 

poetts mood. For although he continues to com-

plain about the shabbinef3S of the equipment of the 

poet (which has reference to the degeneracy of the 

language of current coin) and about the general 

clifficult.Y of writing poetry at all in the twent-· 

ieth o en tur,y ( "and now under con.di tions that seem 

unpropitious 11 ), ,yet he does recognise that th8 task 

is axl. ongoing challenge· which he is committed to 

continue to face. And although he feels that any-

thing he can achieve will be as nothing alongside 

the achievements of such great poets as Milton and. 

Shakespeare: 

" And what there is to conquer 

By strength and submission, has al:cead,y 

been discovered 

Once or twice, or several times, by men 

whom one cannot hope 

To emula:te - but there is no competition ·-

There is onl,y the fight to recover what 

has been lost 

And found a.11d lost again and again 11 , 

yet nevertheless he unquestioriingly accepts the 

responsibilit,y of carrying on his work: 

"li'or us, there is onl,y the tr,ying 11 • 

And while this may sound. a rather barrcu sort of 

enthusiasm for his work, yE.d; such unquestio:oing 

acceptance of his responsibilities in this context 

is a positive virtue and one that shall prove fruit~

ful. For it is precisely this attribute which is 

lacJd.:ng ir, hir3 spiri t1.wl life at the momc-m.t. In 

his present state of mind he is not wiJ.ling to face 

the continuing challenge of 1 i.ving in this wo:clcJ. l>ut 
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would rather prefer to abjure completely the realms 
of worldly considerations for the existence of the 

Christian ascetic. · Thus his poetic career shoula. 

have some.thing to sa,Y to his spiritual life, if the 

two could be brought into dialogue. What is needed 

is a crosn-fertilisation between the aesthetic and 

the spiritual areas of life. But in fact~ a link 

between the two has already been established. We 

should notethat throughout the Quartets there is 

to be observed in all Eliot's comments on literar,y 

and artistic questions a continuous running meta

phor which parallels these artistic concerns with 
s pi ri tu.al ones. Thus in Buri~..232 the form o:r 

pattern of the work of art became a type for Christ 

who is the pattern for all lives. We now rocall 
.,n 

the opening of· the movement vvhere we remarked the 
- A 

easy trm1Si tion from spir.i tual concerns to artistic 

ones. In fact this whole passage is still dealing 

with spiritual questions. The remarks apply not 

only on an artistic level but also on a spiritual 

level. Thus the poet is complain i f\<:J that the con

ditions of the day are WJpropitious not only for 

the writing of poetr,y but also for real religious 

feelingo m1at has been lost in the twentieth cent-

ur,y and what we must strive to rec over is not onl,y 

the abilit,y to write poetr,y 1Jut tho capacity for 

experiencing Goel in a real vm,y. 13ehind the~rn 

lines we hear the complaint of the poet of the 

Choruses from "The Rock". ' In that work .Eliot sur--=---.. ~=-.. --,a---...--=-..... y..,-~.,~--<,'"'"-,•-"".,.,,,.--=..~6..,,.--.. 

ve,y ed tho whole con ternporaxy scene: in the ci t,y he 

was told 
II vrn have too many ch1)_rches 1 

(? '.l 
Ancl too :few chop-houfJe8 11 i · 

in the suburbs he was told 
11 \''ie toil for fJiX dEJ,,YS, on thG SGV81Jth YH) 

must motor 

rr.10 Hinc1hoac1; or L2:LdmJhoa(J.f1 , 
2 

The so.cJ.deJJed conclusion he rcach::,d war-::1: 
11 1\nd the Chu.rch doos not SGC::in to be: wcud-;Gd 
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In country or in suburb; and in the town 

Only for im.porta:n.t weddings" .3 
Unpropitious con<li tions indeecl for a revival of 

religious feeling. In the present passage, what 
the ru.rming relationship between the aesthetic an.cl 

the spiritual tells ud:that the spiritual capital 

of the tvventieth centur,y is at a very low ebb. 

But this metaphorical relation is relevant also on 

a more personal level. For it says that the poet 

must bring to bear on his spiritual life all the 

dedication and application he has brought to his 

poetry. The answer is not to be found in a cloist

ered retreat from life, but in an honest face-~to-

face confrontation with its pr6blems. He must 

learn to regard his life, like his poetry, as an 

ongoing struggle against "unpropitious" conditions. 

This is the realisation that comes in the second 

part of the movement, the final section of the poem. 

He turns once more to consicleration of the 

past - again ho is concerned with his beginning .. · 

But now he locates his beginning :not some centu.1. ... ies 

before his birth in a remote village with which his 

ancestors had connections, but interior to his own 

life. His beginning is the earliest surrouDdings 

he can recall - home, in fact. This marks the 

halfvm,y stage in the reversal of L7ar.v • s motto: his 

beginning is no longer his end, but, quite simply, 

his beginning~ 

"Home is where one starts from". 

BegirnJ.ing then, from tb.e familiar grouncl of home 1 

the poet comes to roalioc his true position in the 

world. lie Dow recognises that he .if:; not only an 

artist battling with nrtistic problems, he is a 

rnan pro founc11.Y embroiled. in a s piri ttml prod icamen t 

w'hicb he must struggle to make r:-1ense of. Ju.st us 

the poet is coDtinually moviug oo in 1 • 
Jl.l s pc,etic 

carec!r constrrntly meetiD[:: .11ow )robleru.s Vill.'1.ch beconie 

increasingly co~plex und require quite new solutions 
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"For last y"ear's words belong to last 
year's language 

And r.iext year• s words await another voice","" 

so too does the spiritual man rnove through a vvorla. 

which becomes increasingl,y strange and complex. 

The world of the child is a familiar world of home 

but 
If As we grow older 

The world becomes stranger, the pattern 

more complica t0d 11 • 

This amo1mts to a complete reversal of the posi tioi:J 

1ivhich was set up to be knocked down in the third 

movernen t - the position of the sc-11001 teach.or who 

valu.ef3 the knowledge gained from experience. It 

is this corning up against the strangeness and new

ness of the worlcl that marks the beginning of real 

religious feeling. This is why the quiet--voiced 

elders in the second movement were not wi~~ men at 

all, but only hollow men, for they had grown quite 

accustornod. to the world. Por them the world had 

bee 01110 11home II and not the new and frightening 

experience that it is to the truly spiritual rnan. 

The poet now realises through his own experience 

the meaning of the words he had merely mouthed earl

ier in the poem, that life is 
II new in every moment 

And every moment is a new and shocking .. 
Valuatioo of all we have been"." 

But every moment is not morely a reappraise,l of all 

v1e h,:cve heen, but is also a constant challenge as 

to our immediate actions and our future course. 

1:l!he pattern new in ever,y moment requires us to 

make n<?iw beginnings in every momeu t. This supplies 

J.if'e with all the richness o:f possibi1it,y Vihich the 

poet hafl been pining for ever since he glimpf.:Jec1 .it 

in puynt}'Tortou_. But Eliot has been so pre-occu-

p.ied w i_ th the 11 one--,1inwnsio:na1 11 nature of the past 

i.n thif3 poer,, that he hm:; been blind to al1 the rich--

nes::1 of posrjibilit,y inhe:cent i.n the prNJeot mornent. 
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And this richness is not merely that of a single 
Js 

"given II moment as in Burnt Norton. but in ever,y -- ' ;,, 

moment of 1ife. 
If Not the intense moment 

Isolated, with no before and after, 

But a lifetime burning in every moment 

An.d not the lifetime of one man only 

But of old stones that cannot be cleciphe.rea .• 11 

The very intensity o.f the .Burn.~ Norton experience 

meant that there had to be 
II waste sad time 

Stretching before and after"e:. 

to set it off. But such isolated moments are no 
longer sufficient and in fact vrn have alread,y moved 

beyond this position. Now the whole of life is 

replete with possi bilit,y - every moment can be the 

mome.nt of revelation in which the whole of life is. 

comprehended, and indeed the whole of human history 

which goes far beyond the records of our m10estors 

right back to the dawning of man's intellect - to 
11 old stones that cannot be deciphered". 

We can now refer to a piece of Eliotts spec

i:ficall,y literary critic ism which nevertheless has 

relevunce in this connection. Writing in an essay 

called Tradition and the Individual Talent Eliot ----·~.,----·-·------~ ~·--~--' 
was dealing with the relation of a poet to the past: 

11 the historical sen.Ge involves a percep

tion, not only of the pastness of the 

past, but of its presence; the historical 

sense compels a man to write not merely 

with his own geueration in his bones, 

but vv.ith a feeling that the v.;hole of the 

literature of Europe from Homer and 

wi thi.n it the whole of the li teratu.:r.e 

of his own co1..mt:c,y has a simultmrnous 

exiE-;tence r1.nd composes a simu1to.neous 
OY'd(:T' 11 • ., 

~Chis :r·(~adu a11J1.ost as a blueprint .ir.i the artistic 



half of our running metaphor for the message Eliot 
is propounding here in East Coker: we are to absorb 

into ourselves the whole of the past going right 

back to the inexplicable druidical slabs of Stone
henge before we can proceed in this new and strange 

world. Eliot has now almost completed his volte-

face. From a position where he regarded the past 

as a restrictive stulti:f,y:ing force which emotion

ally straitjackets a man in the here and now, he 

has now reachecl a point where he can receive the 

whole tradition of the past as a stimulating and 

vitalising force. If this sounds a little like 

the doctrine of the 11use of the past" or the value 

of the knowledge gained from e~perience, yet it is 

qlLi te different. This is clear from remarks ma.de 

in the same essay: 
11 if the only form of tradition, of hano.·

ing down, consisted in following the 

wa;ys of the immediate generation before 

us in a blind or timid adherence to its 

successes, •tradition' should positively 

be cli scouraged 11 • 
8 

This would amount to an effect-ive amputation of the 

ere a ti ve facul t,y and a virtual der3 true ti on of the 

self'< Rather IUiot' s doctrine in vol veE1 a tran--
sc endence of self through an identification with 

a larger uni t,y. 
II 

" 

'.;l}1a,t is to be insisted. upon is that the 

poet must develop or procure the conscious

ness of the past cmd then he should con

tinue to develop this consciousness 

throughout his career. 

What hap pens is a eon ti:oual c, u:rTcn,--

a.er of hiri1self HfJ ho is Ht the moi-!18Ut to 

something which -is moro valunble. 1:he 

l·ro.rrroc•c• o· -f a···J. ,-,y,-1-i o·'L~ 11 ( nrcl V·I"< 1r•1' .cli·t _J. C..'. ~k)U CL Ct.,t. V.,..l._1 L~.J (..') t ..;l, (.._" -· 

' 
11 iS cl COOt}l1ll2,l Self 8c1Cl"'ifl(:('. 9 <l, QQ,l}m 

tinu~l extinction of .L)(_'•rc•o11··1} j ti; It 9 
, 0 .. (__,_,.., 1.) o 
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ges to escape the e:nchainment of the past which has 
enthralled him since the opening of the poem. The 
past which has laid. like a dead hancl on Eliot's 

life has now become transformed into a life giving 

force which prompts a new sense of adventure. 

Eliot has eve:ntuall,y learnt something which Jacob 

Bronowsld expressed rather well - history "i.s here. 
It is nowo History is not events but people. 

And it is riot just people remembering, it is people 

acting and living their past in the present. Hist

ory is the •.. instant act of decision,_which crys

tallises all the knowled.ge, all the science, all 

that has been learned since man began" /-
0 

With the dead ha11d of the past Eliot ha,s thrown 

off the bonds of the here and now. He is no longer 

fretting about the accidents of histor,y which have 

detGrm:Lned his particular position .in the world, 

because it is not one's geographical location in 

the world which is important but one's mental atti

tudes. Now he can see 

"Love is most nearly itself 

When here and now cease to matter". 

Ancl two lines later he has the conficlenc e to affirm 

that indeed 

''Here or there does not matter". 
Thus when Eliot suggests that 

1101a. rne.n ought to be explorers" 

he is not referring to a geographical exploration 
o:f the physical UJJ.ivenrn, but a mental voyage into 

the Dpiritual realm. I:f old rnon cease to "explore" 

they become like the hollow men of the second move-
ment. In fact we can now read the second movement 

with increased u:nderstarid.ing. The disturbances 

Eliot recorded :in the opening lines we can now see 
v10 .. B 11.is l1ot11-"1·1; s11e[t1ci11e;. We can now see that his 
des :i,1·Gs for the v,isdo([t of age were quite wronn:-

11.cadec:t, ,1\t thc1,t point .C:1iot was seeki.ng a p1ace of 

ropose in the flux. Dtd this raem1s that he was 



in fact aspiring to the position of the hollow men. 

The disturbances he felt in his breast were the 

true response of the spiritual man seeking e:xpres-

sion. Eliot now realises that we must not. seek 

to lapse into the 
II 

Long hoped. for 

And the wisdom 

but rather 

long looked forward to, 

calm, the autu.rnnal sereni t,y. 

of age'·' 11 

"We must be still and still moving 

Into another intensity 

For a further tm ion, a deeper communion 11 • 

Eliot now employs the image of the sea voyage as a 

metaphor for spiritual discover,y. There is a long 

tradition in Eoglish poetry going right back to 

Anglo-Saxon pieces such as !h~ Seafarer which expre

sses the human position in terms of a frail bark 

on the great ocean of the spiritual tmlmovm. Per

haps Tennyson put it best: 

"1\'I.Y will is bondsman to the dark 

I sit with.in a helrnless bark". ':i.. 

Eliot's lines emphasise the frightening solitucle 

of the sp:i..ri tual adventure, and. ,yet the lines also 

express an enthtwiasm which has been evident no

where else in the poem. Eliot is now enthused for 

the first time in a positive sense. ~he world 

now has something t6 offer him: he has discovered 

the spiritual adventure in lifo itself where before 

he could onl;y find the spiritual in an Nicape frow 

life. Until now Eliot has been so bogged down in 

the here ,9,ncl now ox1.c1 has felt so constricted by 

the c1eacl ha11d of the 1xwt that he could not see 

an,y of thG f_:;piri tual possi bili t,y inhELi."ent in life. 

Ho has been so narrowly blinkered by his dissatis

faction vv.i.th the ver.Y conditions of existence that 

he:) felt fu1:f.ilment coulc1 only come through a com

pl.Ed,o abjtJ.ration o:f the thillgs o:f this life. It 

if3 on1y Vihen he rcal.isos th,J.t human life is the 

incaruation of the s6ul in the bod,Y an c1 not the 



~~~, that he can dispense with all those 
ascetic doctrines aimed at the liberation o:f the 
soul from the prison-house of the flesh. For the 

soul is liberated not by denial of the flesh but 

by discovor,y of the spiritual adventure in life. 

Thus the end of this poem is indeed a true begin

ning: it is the beginning of Eliott s religious 

awakening which led him ul tima tel,y to the chapel 

at.Little Gidding. The sea voyage at the end of 

this movement also serves to set us off across the 

Atlantic in the wake of And-rew El,y o t to America 

where the opening of the third quartet finds us. 



TH8 DRY SALVltGES 

movement 1 

We can no longer read .The Dry §alvan;_es without 

being aware of it as the trproblem poem" of the Four 

,Quart~_ts. Donald Davie was the first to make a 

systematic examination of its peculari ti es 
1 

and ever 

since Davie, any appraisal of the poem must take 

full account of these. Using Kenner's pattern of 

the false reconciliation of two opposed states foll

owed b;y the true reconciliation, which is a kind of 

synthesis, Davie suggested that the very position of 

~F.Y Sal var~~ in the 9uartets would make it like·

ly that the poem in some sense represents a false 

reconciliation of ideas presented in the first two 

quartets. Accordingly he took the poem piece-wise 

and showed it to be "quite simpl,y, rather a bad 

po em 11 
•
1 Of course it is meant to be a bad poem: 

its conclusions ure false ones which are corrected, 

indeed transcenc1ec1, iJJ the true reconciliation 

which comes in .L.Utle Gidding. 

However, although Davie is enlightening on the 

defects of the poem, he does not have so much to 
offer in a positive sense. If we are to regard 

the poem as a false reconciliation we should at 

least make some attempt to ic1ontif.Y what the poem 
is attempting to reconcile trnd to see why it has not 

succeeded. But Davie has not done this. He 

ienores the first two quartets and yet takes it as 

axiomatic that this, the third 1 will be ru1 attempt 

to reconcil~ ideas presented in the first two. This 

enables him to characterise the whole poem as 11 par·-·· 

ocly rr which is a conveniont means of exphd.ni.ng arm.,y 

its difficulties and yet which leaves him no closer 
to UXJ<Jerstc1.nding its p1ace _i_n ;_~liot' s overc~ll int,-

eotion iu the Quartets. 

with The ~Y..Y~ 00·1.ya,'_':~,s. uDd attemptr:1 to t1n·l1 the cl if>

cw:i1.::ion awa.v frorn the fJpecifi.c problcu:J of the poeu to a 



consideration of the difficulties of Eliot's poetry 

in general. 

"What ki:nd of poetr.y is this, in which loose 
and woolly incoherent language can be seen to be -

in its place and for special purposes - better than 

clear and closely articulated language? This is a 

question raised not just by the Sl::1?,rtets but b,y 

Eliot's work as a whole. 11 3 

Davie eventually sees the problem as a clash 

between the 11beautifu.l 11 and the "functional" in 

poetry. We shall not pursue him this :far because 

it seems that he has not understood, in the first 

place, the function of this particular poetry in 

Eliot ' s d.e sign • And this is precisely what we 

must understand before we can proceed to a critical 

judgement. However Davi~s original suggestion 

remains a valuable one, and one on which we are now 
fully equipped to capitalise. We have already 

examined the two :first quartets and found them to 

be diametrically opposed symbols representing, on 

the one hand, what might have been, and on the other, 

what has been. We shall consider The Dr,y Salvages -~-~-=-
as an attempt to reconcile these two ideas. 

Firstly however, we shall consider the locale 

of the poem and tr.Y to draw out its significance 

for Eliot. The poem is located in America, which 

marks it off immeclia tel,y from the other quartets. 

The Dr,y Salvages the ms elves ( or presurnabl,y u1es 

trois sauvages 11) i as Eliot explains in a note~ are 

a small group of rocks off the north-east coast of 

Cape Ann 1 I.Jassachur3etts ~ This locates us in the 

scenes of Eliot's American childhood. In fac:t we 

are cl.raw:n into the scenes of his childhood right 

f~com tho openiri,? line of the poem, although this 

is not Massachusetts but Llissouri. Both New 
England Rnd the South-west however, were home to 

El.iot ns a child. As he explains himself: 



11 1\1,y famil.Y were New Englanders 1 who had been 

settled - my branch of it - for two generations in 

the South West - which was, in my own time, rapidly 
becoming merely the Middle West. The family 

guarded jealously its connexions with New England; 

but it was not un.til years of maturity that I per

ceived that I myself had always been a New Ene;lander 
in the South West, and a South Westerner in New 

England; when I was sent to school in New England 

I lost my southern accent without ever acquiring 

the accent of the native Bostonian. In New England 
I missed the long dark river, the ailanthus trees, 

the flaming cardinal birds, the high limestone 

bluffs where we searched for fossil shell-fish; 
in Missouri I missed the fir trees, the bay and 

golden rod, the song-sparrows, the red granite ana. 
s the blue sea of Massachusetts." 

Thus although the title is taken from New 

England and the opening lines from Missouri, .vet 

the two are both mingled in Eliot's recollection 

of his childhood. Both sets of memories continued 

to inform hif.:l poetry - notably here in .'.1'.h~ ... 1~.l"J_Sa}.-
yc}f!.E>,J}._ but elsewhere too. Eliot indulged his foncl-
ness for these American seen es in five short poems 
he called Laud_scapes and curiously lines from these -------~-...-.-...-
shorter poems fom1d their way into the Quart~J;s. 

In particu1ar the birds of gayE;__An:2:, would appear to 

have been the inspiration for the thrush in tlU.!2?.~t 
Norton. 

"0 quiet: quick quick, quick hear the song-

sparrow, 

li'ollow the feet 

Of the walker 1 the water-thruslL" 
b 

l:Leyi..Ji~~1..PS}f~re contairrn familiar so1.mding references 
to 

11Chilcl:ro1.1's voices in the orchard 
Bet\'rnen the blossom-· anc1 the frui t·-time 11 ,

1 

and the children evmi tuo.11.Y 
11 ''1·r 1 1" CP u11 J. ·oi·o ~-1, Q O \)' l E' ·t··"e 0 ,i 

8 
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reniinds us somehow of Little _Q_idd.in.e;: 
11seek only there 
Where the grey light meets the green air 

The hermit's chapel, the pilgrim's prayer" •9 

Eliot's recollections of his childhood then pro

vided him with much of the scenic detail which was 

to fill out his later poems. Here in ~ Dr,y Sal-

y_af£_~f2. the poetry contains all thoGe things which 

Eliot recalled fondly in the passage quoted above. 

In the first movement we find the strong brown 

river, the ailanthus trees, the granite bluffs, the 

fossils, the fir trees and the blue aea of l1assa

chusetts. The detail here however is not merely 

pictorial: this material recollected from child

hoocl·is now all being transformed into a form of 

poetic expression which pla,ys its part in the ful-

filmcrnt of Eliot's pattern. Let us consider the 

opening lines of the poem. 

It is strange that these lines should have 

occasioned such range of critical comment. Davie 

notes that both Rajan and Leavis applauded the 

linos while "Helen Gardner was so misguid.ed as to 

choose them for the basis of her claim for Eliot 

as a manipulator of language 11 !0 

feels m.rnas,y with them. 

But Davie himself 

" 'I do not know rnuch about Gods' - who could 

cocceivably start a conversation like that without 

condemning hinmelf fro111 the start as an uncomfort

able poseur? Is it not rather like 

Poems are made by fools like me 

But 011ly God can make a tree? 
jJ 

What is it hut a gaucherie?" asks Davie. But there 

does frnem to be a rather simple answer to this, 

For is this not the wide-eyed innocence of the child 

as he s to.rnls on the bank gazing at the great brown 

Eliot has taken us back into the scenes of 

his childhood and he ia recordine for us his respon-

seD to the ri. verc 1.Phere i:::--; of course a double 



focus here. The mature Eliot is present in these 

lines also; he is using the child's responses as 

his poetic raw material and using these responses 

to make a point. Thus he attempts to recreate 

for us, as adults who have lost the power of wonder

ment of the child, that feeling of awe for which 

the child had no words. The child senses that the 

river is "sullen, untamed, intractable 11 , althou,c,;h 

he would certainly not have used these words to 

express hi. fJ feeling. However this feeling of awe 

for the "strong brown God 11 , mingled vlith a mistrust 

of his power, is slowly replaced as he is taught at 

school to regard the river as "at first ••••• a 
fronti ern, then a 1100.nveyor of commerce 11 ~ then 

"onl.Y a problem confronting the builders of bridges 11
• 

The very sterili t,y of the phrases (repeated again 

in ''dwellers in cities 11 and "worshippers of the 

machine") seems to echo the school boy 1 s essa,y. 

Here once again is the school teacher~.Y tone which 

Eliot specifically despiseso 

The career of the responses of the growing 

bo,lf also mirrors the changing attitudes of man. as 

civilization proceeds. The mve with which primi-

. tive man regarded the great processes of nature 

eventually receded unde:c the advance of the civili~

sing process, until the modern analy tico,l mind 

could. file them all away as a "problem once solved 11
• 

Yet although men p.refer to ignore the great forces 

of nature, they rer:nrdn 11 ever, however, implacable 11
• 

Men ma.v tr,y · to cut themselves off from thei:i:' natu·~ 

ral existence and become na.wellers in cities 11
, yet 

there is a current of life which runs through aJ.l 

living things which carmot be denied. Eliot now 

shows just how much ou-r lives n:ce influenced b,y 

this natural 11 :chy thm of life 11 .in. four lines which 

repre::rn:ot the 11 f'our ages of man 11 • The common 

linkin.0: dovice in tlrnse liner, is the flow of fluids 

throuGh the body which Eliot ref'er::1 to as the 



rhythm of the .river. The first stage is the infant 

who canl'.Jot control the flow of fluic1 through his 

bod,y at all; thus the rhythm of the river 

" was present in the nurser,y bedroom". 

The flow of sap in trees in the spring becomes a 

figure for the first awakening o:f the sexual life 

. in the adolescent male; the rli,ythrn is also seen in 

"The rank ailanthus of the April dooryard". 

In the third stage of life, the wine which the 

adult drinks during and after his meals gives him 

the illusion that he is now in full control of the 

flow of flttld through his body, though this is no 

more true than it ever vms: 
II the srnell of grapes 011 the autumn table 11 • 

Finall,y the tears of remembrance of the old man 

represent once more a loss of control over the bod

ily functions: 
11 the evening circle in the winter gas

light". 

It is clear that we have no control over this 

flow of natu:ce throue;h our bodies. We are, in 

fact, in the grip of a force far e;reater than any 

man can cornmandf and ,yet we continue to ignore this, 

although it has the power to destroy us at any mom-

ent. Later in the second movement it becomes 

clear that it is not nature that we cannot afford 

to ignore - it is God himself. God is symbolised 

in the poem by the 11 trois sauvages"; he is the 
II ragged rook in the restless waters, 

Waves wash over it 1 fogs conceal it; 
Ou a h:::1,lc,y on clay it i. s merely a monument j 

In navigable weather it is alwa,ys a 

seamarlr 

To lay a courso by: but in the sombre 

season 
Or the~ sudden :furs 1 is what it always 

'~-was rr. 

The buried reference to the ~1rinity in the 11 trois 

/()0 



sauvages" makes it clear that the rocks stand for 

God, while the word 11sauvage" makes an identification 

between the primitive forces of nature and the 

power of God. It is really the power of God which 
threatens to destro,y us in the 11sudden fur,y". The 

hale.yon, of course, is the kingfisher, already used 

in }2urnt Norton as a symbol of the immanent God -

another buried reference to the Alrnighty which is 

quite apposite here. The school-teacherly tone is 

again mimicked in the lines 

"In navigable weather it is always a sea

mark 
To lay a course b,y" 

but it is quite clear that this attitude will be 

sadly inadequate in the "sudden fury". We may be 

able to ignore God or to pay him mere lip-service 

while the world continues to run its course 1 but 

there will come a time when this Ylill no longer be 

possiblet will in fact be exposed as pure folly. 

Here is ,Yet another reference ·t;o the judgeme:nt, 

this time expressed in terms of water, the approp-

riate figure for _2:'he J~~l vav~.:~· The "sudden 

fur,y II is the "sauvage 11 power of God which will be 

unleashed at the Judgement. This points us for

ward to the apocalyptic vision in Li ttl~ GJ.~c1in€;. 

Looking back now a;t the first movement by the 

light of this crucial passage from the second move

mer:d;, we can see that the poetry is really speaking 

of a wilful neglect of G-od. This if:l 1112,cle quite 

explicit in the opening line: the poet uses the 

voice of the child to make the revealing admission 
111 do not know much about gods". 

It is surprising that oo few critics have taken 

this statement at its face value. Eliot is here 

rnaldng the point that tv,enti eth c entur,y man has .no 
real knowledge of God. And yet it is not so sur

prising either~ for ·these lines represent a masterly 

contTol over tlw i.di.om 1 so masterl_y in fact tho:l, the 

IQ I 



reader is lul1ed into accepting a faJ.se position. 

The· speaker here has so little knowledge of God 

that the onl,y god he can cone eive of is some sort 

of nature god. He worships the power of the prim
itive forces of nature without ever thinking of 
them as a manifestation of the power of God. It 

never occurs to him, when he speaks of gods, that 

there is also a God. He ignores Goa. so naturall,y 
that we are led to go along with him. It is be-
cause we as denizens of the twentieth century are 

in the f.3flfi18 position as the speaker here - we too 

do not know much about God - that we can miss the 
larger implications of the rather naive sounding 

statement 

"I do not know much about gods". 

This is actually a test of our own roligious sense: 
the poet here has set a trap for m::, tmcl we fall 1 

betra,yed by our lack of true spiritual values. 

The whole of ~r.l~~~Y~K.~ in this wa,y be-
comes a poem written in wilful ignorance of Goa.. 

We have cut ourselves off by our own wilful act 

from Goel, aud thus we rema:i.n alone in the world, 

dependent entire1,y on our ovm resources which in 

the event will prove woefully inadequate. This 

would serve to explain maoy of the iriadequacies 

and. false conclusions of the poem - left to our 

own resources we are bound to go wrong. God, then, 
appears in the poem only by implication: the 

ragged rock in the waters which is a symbol of God 

is there to remind us of \11hat we continue to ignore, 

but ,Yet God himself remains outside the v;ni verse of 
the poem. rehe fourth movernenty sigrlificantly 1 is 

not adclressed to Gocl 1 but to the Vir:s:in Mar,y, who 
is our intercessor to God. Where the short lyric 

in each of the other quartets is devoted to one of 
the t:cin:J.l as_pec ts of God, here we have only a 

1;everthele:-:c;s if we 

are to be left to our own human resources in the 



poem., Liar,y, who was called by God, is perhaps the 
best hope we have - we shall certainly need all the 
power of intercession that she can afforcl. Incid

entall,y, this techniq_ue :furnishes Eliot with a neat 

solution to a difficulty that arises out of his 

symbolism. In this way he is able to introduce 

the Trinity into a poem where the poetry is other

wise patterned on the nu01ber four. Kenner' s cUa

lectic pattern with its false recon.ciliation allows 

him to place a 11 dumm,y" figure in the vacant position 

that the Trinity makes for in the Quartet pattern. 

This brings us to a consideration of the place 

of 1!,ie .D~!'.Z Sal.ya,~~ in Eliot's overall pattern in 

the ~r-~tets. we have dealt with B~-Nor~o~ 
in terms of what might have been, m1d ~k~ in 

terms of what has been. Applying Kenner's pattern 

we must now see in what sense The Dr.v Salvages ~~,,.....__ .... , ...... 

represents an attemptec1 reconciliation between these 

two ideas. ~ro this end we shall retffcn bri efl.Y to 

two lines from ].9-1~2:?-t Nort~n, al:ceacly noted in their 

context as worthy of attention, and which seem to 

map out the pattern of the vvhole Q~~et cycle: 
11 What might have been and what has been 

Point to one end, which is always 
,,. 

present" ..... 

We noted earlier that these lines cou..ld be read in 

two distinct senses. The simplest meaning could 

be restated as follows: whatever did or did not 

happen in the past, it nevertheless all led up to 

the present moment which always remains our immed-

iate concern. But this of course is an entirely 

superficial reading. There is axiother possible 

reading of the lines and it depends on the other 

sense of the word 11 preseut 11 • Beyond the "temporal" 

present there lies that which is 11 eternalJ.y" pre-

sent ·-· God. There h:i more to life than our imme--

d:i.n.te concerns in the pref::1ent dimensi.011 i there are 

cone er.ns r1hich should always be present to us be-· 

cm.we tl1e.v are our one hope of salvation, 

the linos also meaD tlrn:b the p;;_:tter·n formoc1 by all 
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that might have been and all that has been, points 

beyond both to the will of God, just as it did mom

entarily in .J?urnt Norton where we becarne aware of 
II both a new world 

And the old made explicit, understood 

In the completion of its partial ecstasy, 

The resolution of its partial horror".'* 

The two wa.vs of reading the line correspond to the 

two ways of living this life. We can confirm our-
selves entirely to the present clir:aension anc.l our 

own immediate concerns, as do the time-travellers 

of Bt~nt Norton, ("living and partly living") or 

we can have regard to the larger reali t,y which lies 

outside time and which is God who is the onl,y source 

of meaning in life. The first way is the way of 

the ntemporal" present, while the second opens up to 
us an "eternal" present, the possibility we glimpsed 

in Eas t_~.Q.ol~~ where every moment of life could be 

the moment of revelation. .?~!2£ .. )):i;·1~ •• .§2,~~., thus, 
becomes the poem of the "temporal" present: the 

false reconciliation is seen to be this way of liv-

ing for the present moment only without looking 

beyond the process of time to the transc c-n1dent 

reuli ty of God.. 

Let us consider for a mome:nt the first meaning 

which we gave for these lines. ~'here is a clear 

application to Eliot's personal life. lror what

ever the Burnt Norton manor suggested to him in the 

way o:f what might have been, and whatever had really 

happened in the past going right back to East Coker 1 

it nevertheless all led up to a present life that 

began for T.S. Eliot in America. Thus America 
·i·o~,J<.H-d$ 

becomes a symbol of the preserJ·t~ moment ,.ir:::o which all 

the oircumsta.ncc-rn of the past have 1ed,l' .. 

This came to haven meaning for Eliot whi.ch went 

beyoud the personal. For it seemed to Eliot that 

Americo_ had. in some frnnsc inherited the present 

from Europe, ru:id. in particula.r Bngland, which came 
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to be ia_entified more and more with the past. 

America had, in fact, become a symbol of the direc
tion which the future course of civilisation was 
to take. Although he disliked the trend of what 
he referred to as "Americanisation", he could see 

it was a course which Europe and the rest of the 

western world would inevi tabl,y follow, a course 

which they themselves had originally begun. 

"What are supposed to be the specifically 

American quali tie·s and vices, are merely the Euro
pean qualities and vices given a new growth in a 

different soil. Europe, therefore, in accepting 

American contributions .•• has.contracted a malady 

the germs of which were bred in her own system. 

America11.isation, in short, would have happened any

way; America herself has merely acceleratea_ ·the 
IS process 11 • 

In fleeing from America then, Eliot was really 
fleeing from the future, from the shape of things 

to come. This becomes clear when Eliot specifi

call,y identifies the aspects of the American way 

of life for which he felt a particular antipathy, 

as he does in _b.ft_~.!:-§.tpan,~..Jt~: 

"I think that the chances for the re-establish
ment of a native cultu_re are perhaps better hGre 

than in New England. You are farther awa,y from 

New York; you have been less industrialised ancl 

less invaded by foreign races; and ,you 11ave a more 
1 t . 111 ll:. 

OJJU en· SO]. • 

Eliot here reveals his distaste for the big city, 

foreign immig1"ru1ts and the industrial based economy 

rather thaD the agriculturall,y basedo But these 

three factor·s - industrialisation, immigration and. 

urbanisation - were precisely the reasons that 

America had become the great and powerful nation 

she vvas in the trnrntieth contu.-c,y. 'fhis was the 

face of the coming Anwrica and to attempt to est·-· 

ablish a "native culturc'" 11 in spite of trwse v:'.:l.fJ a 
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quixotic project indeed. 

It was to escape this face of the modern Amer-
ica that Eliot expatriated himself to England. In 

doing so he was turning to a countr,y that was imbued 

with a deep sense of the past, a country steeped in 
histor,y lm.d tradition that he could use to shore up 

against the ruins of his world. But this act was 

itself an anachronism. England herself was chang-

in.g, and the England that Eliot strove to identify 

himself with was an England that no longer existed. 

li'ern er Nuhn has said of Eliot that he "sought to 

make, appa:cen tl,y, a complete break with his American 

backgrovnd 1 and pick up as it were the ver,y threads 

of the tradition that his ancestors had dropped 

three centuries ago, when they left ola. England for 

New England 11 !7 
This is ut1tloubtedly overstatement, 

as Alan. Holder remarks, but nevertheless it remains 

true. that Eliot's over:r·eaction to the American way 
of life made his embrace of England rather too emph-

atic. It is stra11ge to think that the pin-stripea. 
suited bowler-hatted Eliot was after all American 

born~ Holder noted that "he appeared intent on 

swallowing E:n.glish tradition whole, on thrusting 

himself deeply into the English soil by sheer will. 

But of course the.t'(-3 is something artificial in seek

ing to m::tke a culture one's own, one's given, when 

indeed it has not been given at all but rather 

appropriated, cteli beratel,y s elec tecl 11 •
13 

Eliot obviously felt a deep and lasting anti-

path,y to the American wa,y of life. This i.s seen 

nowhere more clearly than in his eventual declara~

t.ion for· classicism, ro,Yalism ancl anglo-cathol:icism 

vvhich he mad.e in 1928 f:'corn the bo::~orn o:f the b'nglish 

este.blishment. But it is also made clear in this 

poem. .Although he found :fa.ult with much in the 

Enr:1.'i.Gh way of life, ,yet he reserved for America 

one special brickbat. It was chosen in this poem 

nB the :::;;ymbol of a civilisation that has cut itself 
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off from God. It is clear that what Eliot really 

detested. about the American way was the fact that 

she was managing to prosper extraordinarily well 

without any help from God. America had bypassed 
all spiritual questions in her determination to 

satisf,y all man's material needs. But Eliot him-

self felt a deep spiritual need which America could 

not satisf,y. And so he turned to England where 

he could find solace in the deep sense of tradition 

and the centuries of history which recorded a vital 
concern with spiritual questions. Of course as 

we have seen he was only fooling himself - England 

too had by and large tur.oecl awa;{ from God. But 

it was easier to sustain the illusion in England, 

and Eliot hacl at least escaped the more blatant 

:facts of the American materialist culture. 

~rhus while the Uni tea. Stat es was ver,Y much the 
nation of the present moment, in the sense that she 

was right in the vanguard of western civilisation, 

she also becomes in the poem, the nation that lives 

only for the present moment. America's pragmatic 
materialistic culture became symbolic for Eliot of 
this way of living in what I have referred to as the 

"temporalu present* This is the sense in which 

the poem represents the false reconciliation: here 

is a culture which insists on living entirely in 

the present dimension without l6oking beyond it. 

We have seen earlier in the poem example of 

lost souls, Eiuch as those people in the third move

ments of both Bu-c:ot No:cton and East Coker but in ---~------ ·~=-~--~' 
those oases there had always been some hope of sal-

vation - we could find. Goel even though it might 

mean a complete abjuration of the things o:f this 

life. nut now we are seeing a whole civilisation 

that is lost - God is no longer present in this 

w.1i verse for men to turn to because they have ali e·-

nato<1 thorns elves so completely from Him. Thus 

the meu of this poem are pictured as fishonnen lost 



on the face of the deep and forever having to bail 

out their boats. The fishermen are matched with 

anxious worried wives who lie awake at nights try

ing to make Gome sense out of such an existence: 
II calculating the future, 

~rr,ying to unweave, 1.mwind, unravel 

And piece together the past and the future, 

Between midnight and dawn, when the past 

is all deception, 

The future f'utureless, before the morning 

wa"l,oh 

When time stops and time is never ending". 
- mad~ . 

But there can be no sense 11 out 0,f an existence that 

dwells entirely in the present ·dimension. If one 

lives entirely for the present moment then the 

past and the future both become totally meaningless. 

The onl,y meaning that can be found in life is in 

the pattern provided by God, and yet God is pre

cisely what these people are deprived of. While 

the women spend wakeful nights in a futile endea

vour to salvage some meaning out of the amorphous 

flux that is time without God, it is left to the 

reacler to note the significance of the clanging 

bell. 110 the women it is merely another of the 

many voices of the sea. The sea, we are told, has 
II mrn.1y voices, 

Mat.iy gods ancl man,y voices", 

but of the one, Goel these women know nothing and 

the one voice which does have meaning becomes just 

like all the other voices. 

ingfuJ. voice when 

We hear this one mean-

!I the ground swell, that is and was from 

the beginning~ 

Clangs 

The bell 11 • 

1rhir:1 be11 is the bell of the Annl)nciation, a.nd thus 

it points forward to the ann1.rnciatioJJs of the sec-

ond movement. However for the people of this 
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world it announces only the approach of the moment 
of death, as this is the only annunciation that 

they will know. But of course it also signifies 

the .Anrn.mciation of Mary, and pointB forward to 

the fourth movement. Although these people remain 
unaware of this further level of meaning, in fact 
Mary is their onl,y ray of hope in what is other

wise a completely benighted universe. For men 

who cannot help themselvesr the only hope is by 

l'iiary' s intercession to God on their behalf. 



r/lovemen t 2 

The first section of this movement shows us 

what it is like to inhabit the wor1d of the 11 temp-
oral11 present. The people of this world are 

pie turecl in the characteristic metaphor of ~Uhe Dr.y 

Salvages as fishermen sailing on the ocean of time 

and the physical universe. The picture of their 

lives is a dark and pessimistic one; it is a world 
without end in either sense of the word. The 

movement opens with a question 

"Where is there an end of it?" 

ana_ the answer is not lo11g delayed. In the first 

line of the second section we are told that 

"There is no end, but addition 11 • 

We have already noted the double sense of the line; 
such a life is indefinitely extensible (endless) 

because one day is exactly the same as the preced

ing da,y, an.cl the next will again be the same, so 
that we can conceive of such a succession going on 

forever, but it is also endless in the more impor
tant sense that there is .no point or purpose to 

such an existence. This is the message which is 

repeated in each of the six sestinas which make up 

the first section of the movement. 

But yet to regard thi.s life as endless in 

either sense is really self deception. For it 

will come to an,. encl for each of us in the moment 

o:f death 9 and we are all constantly moviDg towards 

that moment. Thus this life is really 
11 The silent withering of autumn flowers"; 

it is being lost on the oeea:n of time 

"In a drifting boat with a slow leakage" 
be 

which we must,.forever bailing, althou0h we cannot 
bail so fast that we can put off the mornent of 

death. The v1hole universe is running down in fact? 

and in particular the sands of our O\'ll'.1 timo are 
:fast running out. But we do not like to think of 

the moment of death. i'./e are so bo1md to the 



physical universe, so immersed in time,that we 

cannot conceive of an,y life apart from this pbysi

oal one -
"We cannot think of a time that is ocean-

less". 

Our minds cannot pass be,yond the blank wall of 
death. Vie prefer instead to think of life going 

on just as it has always done, even after our death; 

" We have to think of them as forever 

bailing, 

Setting and hauline, while. the North East 

lowers 

Over shallow banks unchanging and ero

sionless 

Or drawing their mone.v, dr,ying out sails 

at dockage; 

Not as making a trip that will be unpa,y

able 

For a haul that will not bear exami:nationu. 

The last two lines here reveal the poetts true 

state of mind. He cannot bear to think of the 
moment of death, because he realises that then we 

will be held to account for the life we have led. 
And a life led in wilful negligence of Goel v1ill 

have Little to show in the final analysis. Eliot 

has made it clear earlier in the poem that we are 

all to be held to account for our lives, by his use 

of the double sense of the verb "to tr,y 11 • In East 

Q0.£,~ the secondary meauing of the \Vord indicates 

that we are all on trial in this world: 

"For us, there is the only the trying". 1 

However for those of us who will produce only 
II a hauJ. that will not bes.r examination 11 , 

the moment of death becorner-c1 unthinkable. This is 

the poet I s plight and he turns a\':ay Lcom thoughts 

of death to immerse himself it) the flux of time: 
II There is no end of it, the voiceless 

wailing, 

No end to the wi ther·iDi'.?: of vli-there:!cJ. fJoweru 1 

To the movement of paio that is painloas 
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and motionless, 

To the drift of the sea and the drift--

ing wreckage". 
In such a state of mind the poet cannot even pray. 

because he has resolutely closed his mind to God. 

Thus he leaves unvoiced 
II the unpray able 

Pra,yer at the calamitous annunciation 11
• 

Yet there does remain one ray of hope iri this 
gloomy picture. That hope is indicated in the 

raising to capitalisation of thG word "annunciation" 

in the final line of the sixth sestina. It is no 

longer the annunciation of the moment of death 

which must come to all of us. It is now the Anxnm

ciat.ion of Mary, the one significant annunciation 

in human histor,y. This was an act of intervention 
in human affairs by the immanent God. If we are 

to be left to our own human resources in this poem 

then perhaps the one person who can help us is 

Mary 1 who was called b,y God. Perhaps her inter-
cesr:Jion may be our salvation; perhaps she may help 

us to form the worcls of the pra;yer which is no 

longer unpra,yable but is now the 
II hardly, barely pray able 

1'ra,yer of the one Annunciation 11
• 

And indeed, by the fourth movement of the poem, 
this prayer for Mary's intercession has been made. 

But we must consider that in its place. 

However we cannot pass on from this first part 

of the movement without noticing the rhyme scheme 

oper·ating in these stanzas. Davie has pointed. out 

the elaborate contrivance that has gone iDto the 

making of this scheme. By eno.ing the lines of the 

first stanza on such di:fficul t words as 11motionless", 

"tmpra,yable", 11wreckaee", E1iot hw.3 to go to absurd 

leneths to achieve a rhyme in the following five 

S t~))J ZC.l.S. 'fims b;y using 11 motion1ess" in the first 

stanza he has to resort to coining such mo:trntrosi-· 
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ti es as "emotionless 11 , "devoti onless 11 , "oc eanless II 

and "erosionless II which become progressi vel,y more 

nonsensical. Again "unprayabJ.:e,!' :, .invites "reliable 11 , 

"undeniable", "liable" and 11unpayable 11 most of which 

make fo:r· cumbersome construction and haziness of 

thought merely to achieve the rhyme. The whole 
£<.h~m~ 

rhyme is too elaborately contrived to be lightly ., 
passed over. It sticks out at elbows and knees so 

that we cannot help but regard it with misgiving. 

If Eliot reall,y believecl "the poetry does not mat

ter112we wonder why he made the mechanical details 

of this section so conspicuously clumsy; we can 

only conclude that the verse was intended to be 

noticed. by the reader in this way as an absurd 

chiming of repetitive and preposterous rhymes. In 

fact we begin to see Eliot 9 s verse as a kind of 

mimesis of the sense of the lines. We are told 

of the fishermen leading pointless, repetitive, 

monotonous lives that ultimately lead nowhere. 
Eliot's poetr,v reflects this sense in its ver,y 

sound. Beginning with a stanza whose lines end 

with distinctive ana. easily recognizable sounds, 

Eliot then reel.s off another five stanzas which 

repeat those sounds, as i:f he could just as easily 

reel:. off m1other five. The poet has achieved 

in his verse a similar monotony to that which he 

describes. His preposterour3 rhynws keep chir:iing 

in regularl,y in a poi:rJtless echo:L:ag monotony until 

we become positivel,y wear.v of it. Just as we 

could conceive of the da;y1s of the fishermen trail

iug one a,nother into eterni t,y, so we become read.'>' 

to believe that the poet could go on repeating his 

i ... h,ymes ad i.nfini turn, or rather, which would come 
consiL1er1:1bly sooner ad nausearn.. It is indeed a 

relief to come to the end of the last stanza, not 

only for the Dlight ra.v o:f hope that it offers the 

fisho:rmen .in their nightrnarish existence, but also 

as an escape from the tiredness of the verse. 
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The second section of the second movement, as 

in the two earlier quartets, sounds a new note. 

We have by now become used to the deliberative 

prosy voice which quietl;y rW11inates on the meaning 

of' the "poetic" lines. However this time we have 

no need for the voice to "explain" the preeeding 

section: its meaning has been all too clear to us. 

We have become painfully aware of the futilit.Y and 

emptiness. of an. existence which is bereft of God. 

The speaker, then, makes a new departure and begins 

to talk about the past. We are inclined to agree 

because the words sound so much like what we have 

heard before: 
ti It seems, as one becom~s older, 

That the past has e.,1.1other pattern, and 

ceases to be a mere sequence 

Or even development: the latter a 

par_tial fallacy 

En9.ouraged by superficial notions of 

evolution, 

Which becomes, in the popular mind, a 

means of disowning the past". 

We noa_ as we read this because we have alread.Y in 

~~c~~E rejected the notion of the past as a 

mea:o.ingful 11attern from which we can learn: 

"For the patten'.l is new in ever,y moment 

And ever,y moment is a new and shocking 

Valuation of all we have been 11 •
3 

As we rejected the notion of the past as a teacher 

by means of experience, we also reject the idea of 

tho past as a developrneri t by means of evolution. 

It is not for these things that we value the paste 

The passage now proceeds in the direction we have 

becm expecting it to ta.ke: the real mean i:ng of the 

past is somehow bound up with those moments of reve~

lation which 1·1e have experienced. 

"~Che rnoments of happiner:rn - not the seDse 

o:f wcll~-being 9 

Yrrrition, fulfilment, securitJ or affection, 



Or even a ver,y good. dinner, but the 

sudden illumination -

We had the experience but missed the 

meaning, 
And approach to the meaning restores the 

experience 

In a different f0rm, beyond any meaning 

We can assign to happiness." 

And yet we begin to feel uneasy here. In the first 

place the poet has not been very positive in his 

description of these given moments of rare illumi-

nation. In Burnt Norton we were carried almost 

to a point of ecstasy by the poetr,y. J3ut here 

the poet in his dull and prosy after-a.inner voice 

can only refer to these ·as the "moments of happiness II 

and then proceed to theorise and intellectualise 

about them. He has no poetic inspiration to 

describe them and can do so only in negative terms. 

He does not mean 
ti the sense of well-being, 

Fruition, fulfilment, securit,y or affection, 

Or even a ver,y good dinner". 

Of course not - we feel like breaking in - we know 

what you mean. After all we too have lived through 

such moments. Ra,ymond Preston commends the 11 genial 

touch" in the rner.1.tion of' the very good dinner which 

he says throws the rest of the passage into relief~ 

but the truth is that such a bathetic note here can 

only serve to belittle the value of the moments he 

speaks of. Eventually the poet settles on the 

phrase "rmdclen il1 und.nati.on II to characterise his 

moments, and then he proceods to the theorising. 

"We had the expori cmce but missed tho 

meani11gr 

N1d approach to the meaning restores the 

expe:ci ene e 

In a d.i.fferent form". 

We are uware of course tj1at these moments are only 

to be rc~nwrnberod ancl v::1.1uc~c1- in time ( "C'al,y throuch 
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s 
time time is conquered"). But here we begin to 
feel that the poet has lost the sense of the real 

value of these moments in his theorising about them. 
Indeed the value of these moments was in their 
irnmediac,y ancl life, their inspiration, the revela

tion the,y contained of the fullness BDd richness 
of life that pointed beyond the confines of this 

world to the pattern of God. But here the poet 

treasures up these moments not for the revelation 

of the will of God that they contained, but for 
their intrinsic value. He treasures them like 

old snapshots in a photograph album and like people 
who keep photograph albums, he has mentally pencill

ed a little paragraph UXlder each OD e recalling its 

circumstances so that its "meaning" will endure. 
Q We seem at this point to have reached a stage of 

fossilisation of the value of the moments of reve
lation. 1I1he transcencle:nt value of the moments 

has been lost and they are now treasured. only for 

their intrinsic value. This corresponds to the 

position of the dwellers in the 11 ternporal 11 present 

who have lost any sense of what goes beyoncl time. 

It amounts to a desacrilisation of the whole of 

life so that things are only valued in themselves, 
and not as the,y point be,yond thernselves to God. 
Where earlier we saw how the moments revealed their 

meaninc; to us: showing us 

" both a new world. 
An<1 the old made expl.ici t, tmderstood 

In the completion of its partial ecstasy 

The resolution of its part:ial horror 11
, G. 

now we get onl,y a theoretical explat)ation of the 

meaning of the moment, which reall,y explains noth-· 

ing: 

"We had the experience but misseo. the 

mea.ni.ng, 

J\XJd approach to the rneaning restore::, 

the experience 

In a different :forn1 11
• 
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Further, the poet does not seem to recognise 
that the possibilities inherent in such moments 

are with us now in ever.v moment, which was the 

lesson of East Coker. We recall that Burnt Horton 

gave us one specific moment which macle 

"Ridiculous the waste sad time 

Stretching before and after". 7 

Ea.§.~~ C_oker advanced on this position by showing 

that there was really no waste sad time: every 

moment was fraught with possi b:ili t,y, BVf?r,y moment 

could be the moment of revelation. Here however 

we seem to have regressed back even be_yond the 

~ position. We have had moments of 
revelation in the past but now-we are content to 

live with a theorised version of these in memory. 

The poet likes to believe he is 
II be,yond w.1y meaning 

We can assign to happiness", 

but in reali t.v he is merely beyond ari,y possi bili t.y 
of experiencing true happiness. In poetr,y one 

does not show one is beyond happiness by stating 

it to be so, and there is ver,y little in the poetry 

of this section to shovv that this is so o In fact 

the poet at this point is showing himself to be a 

mere fossil man. He is content to live with his 

specific memories of the moments of happiness, but 

detached from their revelatory s igni:f icanc e these 

are indeed 

" a haul that will not bear examination". 

He now proceeds: 
Ii I have said before 

.That the past experience revived in the 

mean in& 

Is not the experience of one life only 

But of lilany generati.onD". 

Indeed_ he rnny think he has said tllis before 1Ju:l; 

wha.t ir) fact he:~ sci.i c1 befor·e was 
II a lifetime burning in every mome:ot 

And not the lifeti.rde of orw 111an only 
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But of old stones that cannot be deciphered 11 ,
8 

which is a completely different wa,y of saying it. 

Here again we see the fossilisation of the previous 

thought. The poet can recall vaguely the· sense of 

what he has said before, but he can no longer recre-

ate it poetically. Thus this whole poem represents 

a back-sliding from the ground gained intthe first 

two quartets - we are worse off now than when we 

started. This corresponds to the ·atrophy of the 

spiritual impulse in the twentieth century. Where 

religion had been a vital inspiring thing to men 

of centuries before, now only the shell of religion 

remains. Religion in the twentieth century is a 

dead letter. 

The poetry now ,m1expectedly, runs bump into 
the spiritual impulse. For all his comfortable 

theorising, the poet is not free from a fear that 

these theories may not be sufficient to sustain 

him. He is consciouB of 

"Something that is probably quite ineffable: 

The backward look behind the assurance 

Of recorded histor;y, the backward half

look 

Over the shoulder, towards the primitive 

terror''. 

This primitive terror vms a healthy respect for the 

mysteries of the universe from which the spiritual 

impulse in man originally grew. Here tho poet at 

1east shows us that his rejec·tion of the evolution

ar,y model of the past was valid: he occasionally 

feels himself in the grip of this primitive terror 

that men like to think they have f3hrugged off in 

the 'fnarch of the mind ii. But the irony here is 

that the need or prompting for a living religion 

that comes from within m.on still lives whi:Le men 
tr.v to pret(md that the,y now can live without God.. 

I',Tnn ht:u'3 rep1aeed rolie;i on with intc~llectual theories 1 

but ;yet thefrn do not :frcc.c; bim from the neecl for a 

Man cannot star.id 8,lonc: as we shall 
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see in the fifth movement, in the absbnce of God 
vvho is the true supernatural, man will tur.a for 
assurance to all sorts of fake supernatural phenom

ena. The immediate irony in this present passage 
is that vvhere the theories of the poet have only led 

to a tedious and dull articulation that is hardly 

even poetr,y, the moment when the poet feels him

self in the grip of the "primitive terror 11 inspires 

the poet to his best lines of the whole movement -

the onl,y true poetry of the movement. 

There is another aspect to the poet's theories 

about the past which we must also look at. Along 

with the moments of happiness, the poet has also 

reserved a place in which he treasures the "moments 
of agon,y 11 • We may perhaps experience a momentar,y 

hope that what the moments of happiness could not 

do for this man, tho moments of agony may do. 
But we soon realise that the agony of which he 

speaks is really only the pain of disappointed 

hopes or misplaced fears: 

"(Whether, or not, due to misunderstanding, 

Having hoped for the wrong thine:s or 

dreaded the wrong things, 
Is not in question)n. 

Just as his moments of happiness were really paro

dies of the tru~, moments of revelation, so too his 

moments of agony are really parodies of the supreme 

moment of agony, that of Christ on the Cross. In 

that moment we can find 1 if \'Ve care to look, the 

whole meaning ancl pattern of 1 ife. But the speak

er here is too rnuch bound up with his own personal 

existence to see the larger implications of his 

words. Wo see his mornouts of agony a:ce also kept 

filed awa,y iu that cornpartrnen t of the memor,y with 

the moments of ilJ.umination: 

the n1omeu ts of agon.v 

are likewise permanent 

i!i th such perrn:cmenc e as time has 11
• 

Not, vw note 7 su.ch permanence as etcrnit,y has, 



I:o fact, these moments turn ou·~ to be r)Ot so perrna-

nent after all. We do not remember the ·moments 

of agon,y from our own lives 

nli'or our own past is covered b,y the 

currents of actiotJ ", 

and anyway often, what we took for a moment o:f agon.v 

worked out for the best. Ho 1 what we remember is 

other people's moments. Here again we are close 

to a snapshot attitude to the past. We recall 

other people in moments of agony and we like to 

thiDk that in their case the agony has end.urea. 

where it has not in our own. 

"People change, and smile:. but the agony 

abides." 

We J.ilrn to think of other people as carr.ving a bur

den of grief around in their hearts because it 

seems to express a moral lesson about life that does 

us good. And ,yet other people do get over their 

moments of agon,y just as we do 1 and b.Y treasuring 

up such moments we are aga,in deceiving ourselves. 

Thus the ideas by which the speaker rules his J.ife 

are seen to be a set of empty meaningless platitudes. 

And of course the whole passage is reverberating 

with larger implications because the one Agony which 

does abide, the passion of Christ on the Cross, is 

still ign.ored by the poet. 

However he now does proceed to ma}fe a token 

reference to the spiritual condition of man. He 

speaks of the burden of grief of the past, first in 

a refere.11ce to responsibilit,y for sins committed in 

histor.v, in specifica11,y American. terms, then in a 

more general reference to the fallen condition of 

mankind: 
II the river with its cargo of cleacl :negroes, 

cows and chicken coops, 

~:he bitter appJ.e and t1rn bit(~ i:n tlrn apple 11 • 

Raymond rreston spe;:i.ks of these lines as quiet nucler·-
'I 

El tatement. Yet tho l.ines are not so much unclo:c·-
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statement as again mere mouthing of what is no 

longer really believed in. We redall the lines 
from ~t Norton which spoke feelingly of hw11an 
grief and despair at human sin: 

"The loud lament of the disconsolate 

l 
, 10 

c 11mera". 

This amounts to an almost insane grief and remorse 
for human sin. But in the present lines there is 

no real feeling of remorse for the sins of the past. 
The cargo of dead negroes which the river carries 

is recorded dispassionately as a historical fact -

there is no feeling of responsibility or complicity 
in the wrong. And simiJ.arl.Y the stor.v of Adam is 

recalled as something which the Bible records but 

is somehow distanced from us - it no longer concerns 

us, just as the wrongs of the American past are now 
behind us. The Biblical story of the Pall is just 

a rather time-vvorn nwth that is part of our reli

gious heritage and like the other aspects of our 

religion, all the life has now departed from it 

ancl we are left with only the shell. The poet 

cannot see how he himself is implicated in hurilan 

sin. 

Thus it is entirely appropriate that the move

ment should now sweep into the passage we have aJ.

read.y noted which is an indictment of our spiritual 

neg1ect of God. It is this passage which gives 
life to the movement, which shows up all the "waste 

sad poetry 11 around it. We are woken up abruptly 

from the doze we have been in as we hear the truth 

ringing out through the words: 

"And the ragged rock in the restless 

waters, 
Waves wash over it, fogs conceal it; 

On a halcyon day it is merely a monument, 

In navigable weather it is always a sea~-
.rr1CJ,rk 

To lay a course b.v: but in the sombre 
set1001J 

Or the suddGn f'ur;y, is what it alvm,y s was 11
, 
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l\1ovement 3 

Where the second movement ha.d been ostensibly 

concerned with rejecting the idea of evolution as 
a model for the past, the poet now seems to be 

attempting in this movement to extend the thinking 

into the future. As we are not to regard the past 

as an evolutionary development, the culmination of 
which is the present moment, so we are not to con

ceive of the future as continuing the march of pro= 
gre~rn towara.s any sort of ideal state~ The Utopian 

is ruled out of bounds in this movement where the 

ev-0lutionist was in the last. This id least is a 

convenient starting point for a consideration of 

the movement, but we must look more c1osel,y at the 

poetry to see where the positive values reside. 

The poet begins by pondering on some verses 

from the Bhag?~vad:Sri ta 1 al though at this point he 
does not identify the specific verse he is think

ing of: 

"I sometimes wonc1er if tha:t is what Krislma 

meant -

Amoug other things - or one way of putting 

the same thing: 

That the future is a faded song, a Royal 

Rose or a lavender spray 

Of wistful regret for those who are not 

yet here to regret, 

Pressed between yellow leaves of a book 

that has JJever been opened". 

If indeed this is what Krishna meant, it does not 

soun.cl a pa:rt.iculox1y promising suggestion to the 

res,der. For this is an attitude to the future 

which mirrors exactl,y the attitude to the past which 

wo had ultimately to reject as unacceptable in the 

second movement. There the past had been valued 

for tlw hc"J,Ul of 11 ntornents 11 that .it ,y i e1dec1.: c ertrn.1.1 

moments 1 of hap pin euf.J? anc.1 of a.gony, were preserved 

in mernor.v for their j_ntrinE:ic meaniDBr although the 
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poet was not able to express very clearly what that 
meaning was for him. Here we look forward to a 
future that will yield more of, such moments, although 
now they have been debased to the level of mere· 
sentimental or nostalgic interest. Is this what 

life is really all about? - a collection of memo

ries salvaged from the surrounding "waste sad time"? 

If the role of the future is really only to yield 
more of such moments then indeed· it will be very 
little different from the past and 

" the way up is the way down, the way 
forward is the way back". 

Here we encounter once again the Heraclitean 

epigraph, but this time it reflects ironically on 

the context of the poem, for this we recall is the 

universe bereft of God. If there is no God, there 
iEi no centre, no still point in the flux, and thus 

there can be no sense of direction at all. In the 

absence of God, all ways become the same, all lead-· 
ing nowhere, and we are all Jost in the flux. The 

idea of direction is important right throughout the 

~Et~ - an index to this importance is the weight 
of meaning carried b,y the word 11 point 11 • God, who 

is the still poin!, is that which gives p~_i to 

our existence; furthermore the value of the moments 

of revelation is precisel.Y that the,y .12.2.in!_ us 
towarc1s God: 

"What might have been ancl what has been 

Point to one e:ml, which is always present". 1 

But without God, this whole system collapses in on 

itself: there is no point to existence, m1d there 
is no seJJse of direction in the flux. The vmJ up 

becomes the same as the way down, the way forward 
the same as the way back, the future the same as 

the pasti and all are equally meaningless. We 

can now see that what the poet has taken as Krish-

nat s meani.rig is merely anothor false way: it is 

once again a confinement in the temporal where we 
should be seeking the external. 

{2?:. 
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then of any conclusions vvhich the poet arrives at 

in this movement - we have been warned by the irony 

implicit in the opening position. 

However the opening remarks remain somewhat 

enigmatic and the poet's immediate task is to make 
them more meaningful to us by clarif,ying his atti

tude to the future. To this end he calls upon 

two of his favourite metaphors for man immersed in 

the flux of time - man as patient, and man as trav

eller. Thus the attention now shifts, rather 

arbitrarily we feel - there is no sense of the satis

factory association of ideas here - to the image of 

the patient as a figure for the human condition. 

Eliot has already used the figure of the patient -
notably in the fourth movement of East Cokel:: where 

it stood as a s,ymbol of fallen mw.1 who needs the 

ministr,y of Christ - but also in the third movement 
of the same poem where it stood for the man who has 

delivered himself wholl,y up to God as one· who awaits 

the knife of the surgeon: 

"As •••••• when, und.'er ether, the mind is 

conscious but conscious of nothing -

I s ai cl to my soul , be s ti 11 " • 2. 

Here however the figure is employed in a quite diff

erent sense and one more appropriate to the context 

of The D£LS3):,.Y8:.,_Kes. It has now been emptied of 

all spiri tu.al significance ancl becomes a self-drama

tisation of the ntem_poral" man. The man who 

dwells in the present dimension only is likely to 

feel a sense of dissatis:fac tion with his life -· 

(we recall the u:odorgrom.1d world vvhich was a world 

of 11 disaffection 11
). \'/hen the past and the present 

have been largel,y 1..msatisfactor,y, man turns auto

matically to the future for hope of bcd;tor things. 

Thus the future becornes a sort of "cure 11 for pre

sent ills. But Bliot ts here concerned with reject

ing this os au idea. Time which had been both 
0 des tro,y er" and "pres ervor 11 i:n. the s ec.ond rnovorncr.d; 



is however "no healer" because 
II the patient is no longer here". 

We oc.:mnot regard ourselves as static "patients" 

and time as something which washes over us to affect 

a cure, because it is not reall,y time which rnoves -

it is rather we who are moving. man is not a 

patient, he is an active participant in the world 

and eve:n in the act of diagnosing disease in him

self he has altered his condition and passed into 

a new state of being. Llen do not remain static 

but are continually changing and thus the patient 

metaphor is no longer appropriate as an. image of 

man. Accordingly Eliot here whisks his hand 

behind his back to effect a switch of glove puppets. 

The remainder of the movement is devoted to develop

ing the figure of the traveller as an appropriate 

image of the human condition. 

We cannot help noticing that this passage, 

dealing with the metaphor of the traveller (and 

particularly in terms of a sea voyage), seems to 

have been deliberately planted in this position in 

the poem so as to keep pace withtthe chronology of 

Eliot's life. Since The Dr.i;" Salvap:es had opened ____ . .., _____ _ 
in America, the scenes of Eliot's boyhood, we must 

act out the voyage of the poet back across the 

Atlantic before we can resurface once again in Eog-

lancl where the final quartet is to open. Thus we 

cannot help thinking in the present connection of 

Eliot's expatriation to England. This move was 

largely a specific reaction to the distaste he felt 

for certain an pee ts of the Ameri cHn way of lif'e, 

which he thought to escape b,y transferring to Eng-
lc,JJ. cl. And yet 1 as we sav1 earlier Eliot realised 

that after all the elements in the American way to 

which he felt a particular antipath.v were real1,y 

the symptomo of a more general spiritual malaise 

that infor:med the whole of the twont:i eth centt:i.r,y 

world. ~1ere could be no escape from such a mal-

aise b.Y n. mere geogr.c1,phical tranEJferencc~. 
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Eliot cautions us that we are not to consider the 

image of the traveller in a too simplistic sense: 

just as his expatriation was not reall,y an escape 

from the spiritual ills of the twentieth ceDtury, 

so human life is·not to be seen as a voyage which 

escapes from the past into a new life in the future. 

Eliot not onl,Y makes t.his point specifical1.v, he 

repeats it in the passage: 
11 Jrare forward. 1 travellers! not escaping 

from the past 
Into different lives, or into any future; 

and again: 

"You shall not think 'the past is finished' 

Or'the future is before us• "· 
In fact Eliot shows us that this simplistic appli

cation of the traveller image is a self-dramatisa

tion that men are apt to adopt, just as the image 

of the patient was a self-dramatisation. Thus he 

speaks now to 

" you who think that you are voyaging". 

This image of the traveller is one which we all 

tend to use to figure our,,own position in the world 

and Eliot here is attempting to correct our own too 

facile self images. We tend to live our lives 

:from moment to moment and often the present moment 

becomes merely a hia~us between one moment of ful

filment a:od the next antic.ipated moment. 'Ne also 

tend to live our lives with reference to times ancl 

dates so that 'Ne sper.)d mu.ch of our lives "passing 

the time" between, so that our pof3ition is analo-· 

gous to that of the traveller who is suspended in 

time, 
II betweeo the hither and farther shore". 

In the imafe at this point there is actually 

the concurrence of several ideas which have occurred 

earlier in thrc1 poem. 'No reCfJ,11 the "met~:1,llecl wa,ys" 

of tir:w p:::,,st cwcl time future in the thircl movement 

o:f Du-cut Horton, Th NJ e were like the "waste saa. 

time 11 which fTt1r.row:1eJ.ecl -tlw rnoment::J of :fulf.i lfftent in 

the final movorncnt of the poem. How the two ideao 
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are brought together. '11he traveller is seen as 
travelling along the metalled ways: 

"While the narrowing rails slide together 

behind"; 
he is in effect journeying through time from one 

moment of fulfilment to the next. 

But all this is a false view which must be 

corrected. The passage now modulates into the 

tones of a voice which is heard descanting at night~~ 

fall 
II in the rigging and. the aerial 11 • 

The voice begins: 
111 'Fa.re forward, you who think that you 

are vo,Yaging; 

You are not those who saw the harbour 

Receding, or those who will disembark. 

Here between the hither and the farther 

shore 
While time is withdrawn, consider the 

future 

And the past with an eq_ual 111ind.' " 

The voyage has now become a figure for the whole 

span of hurnan life w:icl the 11hi ther and the farther 

shore 11 assume larger significance in this larger 

context. However we recall that we have already 

come across the voyage as a model for human life 

earlier in the Quartets. ~I.1his was in the conclu

sion of ~1-~Qo1se~, but there the emphasis had been 

on the exploration and discover.y impl:ici t in voy ag

ing. Here the voyage is seen merely as a period 

of transition between one state and the next, while 
11 tirne is withdrawn". Once again we seern to have 

regressed in this poen to a pcint much less satis~ 

factory than that we had attained iJJ .East Coker. 

Hero we are gotng v,rong·becatrne we miss what was 

seen in ]?fy,1·l; ... CJ0Irnr 9 that life is not a series of 

isolated mo~ents separated b} waste sad time, but 

every moment is fraught with possibility. In fact 

tirnr:--1 is nover r1i thcJrr'1Jvn: we c8n never seal OUI'··-
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selves off into travelling compartments while we 
journe,y through time from one moment of fulfilment 

to the next. What we have to learn is that 

" the time of death is every momen:li 11 • 

The climax of the passage comes when the poet 

refers specifically to the lines of the J3hagavad

fil..!.§: on which he haa_ been pondering in the opening 

of the movement. 

"At the moment which is not of action or 

inaction 

You can receive this: 'on whatever sphere 

of being 

The mind of a man may be intent 

At the time of death' - that is the one 
action 

(And the time of death Ls ever,y moment) 

_Which shall fructify in the lives of others". 

It is apparent that the sphere of action on which 

our minds should be intent is that of God. It is 

equally clear that we are to be held to account for 

ever,y moment of our lives and ever.v thought aud 

every action, because every moment is the momGr.1t of 

death. What is not so clear is whether the narra

tor can see this application of the lines. The 

idea is taken from these words of Krishna in the 

Bhagavad: ~---
II And whoever remernbe:cs me a1o.ne when 
leavi.ng the bocly at the time of death 

attains to my status of being; there is 

no cloubt of that. 
11 Whatever state of being he rornembers, 

upon giving up his body at the endi to 

that he attai.ns. 113 

The words have an obviour.1 ChristiwJ applic;:-1.tion for 

which Eliot uses them. nut when we recall the con-

clusion that the Dpoaker had_ drawn from them in the 

openinG of the movement we soe that he has not seen 

this Christian Ftpplicat:i.o"i:J. His conclusion was 
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is one of the most audacious irorties in the whole 

poem. The speaker, who is a man wandering aim-

lessl,y through this temporal world, b,y chance blun

ders into a passage of quite obvious Christian 

worth which he finds in a pagan work. He sees fit 

to quote the passage to us but it is clear that he 

himself has missed completely the spiritual value 

of the passage. The lesson he draws from the text 

is that we must constantl,y "fare forward". Yet 

there is a profound iron,Y here because earlier in 

the movement he had been led to conclude that there 

was no meaning in any sense of direction: in fact 

" the way forward is the way back". 

It seems that the poet is as lcist as he has ever 

been. What should be a passage of positive spiri·
tual worth is in fact the nadir of the poet's 

spiritual career. He is here at the dead centre 

of the wood of error. The ironies are exceedingly 

complex for while the positive Christian values of 

this movement are seen to reside in a pagan work, 

on the other hand, the speaker, a man who believes 

he is a Christim.1, is quite ignorant of the spiri

tual values which resound in the lines he quotes. 

Yet it is difficult in the extreme for the 

reader to penetrate this far into the verse, because 

Eliot has covered his tracks so well. He uses the 

ploy of rejecting the sta.rwe of the utopian - we 

must not hope to "fare well" in the futu.re - so 

that he can replace it with his advice to "fare 

forward". Because we are ready to reject the posi-

tion of the utopian with him, we are too inclined 

to accept the position he offers to replace it with, 

without proper scrutiny of that position. But 

this position too is a false one - we mµst reject 

here not only what the poet rejects, hut also vD1at 

he espousN, f30 that ,·,e can see the real posi tivos 

of the movement, Yet this is not really so diffi-

cu1t to do: i.f we take 2 pace back from the poetr,y 



and look at the message which the poet is ostens

ibly offering, it does become apparent that it is 

rather an inadequate one. After all his only posi

tive message here can be summed up in two words: 

"fare forward". This once again is only a pale 

reflection of what had been saia_ much more eloquent

ly in~~: 
"Old men ought to be explorers 

Here or there does not matter 

We must be still and still moving 

Into another intensity 

For a further union, a deeper commu11ion 11 .'r 

Once we have penetrated this elaborate smokescreen 

that Eliot has raised, we can truly receive this: 
II 'on whatever sphere of being 

The mind of a man ma,y be intent 

At the time of death' - that is the one 

action 

( And the time of death is ever.v moment) 

Which shall fructif,y in the lives of others". 

This is the real message of the movement which the 

poet affects not to see himself. Perhaps he is 

admitting this much when he says that the voice in 

the rigging speaks 
II though not to the ear". 

Is this Eliot's admission that the speaker in this 

movement does not hear the true message of the 

poetr,y? 
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Movement 4 -
The fourth movement is the only place in the 

whole of this poem where we can be sure that Eliot 
is being sincere. In this short lyric he offers 

a simple and devout prayer to the Virgin Mary for 

her intercession to God on dur behalf. The voice 

is necessarily a different one from any that has 

yet spoken in The Dr.v S~es: here the poet is 

breaking into the poem to speak in his own voice 

and to offer a prayer on behalf of the poor benigh

ted inhabitants of the universe of The Dr,y_§a_l_yages. 

This movement serves to highlight the problem 
which occurs not only in this poem, but throughout 

the whole 9uartet c,ycle (al though it is particu-a 

larly taxing in The pr.v_~es) of determining 
exactly where the poet's real beliefs lie. So 

much of the poetr,y is deli beratel,y false posturings 

and false leads that we can·never be sure we are 

making the correct response. Of course this is 
actually a structural technique of the poem, as is 

indicat~d in Eliot's choice of epigraph: 
11 Although the Logos is true for all men, 

most men act as if they had a wisdom all 

of their own", 
so that the whole poem becomes like a manuscript 

written by many hands, some of whom recognise the 

Logos and others of whom have regard only for their 

own wisdom. It the:tJ becomes the reader's responi·

bil:i. ty to detect and reject the false note rmd to 

embrace the true. Eliot has given us another 

indication of the problematic nature of his poetr,y 

in a complex use of the vwrd 11 deception 11 that we 

noticed in the first movement of Burnt Horton when 

we were asked 
110hall we follow 

The deception of the thrush?n 1 

One of the 11wanings of this line is addressed dir

ectly to the reader and concerns the peculiarities 
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of Eliotts verse. The whole of the poem is filled 
with echoes which beckon us down passages. However 

many of these echoes are mere deception and we must 

be careful not to follow an,y of theso. But there 

are also true echoes, although even these can 

involve deception because we may hear the true 

echo but draw from it the wrong conclusion, which 

was a momentary possibility in the first movement 

of Burnt Norto~. This was also what happened in 

the third movement of 112-.e Dry Salvap,es where the 

whole movement was devoted to developing false con
clusions from a true lead. This is the most subtle 

heresy of all - the poet begins with a spiritually 

valuable thought and develops conclusions from it 

in what seems to be an emin en tl,y reasonable mrn.1ner, 

whereas in reality he is going vvildly astray. But 

there the position was ultimately betrayed as a 

false 01Je b,y the apparent lack of s piri tua1 motive 

behincl the message. ~~o "fare forward" considering 

the past and future with an equal mind souncls more 

like the stance of the speculative agnostic than the 

corn.mittec1. Christian. 

It is by now clear that this poetr,y is an,ything 

but a simple·-mindecl propoundi:ng of Christian dogma. 

The poetr,y in fact steers quite clear of a_ogma aricl 

meets the uncommitted reader on his own grou.nd. 

It uses ideas which are qu.i te :familiar to the reader 

and winds him gradually into the poetry involving 

his own responses so that h~ is eventually called 

upon to endorse or reject the conclusions vvhich are 

arrived at. Over rnan,y readings some of these con-

clusions which had at firs·t seemed reasonable will 

gradually come to be seen as a gigrnrtic hoax so 

that eventually the interested reader will come to 

a realization of the true location of the positives 

of the poetr,y. It is the hope of the poet that 

such a realizatioJJ wil1 bring acceptance of the 

value8 offered and thus conversion to the doctrines 
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of Christiani t,y. The whole poem then is an exer-
oise in propagandist subtlety. The message is 

hidden so well at some points that it ma,y remain 

undiscoverec1 for many years, but this care in con
cealment makes the truth that much more potent 

when it is eventually seen • 

• 1:£.!1.E: Dr,y S.§.:,1 ~e.:.~ .. involves the subtlest of these 
techniques. It haf3 only gradually been seen that 

thereis something wrong with the poem. Thus Davie 

confessed himself puzzled (and depressed) that no

one else had remarked on the peculiarities of the 

poem.2 However once we notice these ina,dequacies 

we are then open to the influence of the propaganda. 

Once it is seen that the poetry is inadequate pre

cisely because this poem is deprived of God, then 

it is clear what Eliot is up to. He is in fact 

using our emotional responses to the poetry as 

weapons of propaganda. When we are dissatisfied 

with the poetr.v Eliot is telling us we ax·e dhisatis
fied because we are attempting to live without God. 

Thus where we ma.v be able to shrug off the more 
obvious satirical passages aimed at the nonbeliever, 

su.ch as the third movement of B~~on, we may 
not see the trap laid for us here with considerably 

more subtlety until we are almost in it. 

'.I.1he whole of _!he __ D~~y__§_~l,v1:1-g~E_ is such a trap, 
although in this fourth movement we have arrived 

at a point of repose from which we can regard the 

rest of the poem. We are here certain we are on 

safe ground, because of the undisguised s.i.nceri ty 

ru1d devotion of the lyric. Yet the position here 

is not without its ironies either. li'or this 
prayer was exactly what the poet had desperately 

needed to spe~c in the second movement of the poem. 

The only hope there had been in the 
It hardl.Y, barel,y pra.v able 
Pra,y er of the one Annunciation 11 •

3 

And now we rJee the 11ra,yer is being spoken. It 



would seem that some sort of saving grace has been 
extencl.ed to enable the speaker to offer this pra,y er. 
But in fact this is not so.. We are not to assume 

an,y continuity between the voices of the different 
movements of the poem. This prayer stands alone 

in the poem offered by the poet on behalf of all the 
erring men who inhabit the poem. We cannot imagine 

an,y of the voices of the movement so far speaking 

in this manner. The poet has broken in in his own 

voice with a tremendous burden of pity for these 

lost creatures. The fact that there is no God pre

sent in this movement serves to cut off these men 

even further from any hope of salvation~ All the,v 

have is a prayer offered on their behalf to a human 
intercessor to God. It is not to be expected that 
salvation can come to men who have 1.10 strength of 

their own to pra.v ~ '.I'here must be a spiritual 
regeneration in man himself before salvation can 
come. Thus we do not really expect a triumph in 

the last movement as we have had in the two previous 
quartets. 



Movement 5 

We have been led to expect some sort of artistic 

aualogy in the final movement of each of the quar

tets. The pattern is continued here as the move

ment opens with a catalogue of what Stead called 
1 the "false arts 11

• These are used to make a comment 

on the state of our religion - the implication is 

that our religion as presented here is in some 

sense a false or pseudo rel1gion .. And this is 

exact1.Y what the poetr,y itself leads us to conclude 

by the end of the movement. 

However before we begin to look at the pOE?tr,y 1 

let us consider for a moment what becomes of a civi

lisation that has ~o real knowledge of God, which 

we have claimed is the condition of the tmiverse of 

The pr.v .§_~l-yar1~. As the religious sense becomes 

atrophied, men become i11volved in other more triv-

ial pursu_i ts. As th(;w lose sight of Goel, they 

begin to turn to other areas for some sort of assu

rance from the supernatural. As they lose contact 

with the eter.i:1al, the flux of time becomes more ru1d 

more meaningless: there will be less of the mornents 

of revelation and consequently more "waste saa_ tirne 11 • 

Men will find they need 
11I'as times aud drugs e.. " 

that 1Nill take their minds from the emptiness of 

an existence bereft of God. Worship of God in 
such a world is eventually rep1Eteecl b,y the Sunday 

newspapers: 

. . . BJJd_ features of the press 11 • If 

In such a world where there is no longer any sense 

of the eternal to lift us above the process of time, 

and. vvhere both past and present are 1argel,y urJsatis·"~ 

fctctor.v, the only p1ace for men to turn is to the 

future: 
11Jifle:o,ts cnriosit,y se;::n~·ches pc:wt and futu.r·e 

And clings to thrtt climens ion H. 

Thus men become interer::; ted in fortLn1.e.:'cc11 ing. 

i3S 
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They are searching for a sign that the future will 

suppl,y all that the,y lack in the presente Thus 

they endeavour 
11 '.f.10 communicate with Mars, converse with 

spiri tt.,, 

To report the behaviour of the sea monster, 

Describe the horoscope, haruspicate or 

scr.v, 
Observe disease in signatures, evoke 

Biograph,y from the wrinkles of the palm 

And traged.Y from fingers; release omens 

By sortilege, or tea leaves, riddle the 

inevitable 

With playing cards, fiddle with penta-

grams 

Or barbituric acids, or dissect 

The recurrent i~age into pre-conscious 

terrors -
To explore the womb, or tomb, or dreams". 

All these effects are really the spasms proceeding 

from the nerveB of the amputated religious sense. 

The:y are substitutes for a religion that is now 

dead. If man is deprived of God who is the true 

supernatural, he will turn to invent a vari e.ty of 

false supernatures to suppl.v the vacancy left by 

God. Man is not sufficient in himself to stancl 

alone. He needs the support of a belief in a 

reali t,y largor than himself and thus he strives 

for some sort of dialogue with the supernatural. 

Once faith in God has died man places his faith in 

a hidden future which may hold happiness and ful

filment in store for him if he C8J:1 only learn to 

read the sieos. Hence all this strenuous activity 1 

endeavouring to 11 riddle the inevitable 11 • The poet 

notes that such activit.v will becorne even more hys

terical in times of trouble, whea men become more 

a~xious about their precarious position in the 

WOl'ld.: 

/3(:, 



II all these are usual 
Pastimes and drugs, and features of the 

press: 
And always will be, some of them especi

ally 
When there is distress of nations and 

perplexi t,y 

Whether on the shores of Asia, or in the 

.Eclgware Road". 

The delightful touch of bathos in the last line 
catches our eye so that we are apt to miss the Bib

lical reference in the preceding line. Here Eliot 

echoes the gospel according to Saint Luke where 

Jesus spoke of the coming of the encl of the world: 
"And there will be signs in the sun, and 

in the moon, and in the s ·~ars: and upon 

the earth distress of nations, with per
plexi t,y 11 .-J. 

Here then, amid all this frenzied effort to read the 

future, is a sign of the real future as revealed b,y 

God. Once again the poetr,y points forward to the 

judgrnent and to the apocal.Y ptic vision in Li t~~le 

~le~· We can now see that all these attempts to 

riddle the inevitable are reall,y a cry for help from 

a dying civilisation. 

i.t is a way of death. 

This ir:1 not a way of life -

It is civilisation that is 

dying and these are the death throes. 

At the same time, we are to see this activity 

as a grotesque parody of true spiritual activit,y. 

Ji'or the aim o:f the truly spiritual man - the 11 occu

pati on of the s airi t" -· is to 
II apprehencl 

The point of intersection of the timeless 

With time 11
• 

But this is exactl.y what these people, in their owD 

misguided fEwh:ion, are attempting to do. They are 

tr,yint'. to re::J,ch be,yoncl the flux of time 1 to ra::;.ke 

contact with sor:nething tlu:di is outside ti.me, and 



yet which comprehends all time. The questions 

they are asking are questions which really can only 

be answered by God. Their activities are essen

tia11,y religious activities although the gods they 

are directed towards are grotesque parodies of the 

true God. There is in fact a counterpointed con

trast between these people and the true saint. 

The concern o:f the saint - to apprehend the point 

of intersection of the timeless with time - is how

ever 11no occupation 11
: it is rather 

II something given 

And taken, in a lifetimets death in love". 

On the other hand, the activities of the people of 

tjrls movement are aa occupation only. They are 

pas ti mes, they are drugs 9 so: 1+..o.+ · .. . .fue. pe.opk ot-e.. 

"Distracted from distraction by dif:traction 11 •
3 

Again where the saint is all 

"Ardour and selflessness and self~··surrenc1er" 

these people are not even single-minded in their 

pursuit of these ends. They are after all only 

"fiddling with pentagrams". Their ends are all 

selfish ones - the whole is merely an exercise in 

self-seeking. They are interested only in the 

gratification of worldly desires and the desire to 

foretell the future is only a form of delayed wish·

:fulfilment. Thus the spiritual impulse in tl1G end 

has been distorted into a petty self-seeking. 

What then does the poet advicie as a way out 

of this hall of distorting mirrors? ~3ignificantly, 

Eliot has now abandoned his advocacy of the way of 

the saint as the onl,y wa,y to i:.1alvation. 

is now seen as a being extraordinairo; he is above 

the realm of the mere mortal: 

"for most of us, there is onl,y the m1atten-, 

cl eel 

J1,~oment 1 the rnornent in rwd. out of timer 

rr.1ho distraction fit,. lost in a ~,haft of 

i31JJ.11 i gh t i 
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The vvild thyme unseen, or the winter 

lightning 

Or the waterfall, or music heard so deeply 

That it is not heard at all, but you are 

the music 

While the music lasts". 

However we should be extremel,y wary of this moment. 

Eliot has used the word "distraction" to character

ise it, which is certainly a loaded word in the con

text of the Quartets. It should at least be a 

signal to us that the moment is not one of deep 

religious significance. And in fact the poet 

does not suggest that the moment has any transcen

dent meaning for him. It is described in complete

ly sensual terms, visual ana. au.di tor,y images combined 

with light effects and the scent of the wild th,yme, 

but the poet does not imply that the experience has 

gone beyond the sensual. The poet does still have 

moments of fulfilment such as we saw in Burnt Norton 

but he Do lon.ger sees through them to the patterri. 

of God. The moment has indeed become desacrilised; 

it is now valued onl,y as a special form of distrac-

tion.. Just as has happened earlier in Th_e DrL~-

:y~, the theme has now become onl.v a pale shadow 

of what it was in Burnt Norton. The poet seems to 

be able to remember what he has said before but as 

he repeats himself all the life seems to have gone 

from the words. This reflects the way the relig

ious sense has atrophied in the twentieth centur,y 

men cao f::till remember the :eel igious forms but 

there is no life in them an.v more. In this way 

the whole of T}rn~;p:17 S2:..tvn,o:e.s, becomes a mimetic 
rehearsal of this theme of the atrophied religious 

se:::nse. 

The poet does proceed to make some sort of 

perfunctory connection between those moments and 

the r; pi ri. tual reD,lrtt: 
Ii These are only hints and c;ues:3es, 

Hints followccl b,y guGDfJeS; aml. tho reut 



Is pra,yer, observance, discipline, thought 
m.1d action". 

But this sow.1ds a little like the 
11 Pra,yer wheels, worship of the dead, 

denial of th.is world, affirmation 

of rites with forgotten meanings 11 + 

of the ~us~ from "The Rock". The religion 

described there was a moribund religion and the 

words quoted above vvere immediately followed b,y 

"Wa,ste and void. 'T/aste and void. ·And 

darkness on the face of the deep". 

In a similar wa,y our religion here is a moribuod 

one. Ae we are to learn in Little Giclding, ttprayer 

is more than an order of wo.rds, the conscious occu

pation of the· ·1:ira.ving mind or the sound of the voice 

praying 11 •
5 Here, by rejecting the ardour an.d self

lessness of the .saint as not for us, Eliot has put 

us in the position of amateurs with regard to our 

religion. We are not ardent and selflef:lS like the 

saint - we are onJ.,y luke-warm and self-seeking. 

Our reli&ion has become onl,y another pastime. We 

are told to proceed b,y hints and. guesErns, yet 

religion caJ1 never be a matter of guesswork. ~~heI'e 

are ironieB ringing through in almost ever,y line of 

this last movement. 

Of course there is a hard core of truth to our 

religion, indicated in the lines referring to the 

Incarnation: 
11Here the impossible u.nion 

Of spheres of existence is actual, 

Here the past and. future 

Are conquered, and reconcild.d", 

where there is no such core of truth to the false 

religioDf3 listed at the beginning of the passage. 

The poet can senEie this core of truth but he is not 

preparec1 to work at realising it i:n hi.s life. Thus 

he re j ec tf3 the wa.,y of the saint that he has advoca--

tecl i J'.l the ear1 i er quartets. But the absolute 

11.f,O 



faith of the saint is an absolute prerequisite for 

true religion, although a.s we noted earlier, the 

asceticir.rn1 of ~~-t .Co}c.~.£ is not. In rejecting 
the way of the saint Eliot is here admitting that 

there is no longer any true faith in the world. 

In Li tt~Q_i_ddin__iS, the poem of reconciliatiol'.ls, we 

shall see the true reconciliation between the way 

of the saint and the wa,y of affirmation which was 

associated with the moment in Burnt Tl orton. But 

such a reconciliation is reall,y a synthesis and it 

depends on elements from both sides. Thus we 

cannot throw away the ardour and selflessness of 

the saint and hope to prosper in our religion b,y 

means of guesswork. We cannot hope that what we 

refuse to work for will be given to us. The way 

of the saint is a given way, but we will not be 

given what we have not earned. Thus the speaker 

at this point is a man who is a.efeated because ha 

has given up tr,y ing: 

"J?or most of us, this is the aim 

Never here to be realised 11 • 

The next lines then become intensely ironic. The 

poet has just virtuall,y admitted that he has given 

up, and .vet now he boasts he is one of those 

"Who are onl.v undefeated 

Because we have gone on t:r',yinc;''. 

The poem now concludes on an oddly ux1ambi tious note: 

"We, content at the last 

If our temporal rever;:1ion nourish 

(Not too far from the yew-tree) 

The life of significant soil". 

If this is our only aspiration in life to get in 

the end a reasonably freen patch of turf in the 

churchyard - then it seems that indeed we are beaten. 

And this only a line or two after having boasted of 

being u1:1d.efeated. A more clefeati:3t attitude couJ.cl 

lmrdl,y he imagined .. The concluBion of ttd,:-3 poem 

then presents a sad contrast to the fulfilment of 

the end of }Jurnt_liC>rton, or the e:xhi1a:catiuu of the:1 



end of ~ast C~, or the triumph of the end of 

Little Gidding. A religion which gets us this far 

is about as valuable as haruspica-te or sor,y. The 

poet's attitude to his religion then is ultimatel,y 

a dead letter. What has become glaringly obvious 

in ~Dr.v Salvages is the need for some sort of 

spiritual regeneration. 

for in Little Gidding. _____ ...._ ... ., ,.:;-;,. 

lip .. 

This is what we must look 



LITTLE GIDDING 
~ 

Movement 1 

Little Gidding is to be the poem of reconcili

ations. It is to gather in all the hints and 

guesses of the earlier poems and place them in the 

pattern it reveals, which shall be the pattern of 

God. It will correct all the false conclusions 

of the earlier poems and make for that spiritual 

regeneration which we came to see as necessary at 

the conclusion of The ..12..~Y. §.~l v~.ges. 

Accordingly the poem opens with a passage 
replete with hints of reconci_liation s.,nd with indi

cations that we are now moving into a universe 

which has transcenc.1ent values. Where Th~ 

Salva~~ had remained resolutely entrenched in the 

here and novv, refusing to recognise a:nythi11g beyond 

the physical confines of time and place, we now 

become avmre of a separate pla:oe of existence which 

declares itself beyond the confines of this life. 

The opening lines recall the earlier disruption in 

the seasonal cycle of El'3~~C!)J.ser: 

"Midwinter spring io its own season 

S empi tern al though sodden towards sundown, 

Suspended in time, between pole and tropic. 

When the short da,y is brightest, with 

frost ru1d fire, 

The brief sun flames the ice, on pona. 

and ditches 1 

In windless cold that is the heart's heat, 

RefJ.c~cting in a watery mirror 

A glare that iD blindness in the earl,y 

afternoon. 

And elow more intense than blaze o:f 
braJJChr or b.ra.zier, 

Stirs the clumb spirit: 1.10 win.d, but 

pe:o tecos tal fire 



In the dark time of the year. Between 
melting ancl freezing 

The soul's sap quivers. There is no 

earth smell 

Or smell of living thing. This is the 

spring time 

But not in time's covenal:1 t. Now the 

hedgerow 
Is blanched for an hour with transitory 

blossom 

.Of snow, a bloom more sudden 

Than that of summer, neither budding 

nor fading, 

Not in the scheme of generation. 

Where is the surruner, the unimaginable 

Zero summer? 11 

There is a great difference of course between the 

feeling of the ~t C~~ passage and the feeling 

here. In~ the feeling was one of con

fusion, of disappointment at defeated expectation 

of the comfortable continuance of the sea,sonal 

cycle. There is no such feeling here ·- the "mid

winter spring" is wholly accepted and welcomed. in 

an ecstatic tingling of the soul -

"The soul's sap quivers". 

(We ma,y note here also the explicit contrast with 

the opening of .Tl~e La:nc1: 
11 April is the cruellest month, breeding 

Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing 

Memor,y and desire, stirring 

Dull roots with spring rain • • • 11 ) t 

The~~.£ passage had eventually pointed 

beyond time to the end of time and the end of the 

worlcl. The signs in the sun and in the moon and. 

in the stars, according to the gospel of Saint Luke, 
2. 

were to prefigure the end of the world and thus i.n 

the last lines of the passage we were 
11 Whirlo(l in a vortex that shall bring 

The world to that destructive fire 

t11Li ch burns be:f ore the i c o--cup reigns" .3 



This had. been a fearful and horrific vision not to 

be endured b,y man. But paradoxicall,y, now that in 
Little_Gidding we are coming closer to the apoca

lyptic vision of the end.of the world, there is no 

fear, but rather there is this ecstasy of the soul 

that we have noted. 

It is clear that the poetry of this passage 

is also intended to point beyond time: in the sec

ond line the season is described as "sempiternal" 

which already points to the intersection of the 

timeless with time. The time sch~me of this poem 

goes far be.vend the "temporal II present of Th~J?.rt. 

Salvages and partakes of that which is "eternally -·-
present". Little GicldJ.ng then supplies the true _____ ......,.,..__,,_~,~ 

wa,y to the false wa:-ir of Jhe Dr,v f.;a1:Y:ages. We 

are in this poem to become aware of a much larger 

context for human life than the ocean of ~l>.£.Y. 
Salvages stands for. ·--,,,;..- We are to realize the 

fulJ.er meaning of our ke.Y lines 

"What might have been and what has been 

"' Poin.t to one encl which is alwa,ys presentn. 

~rhus the aim of the poetry here is to awaken 

us to the larger possibilities implicit in life. 

And it begins to work o:o. us through typical poetic 

methods. The whole of the passage quoted in full 

above is shot through with i1.1dications that we are 

now in a tmiverse of values which f!,O be.vond the 

here and now of the physical world. There is for 

example a whole series of images which OB)J. only be 

described as transcendental: 
1rrllrn b:r.i ef sun flames the ice, OD pond 

ruJd ditches, 

In windless cold that is the heart's heat, 

Reflecting in a water,y mirror 

A elare that is blindness in the early 
aftornoon 11

• 

And this glirce is a 

glow more iuten::,G than blaze of bre.nch, 

or lH'G-Zior 11 • 



There is also the transi tor,y blossom of snow which 
II a bloom more sudden 

Than that of summer". 

All these images point beyond themselves to some 

transcendent reality which is beyond the ph,ysical 

world. 

As well the poetr,y contains hints of the 

reconciliations to come - throughout this passage 

the poetr,y uses the idiom of reconciliation between 

opposing ideas. Thus the season is "midwinter 

spring"; it is "sempiternal"; it is suspended in 

time "between pole and tropic". The "windless 

cold" is also the "heart's hea~", while the glare 

is so bright i. t is blindness. The very mode of 

the poetry is one of reconciliation b,y means of' 

this uniting of opposed extremes. 

The passage also tells us in more explicit 

terms that we are leaving behind the physical life. 

For here 
II There is no earth smell 

Or smell of living thing 11 • 

We note immediatel.Y the contrast with the "dung 
5 

and death" of East Coker. The blossom is 

"Not in the scherne of generation II 

just as the springtime is 
II not in tirne' s covenrurt". 

Por this is the spring time of the human soul; it 

is the time of the spiritual regeneration that we 

have been J.ookine; for since ~l1l~J)r.y_Salvn~:.1, and 

thus it is not to be looked for in time i ~~ covenant 

because it involves an escape from the limitations 

of time. Just as the spring time frees us from 

the privations of winter this spriag time of the 

human soul is to free us fl'om the winter of di r-:1-

con tent that was the vision oJ 1.rhe __ Dr,'(_Sa1va0os .. 

But after spring wo look for :::1ur:1.1ner 1 m1cl trnu'J the 

pass8.ge leHds us ev0n tu.ally to s.sk 

"\'/here is tl1e su111rJ1e:r 1 the un i.11r1ciuab1o 

Zer·o srnnmern. 

Itµ. 



This summer is the bliss of the eternal life that 

can be found through God. The "midwinter spring" 

was a moment of transcendental experience in this 

life, which gave us a glimpse of the eternal bliss 

offering in the Kingdom of Heaven. Thus it is the 

achievement of the poetr,y to have awakened our 

spiritual feelings so that we are now led to seek 

the Kingdom of Heaven. This is what all the tran-

scendental images of the passage have been pointing 

towards. One thing however remains puzzling: why 

is it the "zero summer"? I find it instructive to 

view this as a sort of Einsteinian metaph,ysical con-

cei t. It depends on the idea that befoi--e we can 

experience the bliss of Heaven, time must be anni-

hilated. To live in this world is to be 

"Caught in the form of limitation 
Between un-being and being";<, 

it is the limitations of time which prevent us from 

experiencing true bliss in this life. Thus we cau 

visualise a sort of Einsteinian relation operating 

here: as time collapses in on itself, which it 

shall do at the end of the world, as time tends ,to 

become zero, our bliss will correspondingly tend 

to become infinite. Thus only when time has been 

axmihil.ated shall we experience complete fulfilment. 

At ru1,y rate vvhether or not we accept this idea, 

there is no doubt that the last lines of the pass-

age point to the acme of human bliss, which is 

experience of the Kingdom of Heaven. 

The passage with all its hints of reconcilia

tion a:ocl its images of the transcendental lrn::; served 

ultimately to point us towards God BJJd_ the Kingdom 

cif HeavE.m, although thi.s is not made explicit. 

The poetr.v 2.lthou{';l1 marvellously evocative, remains 

mwxpJained at present b,y the poet~ and we nov, move 
Ol) ~to El p.~ .. sBar!.e which ho,r3 a more specific referGnce. 

i·~ th\: foco.l hc,,b'it-o,i-\,;,,;-~ 

n. pilr~ritil.ar:e :f'rori1 which the poem 
• -~ ·- t, A 

We are taken ou 

taker:: :L t,3 namo. Little C-idchng i.s a village in 

/Lf] 



Htilltingdonshire where Nicholas li'errar had founded 

a religious community in 1626. It was a retreat 

of Anglican piety and was dissolved after Ferrar's 
death during the Civil War when the chapel was 

destro,yed -by Cromwell's troops. Ferrar was a man 

of genius yet he hacl renounced the world and with

drawn with his kinfolk "to undertake the life of 
7 

spirit, most severely" at Little Gidding. But 

Litt1:_~_Qiddi.ng stands not so mu.ch for the renuncia

tion of Ferrar as for the real s_piri tual feeling 

of these men. For Eliot, it was a place sancti

fied by the dead and all they had stood for. As 

:Russell Kirk says: "during a time of destruction 

more ruinous still, Eliot chos~ Little Gidding as 

the paradie;m of the char.i t,y of God that passeth 
all understanding" •

8 

Just as we had gone beyond the confines of 

time in the first section, here we are to go beyond 

our normal responses to things in the physical 

world. Pirstly, it is not the ph,ysicr--1,l look of 

the place that is important: 
"It would be the same, when you leave the 

rough road 

And. turn behind the pig-Dty- to the dull 

facade 
And the tombs tone". 

And secondly, the place takes us be,yo:od our normal 

da,y-to-cla,y rationale for action. The things that 

we have to do in the world have no relevance here -

we are on a d.ifferent plane of being: 
n .Ancl what you thought you ca,rne for 

Is only a shell, a husk of meaning 
From which the purpooe breaks only when 

it is fulfilled 

If at all. Either you had no purpose 
Or the purpose is beyond the end you 

figured 

Ancl is altered in f'ul:filment 11 • 

14-$ 



The third passage makes this even more explicit. 
We are not to respond to this place as we normally 

respond to things in the ph;ysical world. ]\Tan's 

rational mind is no longer appropriate here, for 

this is a hol,y place. .And holiness is more than 

the keeping of Sunda,y observances. ~~hus when we 

approach we are to evacuate our minds of their 

rationaJ. faculties and of our habitual attitudes 

to religion: we are told to 

" put off 

Sense and notion. You are not here to 

verify, 
Instruct .vourself, or inform curiosity 

Or carry report. You are here to kneel 

Where pra,yer has been valid. And prayer 

is more 
Than an order of words, the cons.cious 

occupation 

.Of the praying mind, or tho oound of the 
. . " voice praying. 

Eliot states that there are other places that 

are sanctified places, which are also suitable for 

pra,y er 

" some at the sea jaws, 

Or over a dark lake, in a desert or a 

cit,y 11 , 

all of which have been ideDtifiecl b,y the critics, 

but :::d.nce it is not reall.Y the geographical loca

tion that is important 1 this, the nearest in place 

and time, will do. Of course this is not strictly 

true ~ we cannot imagine Eliot kneeling to pra,y 

anywhere in America. His S8.J1otii:'iEHl place had 

to bE:) in Englund, and Eliot stat es so unequi vo-~ 

call;y, For Li tt1e Gida_:ing was siguificw.1t to Eliot 

ns much for its historical associations as for its 

::Clpi ritual on es. It partakes of' the his tor\y cmd 

trncH tion of En.c:(LanO. which su1)pliecl a deep need in 

the rootless American. The historical associa-

t:i.ons o:f the place will becomG .i.mport.,:.ui t in the 



third movement. Here at least it is clear that 
we have much to learn from these men and what they 
stood for. They become a 11 symbol perfected in 

q 
death": 

"And what the dead had no speech for, 
when living, 

They can tell you, being deaa.: the 

commu.nica tion 
Of the dead is tongued with fire beyond 

the language of the living". 

/So 



Movement 2· 

The second movement brings us closer to the 

climatic vision of the Apocalypse. Here in the 
three stanzas the poet speaks of dea·th in terms of 

the four elements. This means that he is speak

ing not only of the death that is the end of human 

life, but also of the end of the world, when the 
whole m1iverse shall once again be resolved into 

its elements which shall then be annihilated. The 
effect of the poetr,y is similar to an experience 

Eliot had described in East Coker. It is like 

being 
II in a theatre, 
(as) The lights are ex-tinguished 9 for 

the scene to be changed 
With a hollow rumble of wings, with a 

movement of darkness on darkness, 

And we know that the hills and the trees, 

the distant panorama 

And the bold imposing facade are all 

being rolled awa,y - 11 

These lines are reminiscent of Prospero's words as 

he dissolves his vision: 

" like the baseless fabric of this vision 
The oloud~-capp' d towers, the gorgeous 

palaces, 

The solemn temples, the great globe itself, 

Yea all which it inherit~ shall dissolve, 
And like this uxrnubstantial pageant faded, 

Leave not a rack behind n ," 

but wr.i.ere Shakespeare's little life was rounded 

with a sleep, l..:liot' s is closed with the ghastly 

physical reality of a death. J?irstly he speaks 

of the death of vi tali t,y in the old mau: as Ray

mond Preston puts it 11 hl1man feelh;g, sensuous 

pleRsure, love, have burned out 1 leaving only an 

olcl man's perishable memor,yrt.
3 

Thus it ie that 
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11 Ash on an old manvs sleeve· 

Is all the ash the burnt roses leave". 

While the burnt roses recall ]32:!:_rn t ~-r~.£:.Eon, the rest 

of this stanza reminds us of Bast Coker. Indeecl 
the poetl",Y now modulates back into the very idiom 

of the first movement of East Coker: 

"Dust in the air suspended 

Marks the place where a stor.v ended. 

Dust inbreathed wa,s a house -

The wall, the wainscot and the mouse 11 • 

Resuming as it does the whole mood of resignation 

and frustation of East Cok~, the stanza ends appro-

priately on a note of despair. For this is 
11 The death of hope arid despair, 

This is the death of air"~ 

The second stanza now speaks of the physical reali t,y 

of death. It is almost like being buried alive. 

If we are to believe in the resurrection of the 

bod;y with the soul, we must first accept this hor

rifying vision of 
II flood and c1routh 

Over the e.v es and in the mouth, 

Dead water and dead sand 

Contending for the upper hand". 

But here it is not only the death of the human body. 

The water ancl the soil itself are clead and. indeed 

the whole globe becomes like a, skull as it 

"Gapes at the vanity of toil". 

The third stanza speaks of our neglect of the 

spiritual realm in life ("the sacrifice that we 

c1enied 11 ). The 
It marred foundations we forgot, 

Of oaJJc tuar,y arnl choir" 

are those of the desecrated chapel at Li tt.J.e. Gi.<ldi2:?f. 
m1cl this makes E1iot think of the mmJy chu:cches lor:it 

a.uri.ng the bombing o:f London in the Second World 

\"/ar. He w,.::.s writing the poem in 1941-2 but the 

secoud section of this movement records the blitz 



of 1940 when he had been an air-warden in Kensing
ton. Thus the seco:nd movement passes on into 

London of 1940 just after another air raid has 

finished: 
11 In the uri.certain hour before the morning · 

Near the ending of interminable night 

At the recu.rren t end of the unending 

After .the dark dove with the flickering 
tongue 

Had passed below the horizon of his 

homing". 

The image of the dark dove with the flickering 

tongue, which is the. German bomber, also frn:1.ctioDs 

on another level: in the fourth movement the dove 

has become the pentecostal messenger. 1.L'hus there 
is another dimension introduced into this picture 

of vmrtime London. It is also a Dantesque vision 

of an infernal underworld around which the poet is 

ushered by a fic:ure who in some respects resembles 

Dante, just as Dante himself was ushered b.Y Virgil. 

However although the passage has this double refe

rence so that London is twinned with the u.ndorworlcl 

of Dru1te, yet there are some hopeful notes present 

at the beginning of the passage. Though it is 

the m1certain hour, it is nevertheler-rn "before the 

morning rt and 11near the ending of interminable night". 

This suggests that we are about to come to a new 

plane of existence which shall be bright as this 

one is dark - perhaps even the lmimaginable zero 

summer. But all the same this hopeful note re-

mains undeveloped in the movement, for while the 

poetry does not dwell on the inf'er.nal as9ect of 

this world, it does concentrate on the purgation 

that we must go through before we can even begin 

to fix our minds on salvatioa. It becomes clear 

that this lovrnr world is rJOt really the Inferno of 

Dante, it is rather the Purgatorio and it is the 

c1eacl master who di f:3c1os es what is to be the parti

cular form of pu.rgn:l;i on marked out :for the poet. 
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This figure is, as Eliot states specifically, 

a compound figure. We have already noted res em-
blanc es to Yeats and to Dante. The ghost also 

uses the words of Mallarme: he states that 

" our concern was speech, and speech 

impelled us 

To purify the dialect of the tribe", 

which translates exactly Mallarme's lixrn: 

"Donner tu'.l sens plus pur aux mots de la 
tri bu. 11 .1r 

We may also note that the figure resembles Eliot 

himself in his earlier years, and also his mentor 

associated with those earlier years, Ezra Pound, 

when. he states: 
If 'I am not eager to rehearse 

Ii1,y thoughts and theory which hou have 

forgotten. 

These things have served their purpose: 

let them be. 

So with your own, and pray they be forgiven 

B.y others 1 as I pray you to forgive 

Both bad and good. Last season's fruit 

is eaten 

Ana_ the fulfilled beast shall kick the 

ernpt,y pail. 

For last year's words belong to last 

year's language 

And next year's words await another 

voice. ' " 
Thus the poet speaks of having passed on to new 

concerns in his poet:c.vc We shall see the impor-

t~uice of this in a rnoment. The point a.bout this 

cort1pound ghost is .tbctt aJl the figure;:., of which he 

is compounclecl are poets. ~ehe poetr,y here ire, eval-

UB,ti.ug the worth of a lifetime' G effort in pu.rsu:i.t 

of' aes tJJ.i3tic ideals. Ii; tells us what a li tcrar,y 

career will produce in the end. Thus tlle c.leacl 



It the gifts reserved for age 

To set a crown upon your lifetimds 

effort. 
First, the cold friction of expiring 

sense 

Without enchantment, offering no promise 

But bitter tastelessness of shadow 
fruit 

As body and soul begin to fall asunder. 

Second, the conscious impotence of rage 

At human follyr and the laceration 

Of laughter at what ceases to amuse. 

And last, the rending pain of re-eJ:1ac tment 

Of all that .You have done, and been; 

the shame 
Of motives late revealed, and the 

awareness 

Of things ill done and done to others' 

harm 
Which once you took for exercise of 

virtue. 
Then fools' approval stings, and honour 

stains. 

From wrong to wrong the exasperated spirit 

J)roc eea_s, unless res to red by that re

fining fire 

Where you must move in rne11sure, like 

a dancer. 1 11 

The most interesting thing here is that the 
compound poet-ghost does not refer to any achieve

ment in the 1ite:cary field which we might have been 
led to expect f.r·om the words 11 the crown upon your 

lifetime's effort". In fact all literar,y achieve

rnen ts are llltimately no thing but "bitter tasteless

nes:3 of shadow fru.it 11
• The ghost here is speaking 

about life itself, not about the life of art. 

Thus a life spent in pursuit of art and which 

ignores the human and the spir'itual realms is one 
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doomed at the last to chew dust and bitter ashes, 

just as the angels who fell with Satan 
II f ondl,y thinking to allay 

Their appetite with gust, instead of Fruit 
Chewd bitter Ashes, which th'o:ffended 

taste 

With spattering noise rejectea. 11 .S· 
This is what a lifetime 9 s devotion to artistic 

ideals will bring in the end - dust and bitter 

ashes. There are no laurels awarded after this 

life for poetic achievements here on earth. Aas-

thetic values then are not ultimate values. This 

is the message that the dead master has for us 

quite a different message from wha·t we should 

expect from a man with such obvious literary abili-

ties. 

The whole of this second movement was admir

ably summarised by D.Y'I. Harding in his review· in 

Scrutiny for Spring 1943: 
"Section 2 can be regarded as the logical 

starting point of the whole poem. It deals with 

the desolation of death and the futility of life 

for those who have haa_ no conviction of spiritual 

values in their life's work. First come three 

sharply organised rh,yming stanzas to evoke, b,y 

image and idea but without literal statement, our 

sense of the hopeless death of air, earth, fire and 

water, seen not onl,y as the elements of m.8-1.1's exist

ence but as thE:J means of his destruction and dis-

missal. The tone havi11g been set by these stanzas, 

there opens a narrative passage describing the 

drear,y bi ttorness in which a life of li te:rary cul

ture can end if it has brought :oo sense of spi:d t-
ual vn,l ues". 

Indcecl Eliot, J.ooking ba.c1c over his 1 i torar,y 

careerv can be suppo:=rna. to have regretted not putt-

ing more e:f.fort into ir1culca·ting the Christian 

me::rnag0, now that at this stago of' his life his 
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religion was the most importw1t thing to him. 

Although Genesius Jones has showed that the whole 

body of Eliot's poetry depends on a religious stance 

that is always at least implicit: yet most of his 

early poetry was not what the later poetr,y had become 

- a proselytising verse. Most of his acclaimed 

poetr,y had been the earlier work and not the more 

serious Christian-minded pieces such as /'tsJ1_ We_dr}_~-

dav and the Choruses from 11 '.rhe Rock". :::::.:::.:;_ --....---,___ - We note in 

his earlier verse the very physicality of it: it 

is full of bodily images - the arm:3 downed with 

light brown hair in Prufrocl\, the short square fing

ers stuffing pipes in RE.e1ud~~ 1 the lady's teeth in 

Hysteria, - one could go on and. ·on. These images 

perhaps achieve their most physical expression in 

the Sweeney poems: 

"This withered root of knots of hair 

Slitted beJ.ow and gashed with eyes, 

This oval O cropped out with teeth: 

The sickle motion fror.a the thighs 11 •
7 

This heavily corporeal sort of imagery is in sharp 

contrast with his later poetry where the predominant 

mode has become effects of light and air which cru1 

be used more readily to express ideas which tran

scencl the physical uni verse. Yet too often the 

poetry in both Ash WedD'esday and the Choruses from 

~'The _Rock 11 degenerates into a meaningless incanta

·t.ion of words which onl,y serves to alienate the 

reader. We feel the poetr,y is trying to achieve 

too much through mere verbal effects, when it has 

in fact strayed too far from the realit,y of the 

phy r:lioal world. The early po etr,y by its very depen-

dence on the solid reali. t,y of the physical world 

had ach:i evecl a vigour tlw:t vms entirel,y wanting in 

the later verse, so that the 11o_pul;::-i,ri ty of the earl.Y 

poems totally eclipsed the later. Thus the Pm.n' 

Q~~t_£·t.~:ts re prer:.rnn tE; o, last tremena_ous attempt to 

write a poem which paid the fuJ.1est tribute to the 

sp:iri tual life and .vet which was to be oo monumental 
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a work as to outshine the earlier poems. Thus as 

well as inculcating the spiritual message the poem 

had to be the finest poetr,y. It was, to be, as 

Stead noted, an attempt to fuse the moral and the 
8 . 

aesthetic: it must then be superb poetr,y, but no 

mere aestheticism. The Herculean size of the task 

that Eliot set himself is a measure of his aohieve

ment1 for the poem is an undoubted success. It 

is a thoroughly Christian poem which remains one of 
the great poems of the language. It is the sort 

of poetry that Dante had been able to write unself
consciously in an age of faith: how much more diff

icult was Eliot's task to write it in an rci,ge of 

scepticism. 



Movement 3 -
The third movement begind to draw in the var

ious strands that will be woven together into the 
crowning knot which is the conclusion of the poem: 

"When the tongues of flam.es are in-folded 

Into the crowned knot of fire 
. 1 

And the f.1.re and the rose are one". 
Two of the most.important strands that are to be 

tied together are the two wa,ys of salvation we have 

noticed in the poem: The way of affirmation which 
we experienced in the rose-garden at Burnt Norton, 

and the way of negation which was the way of the 

saint. The poet opens the movement by talking of 

" three conditions which often look alike 
Yet differ completely, flourish in the same 

hedgerow: 

Attachment to self ancl to things and to 

persons, detachment 
lilrom self BJ:Jd from thine;s and from persons; 

and, growing between them, indifference 

Which resembles the others as death resembles 

life, 
Being between two lives - unflowering, 

between 
The live and the clead nettle". 

It is an obvious enough inference to make the ident
ification between the condition of detachment aud 

the wa,y of negation, the ascetic way of the saint: 

II detachment 

From sel:f and from things and from persons". 

This condition is characterised as a living coodi-

tion because it will ensure salvation. The way of 

a ttr.whGrnnt is the way of aff' i rmation as in .I?..1:.l.£:;t 
Horton, where vie L'.limpsecl. the pB.ttern of God through 
..._.___...__.._..._,_.....,-,., •. ,, .... ,."""" ~ . <.... • 

u sensual experience of the world. This too is a 
livin,~2; condition: we can come to our salvation 

througJ.1 an ombr~i.ce of this· 1:Lfe, b,y endeavouring to 

see th:couch the thing:3 o:i: thi:3 world to the pattern 
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of God which lies beyond. The thira. way however is 
a dead wa,y. This is the condition of indifference, 
and it is indifference to tha,t which is beyond this 

world. In both the conditions of at·tachment and 

detachment we had our eyes firmly fixed on salva

tion. But the third condition is indifferent to 

the spiritual aspect of life, and thus it is a way 

of death. We think back to The P....:.~Y~§al-yE,geE±. where 
the condition of indifference prevailed. It would 

have been easy to confuse the condition there with 

that of attachment. In the second and third move-

ments of that poem we had a difficult enough task 

to evaluate the speaker's position before we finally 

decided that it was a stance of superficial belief 
only. There was no real heart-felt belief under

lying the words of the ~peaker. It was a mere 

mouthing of remembered ideas from which the life 

had long since departed. But it did resemble the 

other condition of attachment - indeed we could have 

been taken in by it, until we saw that it really 

only resembled the other 
II as death resembles life". 

This condition had involved a wrong use of memory, 

for memory had been used to prop up a position that 

was no longer believed in 
II or if still believE~d, 

In memor,y only 1 recm-rnid_ered passion 11 .2' 

Eliot now goes on to speak of the correct uBe 
of memor,y, for memor,y can also be a means of libera-

tion - liberation from both past ancl future. Ne 

saw in East_ Colrnr how the d.eacl ha.nc1 of the past had 

lain on the poet 0 s life so that he was emotionally 

paralyr:H--id. 7 unable to act properly because of his 

frur:Jtr8,tion arising 01.rt; of his cUssati::ifaction with 

the past. We saw also in. ~r.he Dr.v~~3::-1lva.r;es. how his 
clissati:=:ifc1,ction with p;_1,wl; cl.nd prcc1::.H::r)t had caused. him 

to look to the future with the blinkered appetru1cy 

th::1,t lmngors only for gratLficat:Loo of matorial 



c1esires. Thus we must be delivered not only from 

the bondage of the past, but also from that consum

ing desire which will cast a blight over the future 

as well. 
" This is the use of memory: 

For liberation~ not less of love but 

expanding 

Of love beyond desire, and so liberation 

From the :future as well as the past". 

Here however the poet is chiefly concerned with lib
eration from the bondage of the past. For 

II History may be servitude, 

Histor,y may be freedom 11 • 

In ~_!._Q.2}rn_£ history had indeed_ been servitude. 

Eliot's ancestors had seemed to him a troop of cleman~

ding spectres whot like Hamlet's father 1 had reached 

out from beyond the grave to lay their clamm.y touch 

on him .. determining once and for all the conditions 

of his own existence through the decisions of their 

lives~ But this is not the correct way to regard 

history. We must not see the people of the past as 

they affect our lives, but as they lived their own. 

We must see the pattern which they played out as 

they strove after their God, strove for their O\VD. 

personal salvation. Thus the past becomes :not a 

dead influence lying on our lives, but a living 
pattern from which we could learn much. 

II See, how they va.ni sh 1 

The faces and places, with the self which, 

as it could, loved them, 

To become renewed, transfigured in another 

pattern". 

As he soes this new pattern of the past, the poet 

has once again reached the point he attained in the 

conclusion of 13urr0:,)Torton, the realization that 

all tlw thtJJgs of this world have their place :Ln 

Go(l's pattern. ~-1he poet can now see that the 11 pru'~-

t.Lc:-i,l hor:co1~ 113 of this life - including knowlede;e of' 

human sin which in IJurnt Ho:ct;on gave vent ·lD that 
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almost insane cr,y of anguish of the despairing soul 

"The loud lament of the disconsolate 
chimera"q. 

- is only part of God's pattern and by virtue of 
its place in that pattern is a necessar,y part of 
human life. Thus the poet can now affirm in the 

words of Saint Juliana of Norwich that 

"Sin is Behovely, but 
All shall be well, and 

All manner of things shall be well". 

With the scales now fallen from his eyes the 
poet turns to think of the men who figure in the 

The pattern of history 

here seerns n little confused on the surface, but 

underneath it will be seen to reveal the clarity and 

simplicity of the patterD of God. Here there were 

many causes and many men, not all of whom acted out 

of the purest of motives. Here too sin had its 

place in the pattern, but the pattern does represent 
one thing above all others - that these men were all 
inspi:ced by a profou.ncl spiritual feeling. Little 

Gidding commemorates men who were striving after 
their God. This is precisely why it has signifi

cance for the modern world 1 for the spiritual dimen
sion is what has been lost in the world of the twen
tieth century. 

11 If I think 1 again, of this place, 

And of pE1ople, not wholly commendable, 

Of no immediate kin or kindness, 

But some of peculiar genius, 

All touched by a common genius, 

United in tl1e strife which cUv.ided them. 11 

Uni tec1 becEJ,use al though they were at war v,i th one 

another, their larger motives vrnre the same - they 
wo:ce. all striving for sa1 vation, the,y were all str.i V·-

ing after Goel.. The poet now asks what is the 

re~son for speaking of these old causes, for openine 
these 11 inveterate scars 11

• Be is not meaning to 



revive the causes themselves: 

"It is not to ring the bell backward 
Nor is it au incantation 

To summon the spectre of a Rose. 

Y/e cannot revive old factions 

We cannot restore old policies 

Or follow an antique drum". 

Rather he mentions these men and their concerns 
because they represent a spiritual attitude from 

which the twentieth centur·,y could learD. much. They 

have left us a lesson in living. Their lives 

become a symbol for us - a syo~Jol perfected by death, 

because they have now all gone to their reward where 

we still remain in this lower world 1 which can be 

either infernal or purgatorial depending on our 

mental attitude toward it. These men are of the 

saved because of the strenuous application of their 

spiritual li veD. The,y were truly undefea tea. because 

they went on trying. TheJ, ar-e now all long since 

dead, but in thinking of them we should remember what 

they fought forf what their whole lives were lived 

for. 

"These men, and. those who opposed them 

And those whom they opposed 

Accept the constitution of silence 

And are folded in a siugle party. 

Whatever we inherit from the fortunate 

We have taken from the defeated 

What they had to leave us ·- a symbol: 

A symbol perfected in death". 

They accept the conr:;ti tut.ion of silence: they will 

not fJpeak to us as did the ghost from the Purgatorio 

because they are now above this realm: they are of 

the saved. The ghost probabl,y only spoke to us 

bEwause he thought we too were of the lost, 'because 

none from that world c:iver returns back to l.i:fe. 

But although they do not speak, they do leave a 

:::iymbol which is for us to read, lf we:: pay the co:c-, 

re:}ct atteJ:)t:ion we rna . .v lea:cn :i.nclecd that 



11 all shall be well and 

All manner of things shall be well 

By the purification of the motive 

In the ground of our beseeching 11
• 

If we can attain to the puri t,y of motive that these 

men had, the single-minded· striving after God, then 

in our lives too, which the poet has shown to be not 
quite satisfactor,y, all ma,y ultimately be well. 



lVIovemen t 4-

Now comes the apocalyptic vision that has been 

ax1ticipated so often in the course of the poern that 
we have been fearfull.Y expecting its advent for some 
time. It comes in a moment of poetr,y .that is in·-

tens el,y cone en tra ted - a brief moment of "incande-

scent terror". The movement opens with the reappear-
ance of the "dark dove with the flickering tongue 111 

who descends from the skies bringing the flames that 

shall consurne the earth. We look up in terror as 

the people of Herculaneum or J?ompeii must have done -

they must surely have thought that the end of the 
world was come. In ·~is moment is implicit all 

that shall follow at the end of the world - our past 
lives flash before our eyes in has t,y review as we 

think of the imminent Judgment. But the messenger 

here is not onl,y the herald of the end of the world -
it is also the pentecostal messenger. It is the 

Holy Spirit in His descent and His massage is ulti
mately one of love. 1l1hose among ·us who dwell in 

no 
true faith will haveAcause for fear at the end of 

the world because they shall then see the love that 

God bears to His true servants. This means that 
when the dove arrives he will give rise to either 

joy or terror - and the choice between the two is 

ours. Thus the moment of terror in the po e tr,y 

passes quickly and we see the choice that we are 

faced with: 

"The dove descending breaks the air 
With flame of incandeocent terror 
Of which the tongues declare 

The one discharge from sin and error. 

The only hope, or else despair 

Lies in the choice of pyre or pyre -
1J10 be redeomed from fire b,y fire 11 • 

~P.he dove then offers us redemption. It is redemp
tion b,y fi.r·e, tho refining fire of divine love which 

i::i maclc l,1a11:i.fcst in the flames of Purg::J,tor,y. It is 



redemption from fire, in two senses: from the infer

nal fire of eternal damnation, and from the fires 

which flame in the :f1esh. The 11intolerable shirt 
of flame" is the body which torments the individual 

with the fires of fleshly desire. We must be con

sumed by this fire unless we give ourselves up to 

the divine fire of the Holy Spirit. 

The second stanza reveals that human suffering 

is a manifestation of God's love. This is because 

it is throue;h the suffering that we undergo in the 

body that we are prepared for our salvation. Love 
is the "unfamiliar name" behind the suffe.ring 

because we do not usually see how suffering para

doxicall,y reveals God's love for man. But suffer

ing also has its place in the pattern, and this too 

will be resolved when the fullness of God's will is 

revealed: 

"All mru.rn.er of things shall be well".$), 2. 

The movement then represents the transformation of 

our view of human suffering into a realisation of 

the glor,y of God. Peter Jllilward quotes a passage 

from Villiam Law's Serious Call to a Devout and 

fl~hY__Life which is to the point here: 
"The darlc a.isordered fire of our soul cm:i as 

well be made the foundation of heaven as :Lt is of 

hell. For when the fire and the strength of the 

soul is sprinkled. withthe blood of the Lamb, then 

its fire becomes a fire of light, and its strength 

is changed into a strength of triumphing love, and 

will be fitted to have a place among the flames of 

love that vvai t about the throne of God 11 • 
3 

In thiEi wa.v the element of fire becomes the 

transforming eleurnnt of the .9u,3.rtemt a s.vrn1~ lie 

role which it traditionally adopts among the four 

elements. It is fire which figures in the con

o1-i.u:Jion of the pooc1~ whon we see that the flrunes of 

T'ueg:-:1,to1·.y t1'.re ac. tw,=tll,y fold.eel. in tor:ether so that 

the paften:t they reveal if:i the pattern of the rose 



the symbol of love. And so human suffering is seen 

to be a manifestation of the love of God. 
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Movement 5 

In the final movement of the poem, Eliot returns 

once more to the analogy of art, just as he has a.one 
in the final movement of each of the quartets, in 

order to interpret his position in the world. As 

C.A. Bodelson remarks, the movement is a coda and 

the opening lines "are part of the coda effect: an 

intimation that the poem is drawing to a close 11 •
1 

"What we call the beginning is often the end 

And to make an end is to make a beginning. 

The end is where we start from." 

Indeed it is only as the poem is reaching its end 

that the poet has found a new beginning in his life. 

~-- · • ~1~il"'-"©'l:h=pttt" • 

1~~~+f~ It is only now that he has seen 

the true end or purpose to his existencet and to see 

this end is indeed to make a new beginning. Thus 

the end is where he starts from. But he now speaks 

specifically about his poem: 

" And ever.Y phrase 
And sentence that is right (where ever,y word 

is at home, 

Taking its place to support the others 1 

The word neither diffident nor ostentatious, 

An eas,y commerce of the old and the new, 

The common word exact without vulgarity, 

The formal word precise but not pedantic, 

The complete consort dancing together). 

Every phrase and ever,y sentence is an ena. 

ana. a beginning, 

Ever,y poern an epitaph". 

Where the poet had. before pres en tecJ. his art iD. terms 

of WJ intoleralJle struggle by emphasising the prob

lems of the artiE1t nncl tho sense of cl.isillur:1ion that 

often devolves upon him, the sense that he wi11 

never be able to approo.ch the perfection to which hG 

asp1res 1 now he places before us R vision of achievGd 

porfec:ti.ou which .vet c1oor:.: not Jose Bight of the tech·-· 
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nical problems of the poet. He does not give us 

this vision in terms of ideal forms which leave 

behind the materials with which the poet must work 9 

but rather concentrates on the words which before he 
had felt it so difficult to discipline and control. 

Where before the words had shown alarming anarchic 

tendencies to 
II strain, 

Crack. and sometimes break, under the burden, 

m.1der the tension, slip, slide, perish, 

Deca.v with imprecision, will not stay in 

place, 
Will not sta,y still", 

2. 

now the,y are seen in terms of the traditional sym-

bol of order and discipline, the dance. Now each 

wora. takes its place as the poem is seen to be the 
II complete consort dancing together". 

This ideal order that the poem has achieved is really 

referring, via the artistic parallel, to the vision 

of completeness and fulfilment that becomes available 

to the poet once he accepts the will of God. As he 

rE-laches this posi t.io:o the poet has at J.ast recovered 

the experience of the H~r~Ji.2J.2.E1££ rose-garden for 
which he has been striving ever since the opening 

movement of the first quartet. But now the vision 

is not something given in a moment and then taken 

awa,y juG t as abruptly r but something that endures, 

J.ror he has here not onl,y .reclaimed the visio.n of 
II both a new world· 

And the olcl make explicit" 1 

3 

but he can now recreate it in his own terms. The 

whole movement then becomes a poetic recreation of 

the vision which wns giveo momentarily in the rose-

garclen. 

In t~1is sense the end of the poetry is 
rr to arrive where we started 

And know tho placo for the fi:cst time". 
Tl:tc mom cu tar,y gl impfrn of fulf i lm.en t 1·1hich we were 

giv(~JJ in the first quar·tet is now recre:.:i,ted 1..vi th o .. 11 



the permanence of a timeless work of art. The vis-

ion of the perfect poem given in the opening of the 

movement is Eliot's statement of the fullness that 
a life can achieve b,y delivering its elf up to God. 
In this wa,y the enduring permanence of the work of 

art comes to be a symbol of the external life to be 

found in God_:_ 
11 The moment of the rose and the moment of 

the yew-tree 

Are of equal duration II v 

The rose, a symbol of poetr,y, anclthe,yew-tree, a 

symbol of the realities of life and death, are linlrna. 

here because the poetry itself has become a symbol of 

the bliss to be achieved after death i:n the eternal 

life of Goel. 

As this movement is a coda, there are a number 

of lines occurring which resurne earlier themes of 

the Ouartets. The discussion of this movement 
~~-

could be extended indefinitely if we were to look at 

each of the:lse echoes and to discuss the contribution 

each is making to the resolution of the poem. How-

ever this would. be largely a wasted effort. Tho 

quality of the poetry of this movement is the som1a.

ing of familiar notes in quick succession vvi thout 

dwelling particularly on their meaning, so as to 

give the effect of a comprehensive resolution which 

resumes all the ea.rli er themes and ti es up all the 

loose ends of the earlier movements. We shall do 
much better merely to let the poetry wash over us 

and. carr,y us on its current to the conclusion. The 

culmirrn,tiou of the poem comes wheu we are returned 

to the rose-garden at ~urnt Norton although it is 

now seen to be di:fferexit somehow. We seem to 
II know the plcice for the first time". 

li'or' it ir3 not oril,y the rose 0"-garclen at Burnt Norton 

- it is now more explicitly the garden of Eden. 

11hus we pas,::1 

"Through the 'Lmkuown~ rernernbe:cec1 gate 

\Vhen tho last o:f earth 1eft to d.i.scovor 

Is that which vrn,::; the bGginn Lngn. 

l?O 



This explicit reference to Eden i~ reinforced by a 
series of images which seem to be aiming at the 

expression of the quality of archetypal innocence: 

"At the source of the longest river 

'.rhe voice of the hidden waterfall 

And the children in the apple-tree 

Not Jr..nown, because not looked for 

But heard, half-heard, in the stillness 

Between two waves of the sea". 

Such a condition is what we had glimpsed in the 

J?.1.1.~_l~ experience; but more importantly it 
is something which is accessible through life itself. 

It is something which can be achieved by a full 

embrace of life because it is 

"Quick now, here, now, always ·-" 

This is not to be achieved through the ascetic de

nial of life of the saint, rather it is only achieved 

through aD enthusiastic participation in life. But 

on the other hand the absolute faith and devotion of 

the saint is an essential requirement, because it is 

some thing which must be pursued s ingle-mindec1ly. 

If we are to attairi it then we can have no other 

object in life, because it is a 

" condition of complete fj implicitly 

(Costing not less than over,ything) 11 • 

Here then is the reconciliation between the two con-

di tio.ns of attachment and detachment. Ne must 
embrace life its elf, but we must not be o.istracted 

by any of the external effects of this life, for 

the whole strength of our will must be engaged in 

the striving for the conditions of complete simplicity 

which is achieved by a total abandonment to the will 

of God. In this way we must be attached ancl yet 

detached; yet we must never be indifferent. Once 

we realise this condition then we can be assured 

that 
11 all shal1 be well Emd 

All manner of things shall be we11 11 • 

In thif:3 nbaiJ.doJJx11eut to the will of God it beeomes 



clear that all the suffering in the world is really 

a manifestation of the love of God. And as we 

watch, we are giveD a sign which is a miracle per

formed by God Himself. He reveals the love He 
bears towards mankind in a t,y pically paradoxical 

manner: the flames of Purgatory begin to fold them

sblves in together so that they become like the 

petals of the rose: 

"When the tongues of flames are in-folded 
Into the crowned knot of fire 

And the fire and the rose are one 11
• 

The moment represents a sublime conclusion to the 

poem~ it is a moment of absolute peace and harmony 

in which all reconciliation is implicit. After 

such a moment there is no more to be said. 



Concluding Remarks --
If there has been one thing which has emerged 

from this rather ill-organized and undisciplined 
account, it is that the structure of the poem is by 

no means simple. In fa.ct we can distinguish in 

the ~ets two t,Ypes of structural device quite 

different in kind from each other. Firstly there 

are what it is convenient to think of as the 11static" 

patterning devices, those which C.K. Stead has 

carefully docwnen ted in his chapter on the Quartets 

in The 11 ew P.£.etic. These are all very i:n teres ting 
in a dr,y academic sort of way, but they do absolute

ly nothing to bring the poem to life. There was 

much of this sort of patterned poctr,y prod.uced in 

the poeti.c flourish that was the Renaissance: one 

thinks of the enc.Hess "quaternions II based on the 

four seasons, the four elements, the four humours, 

the four ages of man, much loved in that period, 

and disregarded_ ever since. This sort of poetry 

was so widely accepted that it even made a rather 

surprising appearance in the wilds of seventeenth 

century America, from the pen of Anne Bradstreet, 

"the tenth muse 11
• But verse of this sort, having 

long since gone out of fashion, remains w.1.reaa_ 

today. Clearly it is not in these effects that 

the enduring value of tho poetry resides. We 

must note the presence of such effects in the Qua:r

.:_t;et~, but we must not stop there. Indeed if all 

that a study of the s~t_ets eventually ,yields is a 

chart of the t,ype Stead h1.--l.s procluced, then the ave-

rage reader might well leave the poem in the hands 

of the academics and continue reading who-d1m-its 

and. westerns ·- which at least provicle movement and 

life without pretension. 

But of course th0 poem is more than this. J\s 

well ns these static patten1s thore is a structural 

dynamic at work in the QtJ.artets.. Thus Eliot uses 

the :figure of [1 rirogres~: (v,lli.ch often turno out to 



be a regress) which relies not only on B1myan's 

Pilgrim but also on Dante's progress through the 

three circles. The poem then becomes alive with 

its records of progress and its ironies of back
sliding vvhich the narrator does not recognise. 

Indeed the whole poem often comes to seem like the 

old arithmetical teaser of the snail who climbs 

upward at the rate of three inches a day, only to 

slip back two inches b,y night. Por where we might 

end one poem on a note of fulfilment, such as in the 

conclusioD of Bu:rE~t Norton, we are dismayed to find 

that the opening of the next quartet has lost all 

the ground we have gained and become involved in a 

mood of gloomy resignation. Again where East 

Coker: eventuall,y wins its vm,y to an excitement of 

discover,y of the spiritual dimension in life, this 

is all gone in the opening of' Jhe1)r.Y _Salvages 

which has lost sight of the spiritual altogether. 

But this is only , part of the structural cl,ynarn.ic 

operating in the poem. As well as the figure of 
a progress internal to the poem, there is also a 

dynamic tissue of response which reaches out to 

engage the reader and to involve him in the issues 

of the poem. Par the reader himself is implicated 

in the progress. He must be careful to evaluate 

each positiou reached in the poem and to detect 

an.v ironies implicit in the position, or he may be 

led into false conclusions by the poetr,y. 

It is this pattern of vital concern, what I 

have 01-:,,lled the cly:namic tissue of response, which 

prevents the poem from lapsing into a clrear,y scho

las ti cal oxerc is e in decorous patterning and traus~

fo rms it into a vibrant and living wo·ck of art. 

If, vie'.ved on Stead's rnodel, it C,).n easily come to 

seem too "architectooralool 11 (to borrow a phrase 

from Joo Gargery)~ yet nevertheless ou the dynamic 

model it CAJJ. ·ho .hearc1 to resound v,1.L th the rhythms 

of J.i:fe :itf:ielf'. If I h,3,V(-i been a little too enthus·-

iaf:d;i.c with my doncriptiorrn of thi:r" dynamic qualit;y 



( "a life a11d cleath game of :forfeit in which the 

reader stands li terall.v to lose his soul"), it is 

because I believe that the poem must somehow be 

rescued from a too static interpretation, and per

haps this can best be achieved b,y an over emphasis 

on the d,ynamic aspec.t of its structure, so that the 

two views can be balanced together and harmonised. 

Reconcil~ation after all is what the poem is all 

about. l1 erhaps we ~,hould take this leaf from the 

poet's bool{ li terall,y 1 and bri.ng its lesson to bear 

directl,y on our interpretation of the poetr.v. At 

all events my point is made, I hope, clea:cl,y enough: 

the poem is too full of life to be condemned to the 

dissection table of the analytic scholar. Per.haps 

it is fitting that this protest against "scholar

ship" i:t1 the pejorative se.noe, should be conducted 

in a paper such as this which is regrettably w1y
thing but scholarl.y in the correct seDse. 



NOTES AND REF.:.;;.RENC.GS 

Quotations from the _Qu_§,rtets themselves have 

been annokLtea. onl,y where the,y are external to the 

section 1.mder consideration. For example, in the 

discussion of the first movement of Durnt Norton, 

any quotations from the other three quartets, or 

from the other movements of Burnt Norton, will be 

annotatecl 1 while those from the first movement 

itself will not be, as they should be easily acces-

sible. This should make for ease of reference 

without too much redundancy of a,.nnotation. Quota-

tions from m1,y of Eliot's other poetry ,all come 

:from Collected Poems 1909-1962 (London: Faber and 

li'aber 1 1963). 
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1 The Invisible Poet: T.S.Eliot (London: Methuen 

and Co., 1960), p. 250 

5 ~ittle Gidding 1, 43-46. 

6 East Coker 5, 2. 
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• 
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9 · _I3urnt norton 2, 43. 
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Movement 5 

1 Burnt p9rtoE_ 3, 13. 

2 Bu..r.12.tJlort2E. 2, 29-32. 

3 .Q.£lle_c t~.d Po ems, p. 177. 

4 '.T.1he Dr.v sa_;i.y_ai:c(es 2, 61. 
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~e--~~' lines 113-128. 

Eliot's Four Quar---, 
Co., 1969), p. 39. 

7 New York Times Book Review, 29 Noveml)er 1953, 

rpt.· irn Bergonzi's Casebook, p. 23. 

I East Coker 

Liovement 1 

1 H.H.S.Crof't in life of Sir Thomas Elyot, pre

fixed to The Boke Hamed the Gouernour 

( London : Kegan, Paul, ~rrench and Co., 1883), 

p. xxvii. 
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5 Kirk, P• 296. 
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9 33-35. 

10 l, 4. 
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12 Kirk, p. 296. 



14 Ecclesiastes, 1, 14. 

15 ~lesias to~., 1, 2. 

16 The Bake Named tl12 Gouern~~ .. E, Chapter XXI. 

17 Burnt 1Jort<222. 1, 27. 

18 Burnt Norton 1, 24. 

19 Ecclesiastes, 1, 16-17. 

Movement 2 

1 Little Gidding 2, 78-93. -----··- -, 

2 Little Gi§_din..t3 4, 5-7. 

3 CoJ.J.ectea. Poems, p._ 89. 

4 ~ !fiemorJ:!1.!£, XLVI, 8. 

5 Li1_!le Gi}1c1,iEg 2, 88. 

6 l.::?~i~, XLIII , 7-8. 

7 Qollected Poems, p. 161. 

I\1oveme:o. ·t4 

l 11 T.S.Eliot's gi1artots: a new read.Lng 11 from 

Studies (1965), rpt. in Dergo11zi 1 s ~~book, 

p. 221. 

2 Davie, p. 161. 

Movement 5 

2 Ibid., p. 161-162. 
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6 Burnt Norton 5, 38-39 

7 "Tradition and the Individual Talent" in Selected 

Bssays (London: Faber and Iraber, 1946). p. 14 .. 

8 Ibid., p. 14. 

9 Ibid., p. 17. 

10 T_he A.8....£.E:J'.).t...2,!~ (London: British Broadcast
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The Dr.Y ~al vages 
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2 Ibid., p. 153, 

3 Ibid., pp. 162- 163. 

5 1.r. S. Elio·b, preface to :Gdgar Ansel Mowrer, 

~--6-!llericDfl 'dorld (London: Iraber and Gvvyer, 

1928), PP~ xiii-xiv. 

7 Ibid, p. 152. 

8 Ibid., p. 152, 

9 Ibid., p. 154. 

10 Davie 1 pp. 153-154, 

11 Ibid., p. 154. 

15 EJ.:iot, prefrtco to l11Iowrert 

p. x.i .• 

Tll.i~1 Arnerican ·,/o:rlc1 

16 After :0; trange r-:.ods (Lou.cl.on: J:'nber a.n cl li'abor, 
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17 I am endebted for this quotation to Alan Holder 

who included it in Three Vo.vav,ers in Search o:f 
--- ,,,__ 7 - ---

Europe A StudJ1_of H~_,J8.rr!EmL Ezra Pound and 

T.S.~, (Phildelphia~ Uuiversit,y of Pennsyl

vania Press, 1966), p. 134. 

18 Ibid., p. 135~ 

Movement 2 

1 East Coker 5, 18. 

2 East Coker 2, 21. 

3 Eas1~ Cok~ 2, 35-37. 

4 "Four Quartets" Rehearsed (London: Sheed and -----
Ward, 1946), p. 42. 
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Deutsch's translation (Hew York: Holt, Riue-

hart and 'Hiln:iton, 1968). 
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l Stead, p. 176. 

2 Luke, 21, 25. 

3 Burnt Norton 3, 12. 

4 Collected Poems, p. 177. 

5 Little Gida.i ng 1, 46--48. 

Little Gidding -- -
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1 Collected Poems, p. 63. 

2 see LuJrn, 21, 25. 

3 J.~0!? .. :L.Coke.~ 2, 15-17. 

4 ]_urn~ 1, 45-46. 

5 ~~kc~r 1, 46. 
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movement 2 

1 East Coker 3, 13-17. 
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Preston, p. 550 
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5 Paradise Lost 9 Bk X, 564-567. 
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Movement 3 

1 Little Gigdin~ 5, 44-46. 

2 Gerontion, follected Poems, p. 40. 

3 Burnt Norton 2, 31. 

4 Burnt Norton 5, 22. 
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1 Little Gidding 2, 28. 
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3 Peter Milward, !_.Comm§:gj;a.E,Y_on T.S.Eliot's 

.!'.~ Quartets (Tokyo: Tl~e Hokuseido Press, 

1968), p. 214. 

Movement 5 
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2 Burnt Norton 5, 13-17. 

3 Burnt Norton 2, 29-30. 
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